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Medical Infrastructure Software in the National Health Service (NHS) is pervasive.
This type of software is not regulated medical device software, it is behind the
scenes software that helps to coordinate the management of equipment that delivers
or supports patient treatment.
This software is sometimes developed in-house by Healthcare Professionals such
as Clinical Scientists & Technologists, in departments such as Medical Physics &
Clinical Engineering. However some of this software is not used as intended and
exhibits a lack of use problem. Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) is an area of
Computer Science that aims to address these lack of use issues.
An example of this software is MachineLog, developed by Clinical Scientist &
Technologists at the Northern Centre For Cancer Care (Newcastle upon Tyne NHS
Foundation Trust). MachineLog has diffused into The James Cook University Hos-
pital (South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust) and it is intended that Ma-
chineLog is used by Radiographers to record faults for medical equipment known as
Linear Accelerators (Linacs), machines that are used to deliver radiation to a can-
cerous tumour in cancer patients. However, in practice, MachineLog is almost never
used and this creates a problem with recording and logging faults for the Linacs.
The work in this thesis aimed to understand the factors that influence usability
and acceptability of Medical Infrastructure developed by Healthare professionals,
and to re-design MachineLog as a Healthcare Professional who is familiar with soft-
ware development but is not an expert in design or usability. To achieve this, the
literature was reviewed to explore the aspects of HCI that can make Medical Infras-
tructure Software usable in the NHS, leading to methods such as Contextual Design
for investigating the lack of use of MachineLog.
A Contextual Inquiry was performed for discovering the existing work of the
Radiographers whilst they were using (or not using) MachineLog. The data from
this study was used to create personas, existing and new scenarios of use, and
was further used to help communicate the requirements of a new prototype called
LinacLog. Furthermore, this data allowed us to conclude that the Radiographers
will not use MachineLog in its current form because it does not align to their goals
of treating patients and is a factor that influences acceptability. It was anticipated
that LinacLog be a fully functional prototype, however, limitations due to Hospital
IT led to designing a low-fidelity prototype. LinacLog was then evaluated, despite
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The National Health Service (NHS), specifically in England, is often thought of as
one national entity. However, a hospital in London could operate completely differ-
ently to a hospital providing a similar service in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. The ways
of working, or operating procedures, are often agreed locally within NHS Trusts.
From the patient‘s perspective, the end service should be no different between each
hospital, for example, a cancer patient in London should expect to be able to re-
ceive the same radiotherapy treatment as cancer patient undergoing radiotherapy
in Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. However, as NHS Trusts are given flexibility to operate
in this way (within legislation and NHS England frameworks), a patient may be
treated with a different manufacturer and type of Linear Accelerator (the device
used treat a cancer patient‘s tumour). It is important to note that their outcomes
should be relatively similar.
This flexibility is true for software development in the NHS. Software is being
developed within the NHS by Healthcare Professionals in hospital departments as
a tool to support their work. These staff are not employed as professional software
developers and do not have formal software development training. As software de-
velopment resources are pervasive on the internet, self-learning to develop software
can be relatively straightforward. This is not to say such practices should be dis-
couraged as staff are developing tools to support their work, as experts in their own
work.
Most of this in-house software is not regulated by medical device regulations
as it is not used to treat patients. This software does not store patient health-
care records and can be developed with little restriction. However, this in-house
developed software has both the potential to diffuse across the NHS and directly
impact the work of other staff groups. There are instances of this in-house soft-
ware that is not being used for its intended purpose and thus exhibit a classical
Human-Computer-Interaction problem.
The focus for this thesis is unregulated Medical Infrastructure Software that
has been developed by NHS Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical Scientists and
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Clinical Technologists, who are not professional software developers, and that is
not being used as intended. This type of software is not Medical Device Software
and is not regulated by legislation such as the Medical Device Directive (MDD) or
the new Medical Device Regulations (MDR), nor is it software that stores patients
health and social care records. Medical Infrastructure Software is software that is
intended to support the behind the scenes operation of the Medical Infrastructure,
the infrastructure that makes NHS treatment possible.
The example used in this thesis is Medical Infrastructure Software known as
MachineLog, developed at the Northern Centre for Cancer Care (NCCC) part of
the Newcastle Upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, and has diffused into
The Radiotherapy Department at The James Cook University Hospital (South Tees
Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust).
MachineLog (discussed in detail in Chapter 3) is a tool (Medical Infrastructure
Software) that is intended to be used by Radiographers to report and track Linear
Accelerator (Linac) faults and issues in the Radiotherapy Department of The James
Cook University Hospital. A Linac is a large and complex medical device (medi-
cal infrastructure) that is used to treat cancer patients by using X-Ray radiation
beams, and is discussed further in Chapter 2. Managing the faults that arise when
operating Linacs is important as Radiotherapy cannot operate without Linear Accel-
erators. However, MachineLog is not being used as intended by the Radiographers
and exhibits a lack of use problem.
At The James Cook University Hospital, MachineLog forms part of a Radiother-
apy IT Ecology that is discussed further in Chapter 2. This IT ecology consists of
treatment software and maintenance software that together with the Linacs, sup-
ports the delivery of Radiotherapy.
Some of this software is regulated as a Medical Device. For example in the
context of Radiotherapy, a treatment planning system used to calculate a patient’s
radiation dose distribution is considered a Medical Device. A further example is the
software the drives and controls the Linac. Furthermore, some of this software is
in-house developed medical device software.
As this software is used in the delivery of radiation as a medical exposure it is
governed by the Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) Regulations (IR(ME)R) [2].
In this case, Regulation 15 of IR(ME)R states that the treatment planning software
or the Linac control software must be formally commissioned into use with an ad-
equate commissioning and testing process. This means that this type of regulated
software is thoroughly assessed and evaluated before being used clinically. However,
Medical Infrastructure Software such as MachineLog falls outside of this regulation
as it is not used for the planning or delivery of radiation. This is important to
mention because regulated medical software can not easily diffuse into another hos-
pital, unlike in-house developed unregulated Medical Infrastructure Software such
as MachineLog. There is therefore a mix of regulated and unregulated commercial
and in-house developed software in the Radiotherapy IT Ecology.
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MachineLog’s lack of use can be investigated by using Human Computer Inter-
action (HCI), an area of Computer Science that draws upon areas such as human
factors engineering and psychology. HCI aims to provide solutions to these type of
problems (such as MachineLog) by promoting good software and interaction design.
This investigation, using HCI techniques, informed the development and evalu-
ation of a new prototype, beginning to address the lack of use of MachineLog. The
prototype was named LinacLog. It was anticipated that the prototype would be a
working prototype. However, due to limitations, a low-fidelity design prototype was
developed and evaluated.
1.1 Aims of this thesis
As Medical Infrastructure Software is being developed in the NHS by Healthcare
Professionals, it highlights that there is a need for such software to exist, as this
software is intended to solve a specific set of problems, such as maintaining the
Medical Infrastructure (The infrastructure involved in treating patients). However,
in practice, this software does not work as intended because the users are not using
it properly, despite this software not lacking the functionality required.
MachineLog is an example of Medical Infrastructure Software. The Radiogra-
phers are required to use MachineLog to report faults that occur when operating
Linear Accelerators, complex devices that are used to deliver radiation to patients.
However, in practice, this does not happen, despite MachineLog providing the func-
tions to record Linac faults. The lack of use of MachineLog demonstrates that
there is a need for a user oriented approach when developing Medical Infrastructure
Software in the NHS.
Therefore, the aim of this thesis is to understand the factors that influence
usability and acceptability of Medical Infrastructure Software, whilst focusing on
re-designing MachineLog. To achieve this, two goals have been identified, which
are:
• To investigate how people are, or more precisely, not using Machine Log in
the way it was intended, by using HCI methods.
• To produce a new design prototype for MachineLog: LinacLog Version 1.
1.2 Scope & Limitations
The scope of this thesis is Medical Infrastructure Software that has been created by
Healthcare Professionals in the NHS. Specifically, this thesis focuses on MachineLog,
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software developed by NCCC and in use at The James Cook University Hospital for
managing Linear Accelerator faults.
This research does not look at treatment directly, nor the patient experience.
There may be mention of patients to provide context to the work of staff, how-
ever, patients are not directly observed or involved in this research and Section 1.5
discusses the ethics around this research.
It was anticipated that a fully working prototype be developed. The Medical
Physics Department had its own internal IT server infrastructure for hosting the
back-end services required, the tools available on the workstations and smart de-
vices for prototyping. However, there was no success in connecting these devices
to the hospital WiFI network and contextual constraints were encountered. The
Hospital WiFi network was beyond the control of the Medical Physics Department.
It is important that the Hospital IT WiFi network is not confused with the easily
available NHS staff & patient WiFi, as this WiFi network cannot communicate with
servers and IT infrastructure on the Hospital network.
Therefore, a limitation experienced in this thesis was convincing Hospital IT
and Information Governance (IG) that the devices were to be used for prototyping
and that the devices would not store patient data, despite offering assurances that
patient data would not be stored, and access to any databases to demonstrate this.
This limitation was further exacerbated by the lengthy delays to responses from
both departments. As NHS employees, the only process for requesting access to
the hospital WiFi for the purposes of device development, was to raise an IT help-
desk request and engage in e-mail conversation thereafter. Once approval had been
finally granted, the research project was near its conclusion and thus constrained by
time, consequently leading to the development of a low-fidelity prototype consisting
of sketches and user interface designs.
1.3 Contribution & Impact
The overall aim of this thesis was to understand the factors that influence the us-
ability and acceptability of Medical Infrastructure Software.
The work in this thesis aims to contribute to the development of unregulated
medical infrastructure software that is undertaken by Healthcare Professionals. Fur-
thermore, the work has the potential to impact real world practice as it involves
re-designing MachineLog. MachineLog is an example of medical infrastructure soft-
ware that is not usable and fits into a bigger challenge in this thesis: attempting to
resolve the frustrations experienced by the users of unusable medical infrastructure
software. MachineLog will be re-designed to understand how HCI methods inform
the design and evaluation of this software and to advocate the use of HCI methods.
However, the discourse of HCI research, further examined in the literature review
(Chapter 4), in the context of healthcare, is directed towards patient care and patient
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safety. Some software (such as MachineLog) within the healthcare context, devel-
oped by Healthcare Professionals, sits outside this discourse, behind the scenes and
not directed towards patient care or patient safety. Therefore, there may be a gap
in this literature, suggesting that this is an under-researched area. Therefore, the
work in this thesis contributes to improving usability in unregulated medical infras-
tructure software, developed by Healthcare Professionals, such as Clinical Engineers
and Medical Physicists who are UK statutory registered as Clinical Scientists.
Clinical Scientists, further discussed in Chapter 2, are often overlooked as Health-
care Professionals. Nevertheless, Clinical Scientists are heavily involved in health-
care, both from a clinical (interpreting and advising on results) and non-clinical
point of view [3]. Clinical Scientists sit on the boundary of regulated and unregu-
lated activity, developing both regulated [4] and unregulated software [5]. It is the
unregulated software for unregulated activities that goes overlooked when consider-
ing design.
This thesis aims to contribute to understanding that staff, such as Clinical Sci-
entists, are in good position to observe other Healthcare Professionals, where there
is a lack of design expertise. Furthermore, this thesis highlights that HCI techniques
such as Contextual Inquiry [6] can formally set out the methods for performing an
observation, as a non-design expert.
It appears that despite the lack of awareness of HCI in Healthcare [7], and many
evaluation methods requiring a design expert to perform the evaluation, Human
Factors frameworks directed towards patient safety and medical devices can also in-
form the evaluation of Medical Infrastructure Software [8], developed by Healthcare
Professionals, as non-design experts. Although, this is not to say design experts
should not be involved.
By investigating the methods that are available for informing software design
and by using these methods with our example software Machine Log, in Chapter
5, a better understanding how staff perform their work was identified, by modelling
and describing staff interactions. This helped to discover where Machine Log cur-
rently fits into staff workflow. Performing this study led to developing a view on
how, as Healthcare Professionals,e might bring contextual inquiry methods into the
development of Medical Infrastructure Software that is developed by Healthcare
Professionals. Furthermore, these methods were able to inform the design of a new
prototype, called LinacLog, that aims to replace MachineLog.
1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as follows:
• Chapter 1 - The Introduction, introduces this research.
• Chapter 2 - The Research Context, provides an overview of The Author’s role
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in the NHS and it introduces Radiotherapy and the equipment used to deliver
Radiotherapy, including the staff who work within radiotherapy.
• Chapter 3 - The Problem: Machine Log, delves deeper into MachineLog.
• Chapter 4 - Literature Review, reviews literature surrounding HCI.
• Chapter 5 - The Study, utilises contextual inquiry to perform and report on
observations.
• Chapter 6 - Personas and Scenarios, communicates requirements for the new
prototype.
• Chapter 7 - Software Requirements Specification, defines requirements for the
new prototype.
• Chapter 8 - Prototype Design, introduces the new prototype and its interfaces.
• Chapter 9 - Prototype Evaluation, evaluates the new prototype.
• Chapter 10 - Conclusion and Future Work, describes what has been achieved
and the work that can continue after this research.
Some of the work in this thesis has been written in the first person. This is to
reflect the researcher’s own experiences, work and position.
1.5 Ethics & Intellectual Property Statement
All investigations and observations in this thesis were given approval by the De-
partment of Computer Science‘s Ethics Committee. The study in Chapter 5 was
performed in accordance to The University of York‘s Research Integrity Code of
Practice.
All directly observed participants were over the age of 18 years old and em-
ployed by the South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, including the author.
NHS ethics approval was advised as not required due to being an employee of the
hospital where the staff were observed. Patient presence was indicated in the study
but patients were not directly observed during the investigation, nor was any data
about patients gathered as part of this work. Under no circumstances are patients
identified within this thesis. Furthermore, by using the Health Research Authority
Approval Decision Toolkit (Appendix B), it was apparent that NHS Research Ethics
Committee Approval was not required.
This thesis builds upon the work that the author was employed to perform (Re-
designing MachineLog) and all staff participating in observations were consented
verbally, as the staff observation was performed as part of the author’s employed
role. The author was provided time to perform this work during the working day in
lieu of Masters Degree funding as it was agreed that the author be able to undertake
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this Masters Degree as career development, self-funded, providing that it benefits the
Medical Physics Department at The James Cook University Hospital. Accordingly,
this work was authorised by the author’s Head of Department, The Head of Medical
Physics.
Intellectual Property (IP) was discussed with The James Cook University Hos-
pital’s Innovation and Research team, as the research project was conducted as an
employee of JCUH, and as an idea that emanated from employment. It was es-
tablished that South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust will not own any IP
that may be produced in this work as this work would be performed as part of a





The goal of this chapter is to provide context prior to delving into MachineLog, by
introducing various job titles, the author‘s role, Radiotherapy, Medical Physics and
the roles professionals undertake in maintaining Radiotherapy Equipment.
This research was conducted within the Radiotherapy Department and Medical
Physics Department at The James Cook University Hospital, a hospital belonging
to South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. There are many behind the scenes
healthcare professions (both regulated and unregulated) working within Radiother-
apy and Medical Physics such as Clinical Scientists, Therapeutic Radiographers and
Clinical Technologists.
A suite of different types of software exists. This includes regulated Medical
Device software such as treatment planning systems and unregulated software for
performing safety testing. The purpose of this chapter is to explain Radiotherapy,
introduce Linear Accelerators, explain the different software used in Radiotherapy
and how MachineLog fits in with this suite of software for supporting the delivery
of Radiotherapy.
2.1 The Role of Medical Physics & Clinical Engi-
neering in the UK
The NHS is regarded as being made up of Medical Practitioners, Nurses and Allied
Healthcare Professionals (AHP). However, there are many behind the scenes staff
working within the NHS. Some of these staff are also Healthcare Professionals who
work on the boundary of clinical and non-clinical work, sometimes working with
patients and sometimes working behind the scenes. Gradually, since the “Hello
my name is” initiaitve by the late Dr Kate Grander [9], Healthcare Professionals
working on this boundary have been encouraged to better identify themselves and
their roles. One such Healthcare Profession is Healthcare Science.
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Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering are Healthcare Science departments in
the NHS that provide support to various other departments in hospitals. Not all
departments are structured in the same way and may be labelled differently, for ex-
ample: Radiation Protection Department, Clinical Physics Department, Biomedical
Engineering Department. However, the purpose of medical physics is universal: to
provide scientific and engineering advice and support. The purpose of Medical En-
gineering initially appears obvious. However, there is some confusion over Medical
Engineering and Clinical Engineering and what a ‘Clinical Engineer’ does. Clinical
Engineering departments are usually joined to Medical Physics and are known as
Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering (MPACE), whereas Medical Engineering
departments are often responsible for Medical Equipment Asset Management. At
the time of writing, there is on-going work to standardise MPACE departments and
services [10].
It is useful for the context of this research, to highlight Medical Physicists and
Clinical Engineers as Healthcare Professionals working within the NHS. There are
two types of registration that a NHS Medical Physicist or Clinical Engineer could
possess. The first being Clinical Technologist and the second, Clinical Scientist. The
former being a voluntary registrant of the Register of Clinical Technologists (RCT)
and not a title that is protected in law and the latter, a title protected in law and
regulated by the Health Care Professions Council (HCPC). Within Medical Physics
& Radiotherapy, Medical Physicists are usually registered Clinical Scientists and
Radiotherapy Engineers are usually Clinical Technologists.
The HCPC define a Clinical Scientist as someone who “oversees specialist tests
for diagnosing and managing disease. They advise doctors on tests and interpreting
data, and carry out research to understand diseases.” [3]. The RCT define a Clinical
Technologist as “ healthcare scientists working in a range of clinical and healthcare
locations including NHS hospitals, private health care, academic institutions and
the medical device industry” [11]. Despite these differences, Clinical Technologists
and Clinical Scientists are Healthcare professionals that are developing software.
Clinical Engineers who are registered with the HCPC as Clinical Scientists have
a broader scope of practice. This type of Clinical Engineer can also use medical
equipment on patients and are Healthcare Professionals sitting at the intersection
of clinician, scientist and engineer, from a science and engineering background. It
is important to make this distinction as Clinical Scientists are afforded more re-
sponsibility within the patient treatment pathway in comparison to an unregistered
Clinical Engineer or Clinical Technologist, who may be responsible for the repair
and maintenance of equipment. There is the potential that software developed by
Clinical Scientists be used in clinical applications directly impacting patient care.
Specialist IT Engineers working within Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering
are also regarded as a type of Clinical Engineer. Usually, these IT Engineers are
Clinical Technologists and can register with the Register of Clinical Technologists
(RCT).
Clinical Engineers registered as either a Clinical Scientist (state regulated health-
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care professionals) or as a Clinical Technologists (voluntary regulated healthcare
professionals), build both regulated and unregulated software [5] [12]. It is worth
noting that medical devices built in house can be used inside the hospital that
they were built in for treatment purposes, provided it meets certain conditions,
of which can be found in Article 5.5 of the Medical Device Regulations 2017 [13].
For example, the Intracranial Pressure Monitoring device (ICP) created by Clini-
cal Scientists Charlotte Kemp and Stuart Marsden, and Clinical Technologist Ian
Boddy, in the Medical Physics Department at The James Cook University Hospital
[4]. This matters because in-house developed regulated software has stricter devel-
opment requirements and is important because it cannot easily diffuse across the
NHS without evaluation from external bodies such as the Medicines and Healthcare
Products Regulation Agency (MHRA), as the approving authority [13].
This in-house built ICP monitor is used by Clinical Engineers registered as Clin-
ical Scientists, in theatre and on the wards, connecting the device to the patients.
It is important to mention that this device contains in-house developed regulated
software and is used as intended. Furthermore, it is important to mention that
unlike unregistered software developers or Clinical Engineers, Engineers registered
as Clinical Scientists are able to use the technology that they develop, on patients,
and are able to interpret the results and data that are generated from these devices
and software for clinical decision making.
2.2 The Author’s Role in Medical Physics & Clin-
ical Engineering
This section provides context on the author’s own role in the NHS and has deliber-
ately been written in the first person to reflect the author‘s experience of working
within NHS Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering and Radiotherapy.
Upon starting this research, I was employed as a ‘Clinical Technologist (Comput-
ing)’ in the Medical Physics Department of The James Cook University Hospital.
This role is responsible for IT infrastructure supporting the Radiotherapy Depart-
ment, and is a specialised role because the work involves maintaining servers and
equipment that are involved in the delivering of radiation to patients, an area heav-
ily regulated. It sits alongside other IT professionals that are working within the
main hospital IT department, but working within a Medical Physics Department.
This role could be considered a form of specialist IT Engineer.
However, my interest in Healthcare Science and Computer Science led me to
progress in my career and later, I transitioned into a new role in the same depart-
ment, as a Pre-Registration Clinical Scientist, specialising in Clinical Physiological
Measurement & Computing within Medical Physics & Clinical Engineering, work-
ing towards Healthcare Professions Council (HCPC) registration. In essence, I am
a Computer Scientist becoming a Clinical Scientist, much like a Medical Physicist
or Electronics Engineer becomes a Clinical Scientist.
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This role involves applying computer science, physics and clinical engineering to
physiological measurement techniques, with the clinical training to perform physio-
logical measurements. This means I am very much involved in both device develop-
ment and clinical work. For example, I am involved in developing the intracranial
pressure monitor described earlier and connecting this to patients in theatres and
on wards. Furthermore, I have developed software that directly influences clinical
services such as the Home Oximetry Service that we provide in the Medical Physics
Department at The James Cook University Hospital [12]. This is important to note
as it is a published example of Clinical Scientists and Clinical Technologists, as
healthcare professionals, developing software to support their involvement in their
aspects of patient treatment.
In summary, this role allows for the development and commissioning of medical
devices in the NHS and the ability to use these devices on patients. Gradually, I have
become less involved with the Radiotherapy IT infrastructure and more involved
with using Computer Science, Engineering and Physics with direct patient care,
providing a solid foundation to apply and promote HCI into my work. As the
change in role was within the same department, the research was able to continue.
The previous role of Clinical Technologist meant that there was responsibility for
supporting the development of software in the department. One common complaint
was that MachineLog was not being used by the Radiographers and the Radiogra-
phers often complained about having to use MachineLog. The Machine Engineers
approached me to install MachineLog on more workstations for the Radiographers.
This gave rise to the motivation for this research, to investigate why MachineLog is
not being used and to develop a usable prototype. The change of role has provided
stronger motivation by being in a position that allows the influence and changing
of practice. Furthermore, both roles allow for directly working with and alongside
Doctors and other Healthcare Professionals.
2.3 Introduction to Radiotherapy
Before delving deeper into MachineLog it is useful to introduce Radiotherapy and
Medical Physics. Radiotherapy is a treatment modality that Medical Physics spe-
cialists and MachineLog supports.
Radiotherapy is concerned with using radiation as a therapeutic medical expo-
sure for treating a patient‘s medical condition. The most notable use of this radiation
therapy is for treating cancer. However, it is important to note that Radiotherapy
is not exclusively concerned with treating cancer as it is a rapidly evolving area but
for the purposes of this thesis, it enough simply to equate Radiotherapy with cancer
treatment.
Briefly, the patient journey is usually:
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• Patient receives cancer diagnosis and is a candidate for Radiotherapy.
• Patient undergoes Radiotherapy Planning CT Scan.
• Patient has radiation treatment planned by using the CT Scan.
• Patient undergoes Radiotherapy Treatment.
Radiotherapy involves Consultant Clinical Oncologists, who are doctors specialis-
ing in treating patients with Radiotherapy and involves Therapeutic Radiographers,
who are Radiographers specialising in treating patients with Radiotherapy. There
are also Diagnostic Radiographers who are Radiographers specialising in imaging
patients using radiation.
Radiotherapy Physics is a service that is responsible for providing physics and
engineering support to Radiotherapy departments. After all, Radiotherapy is con-
cerned with using radiation to treat a patient.
Radiotherapy physics is established as a sub-discipline of Medical Physics & Clin-
ical Engineering; specialisms that provide scientific and engineering support to other
services in NHS hospitals. Each NHS hospital configures these services/departments
slightly differently but all share a common purpose of supporting Radiotherapy.
At The James Cook University Hospital, Radiotherapy Physics is a section of the
Medical Physics Department and consists of Radiotherapy Physics, Radiotherapy
Engineering and Radiotherapy Computing.
Radiotherapy Physics involves Medical Physicists (Clinical Scientists) and Ra-
diotherapy Engineers (Clinical Technologists), working in partnership to provide
scientific and engineering support. Furthermore, there are specialist IT Engineers
(Clinical Technologists) that provide the support for the medical infrastructure soft-
ware that drives modern Radiotherapy, for example, my role at the start of this
thesis. It is worth noting that not every department has a Computing section with
trained Computer Scientists or IT Engineers that can provide software development
skills for the development of in-house software.
Radiotherapy is not to be confused with Radiology, which uses radiation to image
a patient. Although Radiotherapy does include aspects of medical imaging, it is
important to highlight this difference because Radiology uses low doses of radiation
to image a patient whereas Radiotherapy uses high doses of radiation to treat a
patient using a Linear Accelerator. A Linear Accelerator has a greater complexity
of scientific and mechanical components than a standard X-Ray machine.
Use of radiation as a medical exposure is governed by the Ionising Radiation
(Medical Exposure) Regulations 2017 or IR(ME)R abbreviated [2]. Therefore, Ra-
diographers, Medical Physicists (Clinical Scientists) and Radiotherapy Engineers
(Clinical Technologists) working with Radiation are highly trained as they are highly
regulated (Regulation 17 of IR(ME)R 2017 [2]), more so than their HCPC and RCT
registrations, respectively. Aspects of Radiotherapy that are not regulated give rise
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to unregulated software being built, such as MachineLog that is intended to help
manage Linear Accelerator faults.
2.3.1 Linear Accelerators
Linear Accelerators (shown in Figure 2.1) are the tools, or in our case, the Medical
Devices that are designed to deliver high doses of radiation to a patient for treatment
and therapeutic purposes. They are colloquially known as ‘Linacs’. Very simply,
Linacs accelerate electrons in order to produce a high powered X-Ray that can
destroy biological cells.
Figure 2.1: A Linear Accelerator at The James Cook University Hospital
This thesis refers to different physical locations of the Linac. The first location
or room that the Linac is housed in is known as the Linac Bunker, a heavily shielded
room. This location is shown in Figure 2.1.
In this room the patient lays on a carbon fibre bed and the gantry rotates 360◦
around an isocenter. The patient is moved into this isocenter so that the tumour
is also in the isocenter. To move the patient, the Radiographers are in the room
with the patient, using the controls shown on the wall in Figure 2.1, to position the
patient to this isocenter. This is something that is not done outside the room for
safety reasons. This initially demonstrates that Radiographers move around rooms
frequently and are interacting with many objects.
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The corridor leading to the Linac Bunker is known as the Linac Maze. This is
because the corridor, also shielded, is shaped in two or three 90◦ turns and resembles
a maze. The maze is designed to reduce radiation scatter whilst the beam is switched
on. At the end of this corridor is a large and heavy shielded door leading out of
the Linac Maze and into the Linac Control Area, shown in Figure 2.2. This control
area consists of several workstations used to control the Linear Accelerator.
Figure 2.2: The Control Area of Linear Accelerator 4 at The James Cook University
Hospital
The collection of these rooms is colloquially known as ‘The Linac’. When the
Linac is described in this thesis, it is intended to represent all of the locations,
objects and components that are involved with the Linear Accelerator, including
the actual Linear Accelerator.
Once the patient has been setup on the bed, the Radiographer moves to their
main area of work - the Control Area, displayed in Figure 2.2. This area is nor-
mally staffed by at least two radiographers who sit in this area when delivering
the treatment to a patient. Firstly, for safety reasons (The Radiographer must not
be irradiated and a second Radiographer must second check patient identification
etc.), and secondly for practical reasons; the workstations that control the Linac
are located together here. The Radiographer can observe the patient using CCTV
cameras installed in the Linac bunker.
In this case, the Radiographers are Therapeutic Radiographers. Importantly,
Therapeutic Radiographers are trained and work differently to their Diagnostic Ra-
diographer colleagues.
Briefly, the procedure that the Radiographer follows for patient treatment when
in the Control Area shown in Figure 2.2 is:
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• Load patient file.
• Confirm that the patient is the correct patient.
• Send patient treatment information to the Linear Accelerator.
• Start treatment by using the Function Keypad shown in (Figure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Linac Function Keypad
Figure 2.4 below shows the opposite side of the control area. This area is often
used for administrative work. It is useful to highlight this as MachineLog is installed
on the workstation displayed on the left in Figure 2.4, away from the main control
area.
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Figure 2.4: LA4 Control Area (Rear)
At the time of writing, The Radiotherapy Department at The James Cook Uni-
versity Hospital contains 6 Linear Accelerators spread across two buildings called
The Endeavour Unit and The Main Hospital.
Within The Endeavour Unit, there is:
• LAA - Linear Accelerator A or colloquially, Linac A.
• LAB - Linear Accelerator B or colloquially, Linac B.
• LAC - Linear Accelerator C or colloquially, Linac C.
Within the Main Hospital Radiotherapy Department, there is:
• LA4 - Linear Accelerator 4, or colloquialy, Linac 4.
• LA5 - Linear Accelerator 5 or colloquially, Linac 5 (Later Decommissioned).
• LAD - Linear Accelerator D or colloquially, Linac D.
Faults that might arise when operating Linear Accelerators are not only limited
to the actual Linear Accelerators. For context, the types of failures that might occur
could be:
• Actual Linear Accelerator Problems, for example: Linac Gantry problems,
waveguide problems and vacuum problems.
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• Linac ancillary problems that can occur while operating any of the Linacs,
such as: Linac warning sign problems, CCTV failures, door opening issues,
etc.
Modern Radiotherapy is driven by a complex IT infrastructure that provides
many different IT systems used in the planning and delivering of patient Radiother-
apy.
2.4 Introduction to The IT Ecology of Radiother-
apy
Radiotherapy, supported by Radiotherapy Physics/Medical Physics, is driven by a
complex IT ecosystem. This IT infrastructure includes regulated medical device
software and unregulated medical infrastructure software developed by commercial
organisations. Regulated software that is involved in delivering radiation is commis-
sioned into use by a formal commissioning process undertaken by registered Clinical
Scientists/Medical Physicists who are ‘Medical Physics Experts’ [2]. For example, a
treatment planning system used to plan a patient’s distribution of radiation dose is
formally commissioned and tested. There is no requirement for unregulated software
to be formally commissioned in this way.
At The James Cook University Hospital, the Linear Accelerators have been man-
ufactured by Elekta, a company who also develops software for the use of their
Linacs. It is usual that Radiotherapy Physics provide support for the Radiotherapy
IT infrastructure with specialist IT Engineers (Clinical Technologists), such as my
previous role.
Most of these systems interconnect with each other. For example, software can
acquire a medical image and send it into a patient management system, this is
visualised in Figure 2.5.
This section aims to present the range of Radiotherapy systems that a Radio-
grapher is required to use whilst performing their daily working activities, before
delving deeper into MachineLog.
Pushing Medical Images using a DICOM Server
Medical Images are stored in a specific standardised inter-operable format, known
as a DICOM Image. DICOM stands for Digital Imaging and Communications in




A Radiotherapy patient is imaged using a CT scanner within the Radiotherapy
Department. The diagnostic radiographer performs the CT scan/MRI scan and the
Medical Image, stored in DICOM format, is imported into Prosoma.
Prosoma is a virtual simulation software and is used at the first stage of Ra-
diotherapy Treatment Planning. After the image is imported into Prosoma, the
Consultant Clinical Oncologist, who is a medical doctor, outlines the tumour.
2.4.2 Elekta Monaco®
After the doctor has outlined the CT scan in Prosoma, a Clinical Dosimetrist, who
is usually a Radiographer trained in planning patient treatments, uses Monaco to
position and calculate the physical positioning of the radiation beams produced from
the Linear Accelerator (Linac). This produces a Treatment Plan that the Linear
Accelerator uses.
Elekta Monaco is one example of a Treatment Planning System (TPS) in Ra-
diotherapy and is essential for developing treatments plans.
2.4.3 Elekta Mosaiq®
Mosaiq is the Oncology Information Management System (OIS) here at The James
Cook University Hospital. It is a suite of software that stores patient demographics
that are received from the Hospital’s Patient Administration System (PAS). The
doctor will input the patient’s diagnosis in Mosaiq and all future medical information
for the patient will be stored within Mosaiq.
Monaco, the TPS, pushes the treatment plan into Mosaiq. This treatment plan
is then used by the Mosaiq Sequencer to deliver the radiation to a patient.
The treatment plan is then sent from Mosaiq, by the Mosaiq Sequencer (oper-
ated by the Radiographer) to the Treatment Control System (TCS). The Mosaiq
Sequencer is a Windows PC which is able to run the Mosaiq OIS software in the
Linac Control Area. The sequencer operates behind a firewall and interfaces di-
rectly to the Treatment Control System (TCS), a computer that interfaces with and
controls the Linear Accelerator.
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2.4.4 Linac Software
The Linacs at JCUH contain X-Ray-Volume Imaging (XVI) capability - a kV Cone
Beam CT Scan (CBCT) that is used to image a patient so that the Radiographer
can match the image with another image taken previously. This image matching
is particularly useful for prostate tumours. The prostate moves around and it is
important that the Radiographers ensure that the prostate is in the correct position
(isocentre). A piece of software known as XVI is used to capture the XVI images
and the Radiographer manually matches the images.
Furthermore, there is another piece of imaging software known as iView that is
used for the Linac’s on-board Mega-Volt (MV) CT Scanner. The Radiographer may
want to undertake a basic CT Scan of a patient before delivering treatment. This
is another manual image matching process.
2.4.5 Linac Quality Assurance Software
There are many other commercial systems that are not directly used for treating
patients but are used to perform safety checks of Linacs. One such example is
AtlasQA, software that is used to record radiation beam outputs for safety testing.
Most of this software is not regulated.
The general perception is that this software is being used as intended by the Ra-
diographers. According to the Radiotherapy Physicists, the beam settings/configuration
data recorded in these systems is frequently used for safety testing and validation.
Furthermore, safety testing of Linacs is a regulated activity, requiring this data to
be recorded and stored [2], despite the actual quality assurance software not being a
regulated medical device. The role of the Radiographer in safety testing is discussed
later in Section 2.5.
2.4.6 Other Software
Alongside software that is critical to the operation of Linear Accelerators and Ra-
diotherapy treatment is software that has been developed in-house. MachineLog, an
in-house developed tool to manage Linac faults, fits in with ‘Other Software’.
Software introduced earlier such as Mosaiq and Monaco, is regulated commercial
medical device software that is critical to the operation of Linear Accelerators and
patient treatment. This software is well supported by Medical Physicists, Radiother-
apy Engineers and Radiotherapy IT specialists. Arguably, MachineLog is critical to
this operation by supporting the availability of a Linear Accelerator. However, Ma-
chineLog is in-house developed and could be considered an optional extra. Earlier
it was mentioned that MachineLog is installed on a workstation located away from
the main control area. For example, installed on a workstation displayed in Figure
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2.4.
Not only is MachineLog expected to be used for recording Linac faults, it is
expected that MachineLog is also used to record faults that arise when using Linac
Software. This use is specific to Linac software faults that impact upon the Linac’s
ability to treat patients. For example, an error displayed on software controlling the
Linear Accelerator.
One further example of Medical Infrastructure Software that fits into this ‘Other
Software’ category is QA3VMAT, a web interface which links into the results from
Atlas QA and produces a pass or fail based on a baseline. This software is intended
to be used by the Radiographer but is often not used as intended. This suggests
there is a wider spread of software Medical Infrastructure Software that is being
developed which impacts the work of other staff, and is not being used as intended.
However, there are instances of Medical Infrastructure Software being developed
in the NHS that is used as intended. One such example is the JCUH QA Database.
It is a Microsoft Access Database and is used by the Radiotherapy Physicists rather
than the Radiographers. It is used to record the results of weekly QA. This is an
example of a tool developed by NHS physicists for physicists, i.e. developed by the
users using the tool and who understand the work of the users expected to use the
system. This suggests a pattern of lack of use of Medical Infrastructure Software
that has been developed for other staff groups.
2.4.7 Radiotherapy Systems Flow
The names and types of software were briefly introduced. However, it is useful
to visualise the connections between these systems (Figure 2.5). The diagram is
constructed to represent the journey the patient undertakes during their Radiother-
apy treatment, from CT scan to treatment delivery and adds context to the Linac












































2.5 Introduction to Radiotherapy Maintenance
As Linacs are complex machines, they require regular maintenance and maintenance
schedules to ensure that patient treatment remains safe. It is important to provide
context on the roles that staff perform in maintaining Radiotherapy Equipment such
as Linear Accelerators.
Radiographers were briefly introduced as professionals treating patients by us-
ing Linacs that deliver radiation. Radiographers are also involved with aspects of
Quality Assurance (QA), by performing daily testing of the Linacs before use on a
patient. This is an important aspect of treatment delivery because the Radiogra-
phers are helping to ensure the safety of patients and Linacs by performing basic
safety checks to agreed protocols and procedures. For the Radiographers to perform
their daily QA checks successfully, it is beneficial that the Radiographer has informa-
tion regarding outstanding faults or restrictions on use (Restrictive Use Certificates)
which may impact their ability to treat their patients. Restrictive Use certificates
are issued by Medical Physicists restricting the use of certain beam settings on the
Linear Accelerator. This is not managed by MachineLog and is instead indicated
by a plastic sign displayed in the Linac Control Area.
More advanced safety testing of Linacs is performed by Radiotherapy (Medical)
Physicists. Medical Physicists are tasked with a wide-range of duties such as provid-
ing expert scientific advice whilst understanding the biological implications of their
work. One could think of the Medical Physicists in the IT context as providing
3rd line support for the physics aspects of radiation delivery but do not repair the
Linear Accelerators. The work of the Medical Physicist is to oversee the safety of
the Linear Accelerators by performing tasks such as full day Quality Assurances,
testing every beam setting on the Linac and using devices (Phantoms) to measure
that the dose received matches the dose intended. Medical Physicists take precise
measurements of the radiation delivered by Linacs to ensure that the Linac does
not either underdose (so that the treatment is ineffective at treating the tumour) or
overdose the patient. Any overdoses that are clinically significant are incidents that
are reportable as Radiation Incidents [14].
It is usual that a Medical Physicist, specifically a Consultant Clinical Scientist,
would be accountable for the strategic direction and overall management of the Ma-
chine Engineers (although not every cancer centre operates this way). Consultant
Clinical Scientists are often certified as Medical Physics Experts (MPE) to meet Reg-
ulation 14 of IR(ME)R 2017 [2]. This means that they are entitled to be completely
involved in any aspect of radiation delivery used for patient treatment. Medical
Physics Experts are required to ensure expert scientific decision is made correctly
by competent and experienced physicists or scientists. This includes commissioning
software for use in the delivering of radiation and commissioning Linacs for clinical
use after they are first procured and installed in a hospital.
In conjunction with Medical Physicists are Machine Engineers (Clinical Tech-
nologists), who are responsible for the maintenance and repair of Linacs. Explicitly,
the Engineers perform the repairs on the Linacs. Some of this work may be ad-hoc
due to a failure and some of this work may be planned. The Engineers are led by
a senior engineer who is responsible for the day-to-day workload of the Engineers.
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The Senior Engineer is usually accountable to a senior Medical Physicist (Consul-
tant Clinical Scientist) responsible for the Linacs, i.e. ‘The Head of Machines and
Dosimetry’.
There are also the IT Specialists (Clinical Technologists) who are responsible
for maintaining the complex IT infrastructure that supports Radiotherapy. All
professionals work together to resolve issues surrounding Radiotherapy equipment.
MachineLog is a tool that is intended to facilitate this working partnership.
Linear Accelerators are the core devices that allow Radiotherapy to function.
The necessity of maintaining the Linear Accelerator and its ancillary components
suggest that a tool such as MachineLog should exist. MachineLog should enable a
smooth operation of a Radiotherapy Department by ensuring that Linac faults are
properly recorded and tracked. However in practice at The James Cook University
Hospital, MachineLog is not used as intended because according to the Machine
Engineers, there is a frequent need to remind the Radiographers to enter fault in-
formation retrospectively when the Machine Engineers become aware of a fault.
2.6 Summary
This Chapter has introduced some of the job titles in the NHS and discussed the
Author’s role in the NHS. Radiotherapy was introduced and the department that
support Radiotherapy (Medical Physics), including the staff that are involved with
delivering a Radiotherapy service.
Some of the work performed by the Radiographers was briefly discussed, such as
their involvement in treating patients and safety testing. Work performed by Engi-
neers was briefly discussed, as staff who repair and maintain the Linacs. From this it
is understood that Radiographers and Radiotherapy Engineers are interested in the
availability of the Linacs. Radiographers for treating their patients and Engineers
for troubleshooting.
MachineLog was briefly introduced as a tool and the medical infrastructure soft-
ware that is intended to inform the Radiographers and Engineers of any faults and
availability of the Linacs. However, MachineLog is not being used for this purpose.
MachineLog is intended to be used by the Radiographers to report faults to the




Previous chapters focused on introducing this research and introducing the context
of this research. MachineLog was briefly introduced as being a tool to manage Linac
faults. This chapter aims to delve deeper into MachineLog.
Cancer centres require tools that facilitate the maintenance and operation of
Linear Accelerators (Linacs). At The James Cook University Hospital (JCUH)
in Middesbrough this is provided by MachineLog. MachineLog is Medical Infras-
tructure Software developed by the Northern Centre for Cancer Care (NCCC)’s
Radiotherapy Physics Department.
MachineLog, deployed by Medical Physics staff, is intended to be used by Radio-
graphers working within the Radiotherapy Department to report faults encountered
when using the Linear Accelerators and its ancillary components such as worksta-
tions, warning signs, etc. (previously discussed in Chapter 2). According to the
Machine Engineers, the faults should be reported immediately after occurring. The
Radiographer should then contact the Machine Engineer by telephone to report the
fault. Furthermore, it is expected that the Radiotherapy Engineers use this tool for
managing the faults reported by Radiographers.
Additionally, MachineLog is also supposed to be used for recording the start and
end times of different ‘sessions’ during the day, providing ‘up-time’ and ‘downtime’
metrics. For example, a Quality Assurance (Safety Checking) session, a patient
treatment session (up-time) and whenever the Linear Accelerator is undergoing pe-
riods of downtime for repairs. This information provides a picture of the ‘state’ of
Linear Accelerators and their availability for patient treatment.
However, according to the Machine Engineers, there is little evidence suggesting
MachineLog is being used as intended.. Unlike regulated radiotherapy software
which requires formal commissioning, testing and training, MachineLog diffused into
The James Cook University Hospital without evidence of evaluation. Nevertheless,
Radiographers are expected to use MachineLog but are not using it.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe and present MachineLog by gathering
screenshots and annotating their features. The chapter starts to suggest initial
reasons that could explain why MachineLog is not being used properly by discussing
aspects of MachineLog that are difficult to use. In practice, MachineLog is a piece
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of software installed on a workstation located away from the Linac Control Area’s
main area of work. Although MachineLog does include the functions to record Linac
faults, MachineLog is not used as intended.
3.1 MachineLog User Interfaces
Figure 3.1 displays the first and default interface the end user encounters. The
purpose for this interface is to provide an overview of options and Linac status.
Machine Log appears to be structured into a timeline. The Y axis shows different
categories and the X axis shows time. There are a few menu icons at the top
for recording availability and activities. It is not immediately obvious on how one
would change the Linac. However, the Home Icon has a drop-down associated with
it, which allows the user to select the Linac they wish to record for.
Figure 3.1: Default Machine Log Screen
Moreover, it is not quickly clear where one would capture a Linac fault on this
interface. In this case, a fault is regarded as a ‘Delay’ and appears to be within
the Delay button on the menu bar. It becomes apparent that equipment faults are
displayed as a Delay in the Log Window as red text, located at the bottom of the
interface shown in Figure 3.1
Figure 3.2 displays the interface that allows a user to add an Activity. There
are various drop down boxes allowing the user to select details such as Location,
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staff group, type of activity and details. This is the interface that the Radiographer
would be required to use for inputting activities such as morning quality assurance.
Figure 3.2: Adding an Activity
Figure 3.3 demonstrates that the user is able to add Availability. The interface
is entitled ‘Edit Activity’ but seems to suggest Availability is an activity. The drop





It is not clear what these types of activity mean.
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Figure 3.3: Adding Availability
The interface shown in Figure 3.4 allows the user to add Daily QC (Quality
Check) records. This interface shows that the terminology used differs. At The
James Cook Hospital this QC is known as QA (Quality Assurance).
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Figure 3.4: Adding Daily Quality Checks (QC)
Interestingly, this interface seems to provide more options than just Daily QC
that are not found within the other interfaces. Figure 3.5 displays other Activities
such as staff meeting and staff unavailable and it is not immediately clear how this
is linked to a Daily QC interface.
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Figure 3.5: Expanded activities drop down menu within the Daily QC interface)
3.2 MachineLog Discussion
According to the Machine Engineers, MachineLog is intended to be used for record-
ing Linac faults and Linac availability or ‘uptime’. For example, recording when and
how a Linac has broken during patient treatment (fault), recording the duration a
Linac has undergone scheduled maintenance (downtime) or the duration a Linac has
been used for treating patients (uptime). When a fault occurs, the Radiographer
must immediately report the fault by using MachineLog. The Radiographer must
then telephone the Machine Engineer, to alert the Machine Engineer of the fault.
However, MachineLog is not used in this way. According to the Machine En-
gineers, MachineLog is only used retrospectively and only when prompted by the
Machine Engineers, well after a fault has occurred. As time passes, the fault infor-
mation entered often becomes inaccurate.
Therefore, the Radiographers are not using the system as intended although
there is a need for Machine Log to be used as a tool for monitoring metrics such as
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clinical up-time, and providing fault logging functionality.
The figures above summarise Machine Log’s interfaces. However, Machine Log
is a piece of software which is not being used properly. Reviewing the interfaces
identified there appears to be a lack of affordances, a term coined by James Gibson
[15] in his theory of affordances. Affordances are properties of objects that we would
automatically determine a purpose for. One example could be drawn from objects
such as a screwdriver. Let us imagine that one was tasked with creating a small
round hole in a piece of paper. We could expect that one would use a screwdriver
if it was already visible on a desk as it is obvious to the majority of people that if
the screwdriver is pushed through a piece of paper with force, it would create a hole
and thus complete the task. However, the screwdriver’s intended purpose is not to
create holes. On the other hand, we subconsciously recognise that it can be used
for such a purpose.
The theory of affordance can be aligned to software. MachineLog lacks affor-
dances (it lacks any clear call to action). It is not obvious what purpose each menu
button serves. For example, in Figure 3.5 it is not clear or obvious that this drop
down menu is accessible via the ‘Daily QC’ button and thus lacks the affordance
of being able to record that there is no staff availability in Machine Log. It is also
not obvious how the user selects a different Linear Accelerator. On a daily basis
the Radiographers are required to use a wide range of systems which are specific in
function, including Machine Log.
Furthermore, it turns out that MachineLog is installed on computers away from
the Control Area displayed in Figure 2.2. For example, MachineLog used in LA4 is
installed on a workstation behind the Control Area. This workstation is displayed
in Figure 2.4. This is important as it suggests that MachineLog is out of view from
the Radiographer.
The task of managing Linac faults is widespread (i.e. all Radiotherapy Depart-
ments have a Linac to operate and thus manage). Therfore, MachineLog at other
cancer centres was investigated.
3.3 MachineLog at Other Cancer Centres
After uncovering the interfaces of MachineLog at The James Cook University Hos-
pital, investigation into the use of MachineLog at other cancer centres was per-
formed. This involved sending an email to the Medical Physics Distribution List
“Discussion amongst academic Medical Physics in the UK (MEDICAL-PHYSICS-
ENGINEERING@JISCMAIL.AC.UK)”, an email list for medical physics profession-
als across the UK, requesting screenshots of their own versions of Machine Log.
Three valuable responses were received. The responses included screenshots
and basic descriptions, confirming that other Cancer Centres are developing their
own Medical Infrastructure in-house and have developed their own versions of Ma-
chineLog to manage their Linac fault recording and tracking.
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3.3.1 The Clatterbridge Cancer Centre
Figure 3.6 shows a screenshot of the Machine Log used by the Radiotherapy En-
gineers in Clatterbridge. The tool was developed by the Engineers at the Clatter-
bridge. This tool is a web interface. Each time a fault is recorded the engineers
record it in the software and estimate the downtime of the Linac. This downtime
is then used as a key performance indicator and given to the Trust management
board.
Figure 3.6: Screenshot of Clatterbridge’s Machine Log
3.3.2 East & North Hertfordshire NHS Foundation Trust
Figure 3.7 shows a screenshot of the Machine Log used by the Radiotherapy En-
gineers in North & East Hertfordshire. It appears different to The James Cook
Hospital and Clatterbridge Cancer Centre’s MachineLog. It provides some of the
same information. It demonstrates that the same challange exists in this Hospital
as there has been an attempt to manage Linac faults.
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of East & North Hertfordshire’s Machine Log
3.3.3 Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust
Figure 3.8 shows a screenshot of the Machine Log used by the Radiotherapy Engi-
neers at Queen Alexandra Hospital in Portsmouth. Again, this is different to the
other cancer centres. It appears to be a Microsoft Access Database which displays
a list of Open Calls (Open Faults).
Figure 3.8: Screenshot of Queen Alexendra Hospital, Portsmouth’s Machine Log
3.3.4 Discussion
Only three cancer centres responded to the request to provide information and
screenshots on their systems that record Linac faults. This suggests that although
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most cancer centres operate Linacs to treat cancer patients, some trusts may not
recognise this as a problem, or may not be concerned.
However, by gaining this picture of the state of Machine Log across the three
trusts that responded, it is clear that the challenge of recording Linac faults is
something which is shared. Each trust has crafted their own Medical Infrastruc-
ture Software in order to address this challenge. It is clear that these versions of
MachineLog across the NHS share similar functionality, to record faults.
This chapter has exposed the current system and has explored software sharing
similar functionality yet crafted independently. This suggests that other NHS hos-
pitals are attempting to address the challenges of recording linear accelerator usage
with the aims of improving their medical infrastructure availability. However, some
feedback suggests that there is a struggle in getting users to use the systems, or that
the systems are not working very well.
In contrast, there is suggestion that in-house developed MachineLog is used
as intended in Clatterbridge. The intended use of MachineLog at Clatterbridge
is directed towards the Machine Engineers using MachineLog to record faults and
not the Radiographers. It appears that the Radiographers do not need to use this
system. Although it is not clear how the Radiographers report faults. However, this
initially suggest that the Machine Engineers should be using MachineLog and not the
radiographers. Nevertheless, MachineLog at The James Cook University Hospital
(JCUH) is not being used as intended and an aim of this thesis is to investigate why
MachineLog is not being used at JCUH as intended.
3.4 Conclusion
Radiotherapy is a complex domain and there is a need to manage the faults that are
encountered when operating Linear Accelerators. Interestingly, software intended to
manage Linac faults exists demonstrated by delving into MachineLog at The James
Cook University Hospital (JCUH) and exploring its in-house developed variants at
other hospitals. This suggests that this is a shared challenge and that there is a
need to manage Linac faults and a need for MachineLog to exist.
MachineLog, built by the Northern Centre for Cancer Care, has diffused into
the Radiotherapy Department at the James Cook University Hospital. MachineLog
attempts to address the problem of managing Linac Faults. However, in practice
MachineLog is not being used as intended by the Radiographers at The James Cook
University Hospital.
Delving deeper into MachineLog shows that it does not lack the functions to
record faults in its software. Although, these functions are difficult to find due to
a lack of affordances. Nevertheless, MachineLog is not being used. Figure 2.5 visu-
alises critical software interacting with one another for the delivery of radiotherapy
treatments and it appears that MachineLog sits outside of all other software.
The aim of this thesis is to investigate why Radiographers are not using Ma-
chineLog. To understand the techniques available for investigating this lack of use,




The goal of this chapter is to review the literature in order to address two aims of
this thesis. Firstly, to understand how HCI methods might enable and facilitate
the investigation into the work performed by the users of MachineLog and thus
understand MachineLog’s lack of use, and secondly, to guide the development of a
prototype for addressing the lack of use, as a non-design expert.
The first stage of the review considered what Medical Infrastructure Software
such as MachineLog might actually be, and why it is important to investigate the
lack of use of this type of software. Literature surrounding Healthcare Professionals
developing software, was then reviewed.
General HCI methods that are used in the design of software, were next consid-
ered. Accordingly, this aimed to uncover the broader existing work that has been
performed by using HCI. The next stage of the review focused on how these methods
have been applied to software in healthcare, allowing us to discover techniques for
investigating why healthcare professionals are not using software as intended.
Efforts were then focused on exploring literature that applies HCI techniques to
Medical Infrastructure Software developed by Healthcare Professionals for use by
other Healthcare Professionals. However, reviewing the literature suggested that
Clinical Scientists and Clinical Technologists are not explicitly identified or con-
sidered as Healthcare Professionals developing and manufacturing software that is
expected to be used by other Healthcare Professionals to support the medical infras-
tructure. Furthermore, the discourse of the literature appears to be directed towards
patient treatment and patient safety, whereas Medical Infrastructure Software such
as MachineLog is not used for patient treatment and does not need to consider pa-
tient safety. This may suggest a gap in the literature and an under-addressed area
of research.
Nevertheless, literature shows that previous research into HCI methods can be
used to inform the design of Medical Infrastructure Software. This included tech-
niques to investigate and observe how Radiographers interact with MachineLog and
methods for developing the first iteration of our prototype named LinacLog.
The final stage of the review considered literature concerned with developing and
evaluating prototypes as non-design experts, such as using a design review and user
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testing, to inform future development of LinacLog.
4.1 Medical Infrastructure Software
MachineLog and Medical Infrastructure Software may be considered of form a hy-
gienic IT, an idea coined by Alan Cooper [16]. Cooper explains that hygienic IT
comprises of corporate and practical goals that needs to be met in order for some-
thing to function properly and when it functions, it becomes taken for granted.
When it stops working, people become interested.
According to Cooper [16], Hygienic IT requires:
• Personal goals, which are simple and personal goals, for example: To care for
my patients.
• Corporate goals that focus on design for the big, for example, The Radiother-
apy Department must be able to treat cancer patients, which is driven by the
NHS goal for treating patient illness.
• Practical goals, such as maintaining a Linear Accelerator for treating cancer
patients.
The users of MachineLog are the Radiotherapy Engineers concerned with main-
taining the Linear Accelerator and the Radiographer concerned with using the Linear
Accelerator to treat patients. These goals are powerless to motivate on their own,
although they are necessary for the user [16] [17]. Machinelog links the corporate
goal with the practical goal: Treat cancer patients by keeping Linear Accelerators
operational, by using MachineLog to manage breakdowns and faults.
Without a working Linear Accelerator (practical goal), Radiotherapy cannot
treat cancer patients (corporate goal). Without a Radiotherapy department to treat
cancer patients (corporate goal), maintaining a Linear Accelerator is pointless (prac-
tical goal). Therefore, there would be no need for MachineLog. There is also no user
(Radiographer) concerned with treating their patients, nor a Radiotherapy Engineer
concerned with maintaining Linacs; the corporate and practical goals are powerless
on their own.
For context, when using a light switch, it is expected that the switch will illumi-
nate the room by using something that produces light. The infrastructure behind
this is not important to the person switching the light on. However, when this light
stops working when it is needed, it then becomes interesting, thus becoming con-
cerned with infrastructure. The lightbulb is powerless without the infrastructure
that supports it.
Medical Infrastructure Software such as MachineLog is expected to work, much
like an IT helpdesk in a busy organisation. When this stops working, the users
become interested in why it is no longer working because there is impact upon
goals.
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Although the same is true for a wide range of software, the important differ-
ence with Medical Infrastructure Software such as MachineLog is that it sits on the
boundary between regulated and unregulated systems and processes. Consider a
court room, where the recorder is using a word processor to capture legal conver-
sations and information. The word processor does not make legal decisions but the
court process cannot happen without the recorder recording the legal decisions by
using a word processor. MachineLog and Medical Infrastructure Software could be
considered similar to this.
MachineLog needs to work for Radiotherapy treatment to happen because it
records the faults that occur with Linacs and helps the engineers fix these Linacs by
providing information regarding the fault. Fixing the fault is a regulated activity,
recording the fault is not. Therefore, MachineLog sits on this regulated and unreg-
ulated boundary, created by the Engineers that sit on this boundary of regulated
and unregulated work. Although, MachineLog is not regulated software.
Therefore, Medical Infrastructure Software needs to work because it helps Health-
care Professionals perform regulated activities by providing unregulated information,
despite not being regulated software. However, in practice, some of this software
exhibits lack of use problems.
4.2 Overview of HCI in Medical Infrastructure
Software
There are some Healthcare Professionals (HCPs) who are actively developing soft-
ware in the NHS. Some of this software is regulated medical device software, commis-
sioned or developed by Clinical Scientists [4] and Clinical Technologists, and some
of this software is unregulated software [5] [12], including Medical Infrastructure
Software. These professionals are experts within their domains, are comfortable
programming and are developing software solutions to address problems in their
domains, such as MachineLog.
Whether this software might not exist elsewhere, exists but is not affordable or
exists but is not suitable, Healthcare Professionals turn to developing software such
as MachineLog and are, with authority, deploying this software for use during their
routine work.
4.2.1 HCI & Design Awareness
Despite Healthcare Professionals developing software, from experience, awareness of
HCI and design amongst Healthcare Professionals who are developing software for
other Healthcare professionals, is lacking. The acknowledgement of this general lack
of awareness of HCI by NHS staff is supported by Acharya et al [7], who suggest
that “The people working in the area seem unaware of HCI.”.
There is suggestion that this lack of awareness may be a barrier for design experts
accessing Healthcare Professionals [8] [18]. Furthermore, design experts also find
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it difficult to access Healthcare Professionals due to NHS staff working at high
pressure in a complex environment [19], Radiotherapy being an example of a complex
environment operated by staff working under high pressure.
These difficulties may contribute to lack of use problems that are exhibited in
software such as MachineLog. Nevertheless, HCI and Human Factors are important
aspects of software design and development [20].
Interestingly, Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical Scientists, who are de-
veloping software, have easy access to other Healthcare Professionals as part of
their routine work. Therefore, this group has the advantage of not experiencing the
same difficulties that design experts experience in accessing Healthcare Profession-
als. Nevertheless, HCI and design awareness is lacking.
4.2.2 HCI & Human Factors Frameworks
There are many Human Factors frameworks available for designing software and
devices in Healthcare. Cassono-Piche, et al. [8] argue that applying human factors
to improve safety in healthcare plays a positive role in improving technology safety.
The techniques that are used for improving safety in Healthcare may also be used to
improve the usability of Medical Infrastructure Software and as this thesis explores,
there are instances of this software in the NHS that experience lack of use, such as
MachineLog.
One Human Factors Framework example is The Systems Engineering Initiative
for Patient Safety (SEIPS) 2.0 [21] framework, a framework for studying and im-
proving the work of healthcare professionals and patients. SEIPS 2.0 recognises
that the human factors domain and the complex healthcare domains are evolving.
SEIPS 2.0 considers the complexity of managing patient care using different staff,
involving the patient, managing drugs, etc. The goal of this framework is to improve
patient-centered care.
Furthermore, work by Habli [22] and Thimblebly [23] demonstrates that there is
active research into the safety of health information technology [24] [25]. Medical
Software that is used in the treatment of patients is governed by legislation such as
the Medical Device Regulations 2017 [13] and therefore, safety and risk management
are important considerations [26]. Medical Devices and regulated software needs to
be safe and are governed by laws such as the Medical Device Regulations [13].
However, the discourse of frameworks such as SEIPS 2.0 is directed towards
patient treatment and safety, whereas, MachineLog, sits behind this and behind
the scenes. MachineLog does not contain data relating to patients nor does it
coordinate the care of patients. Although MachineLog has the potential to store
some information on faults that may be of a safety concern, the work that happens
to resolve faults happens away from MachineLog, as does the work on managing the
safety of Linacs.
Radiotherapy safety is managed by using a mixture of professional judgement
(Medical Physics Experts) and by using a mixture of regulated and unregulated
commercially developed software (earlier mentioned in Chapter 2) for performing
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safety testing. If a critical fault does occur that is of a safety concern, the Radiog-
raphers will not use the Linac to treat a patient, unlike a regulated infusion pump
that may be set incorrectly and administer the wrong dose.
It is apparent that these frameworks help inform safe development of regulated
software and devices that are involved in treating patients. However, MachineLog
is not regulated software involved in treating patients. MachineLog does not need
to be regulated software as it is a tool for maintaining the infrastructure that en-
ables Healthcare professionals to perform their roles (MachineLog helps to manage
the Linac infrastructure so Radiographers can treat patients). Therefore, apply-
ing these frameworks is considered optional and may be overlooked when Health-
care Professionals set out to develop Medical Infrastructure Software. Furthermore,
these frameworks do not explicitly capture Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical
Scientists that are developing the behind the scenes unregulated software such as
MachineLog. Therefore, it is apparent that the development of unregulated Medical
Infrastructure Software by Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical Technologists
(Radiotherapy Engineers) and Clinical Scientists (Medical Physicists), may be an
under-researched area.
Nevertheless, Healthcare Professionals developing software have an advantage in
the ease of access of other staff during their high-pressure routine work. Thimbleby
comments that “The design of medical devices directly affects the way healthcare
practitioners carry out their daily tasks.” [27]. Although the discourse of this work
is directed towards regulated software and medical devices, it can be extended to
unregulated Medical Infrastructure, such as MachineLog, that impacts the high-
pressure work of Radiotherapy Engineers and Radiographers. This is important
because these staff can investigate the potential impacts of the software that they
are developing.
The flexibility of unregulated software and the lack of awareness of design gives
rise to challenges such as software, such as MachineLog, being developed by Health-
care Professionals, without proper design or evaluation, despite this software im-
pacting the activity of Radiographers. Despite this lack of awareness, Healthcare
Professionals are in an excellent position to apply human factors methods for im-
proving the usability and effectiveness of Health IT, particularly if there is difficulty
in accessing design experts [8].
However, some HCI techniques are only able to be performed by design and us-
ability experts [28]. Despite this, where these experts are unavailable, as Healthcare
Professionals and non-design experts, it is important to be able to address lack of
use problems that arise from in-house developed Medical Infrastructure Software
such as MachineLog.
HCI techniques for non-design experts need to be available for Healthcare Pro-
fessionals developing software, therefore, the literature surrounding HCI techniques
for non-design experts was reviewed. Although, this is not to say that design experts
should not be involved wherever possible.
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4.3 Human-Computer-Interaction Design Techniques
As non-design experts, HCI techniques such as Interaction Design, Scenario-Based
Design and Contextual Design that are available for informing software development
and software design, were considered. Therefore, this section aims to discuss the
literature that was reviewed surrounding some of the fundamental aspects of HCI
in software design that may provide insight into the techniques for investigating
interaction, investigating lack of use and methods for developing and evaluating a
prototype.
4.3.1 Interaction Design
Interaction Design (IxD) is the design of interactive products and services in which
a designer’s focus goes beyond the item in development to include the way users will
interact with it.[29]. This practice focuses on the interaction between a user and
a product in a holistic way. The essence of interaction design is discovering user
behaviours and goals.
Another definition of interaction design can be found in the book ‘Interaction
Design’ by Preece, Sharp and Rodgers. Preece et al [1] describes IxD as “designing
interactive products to support the way people communicate and interact in their
everyday and working lives”. It considers that interaction design “casts its net
wider” than general HCI and draws from wider fields and disciplines as shown in
Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: The relationship between Interaction Design and other fields, taken from
“Interaction Design: Beyond HCI” [1]







These four principles are useful for the development of our new MachineLog pro-
totype, named LinacLog. By establishing requirements, the functionality of Lina-
cLog can be envisaged. By designing alternatives, different designs are able to be
developed, to meet the established requirements and inform the development of a
prototype.
The prototype can then be evaluated, providing a measure of whether the es-
tablished requirements have been met. In our case, an evaluation will determine
whether the LinacLog prototype has successfully solved the immediate problem of
lack of use by the Radiographers.
Preece et al [1] teaches us that it is important that usability is not overlooked.
As such, it is important to understand the activities of the users who are going to
use the system. Therefore, it is important that the work of the Radiographers who
are going to use LinacLog, is understood. By understanding these activities, the
requirements for LinacLog can then be set.
Therefore, methods to capture the work of the Radiographers when interacting
with MachineLog, are required. One potential method is Scenario-Based Design.
4.3.2 Scenario-Based Design
Scenario-based design is well established. Carroll [30] comments that scenarios are
“meaningful and discussable by users” and that “by scenario we mean building
object-oriented models of the user’s task domain”. The motivation for scenario-
based design when modeling a user‘s task domain is one of developing future systems
and envisioning that work with technology; The user’s task would be modelled in
order to create a new system to facilitate that new work. Scenario based design is
useful for developing systems that do not exist yet.
Given that MachineLog already exists and that the tasks that the Radiographer
and Machine Engineer performs already exists, Scenario-based design was not the
ideal method for the full re-design of MachineLog. Although, it is important to note
that scenarios, more generally, are a useful tool to capture and reflect practice [31],
without necessarily using them to solely drive the full design process. Therefore,
scenarios were used as a tool to capture existing interaction and envisage how the
new MachineLog might be used by creating a hypothetical narrative for existing and
new use.
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To completely re-design the existing MachineLog, methods that allow for the
re-design of MachineLog by taking a user-oriented approach, whilst learning to un-
derstand the existing work performed by the users, were explored. One such method
is Contextual Design.
4.3.3 Contextual Design
Proposed by Beyer & Holtzblatt [6], Contextual Design is a method for ‘defining
customer-centered systems’ where systems and workflows already exist. MachineLog
is a piece of software that already exists. The staff that are using MachineLog already
exist and the workflow for alerting Machine Engineers of faults already exists.
The method allows the researcher to “gather detailed data about how people
work and use systems” and to develop a picture of customers’ work [6]. After
this picture has been created, the research can then generate systems designs from
the knowledge obtained and also diagram a set of existing systems, visualising the
interactions that take place. This method fits into the goal of this thesis, specifically,
investigating how people are or are not using machine log in the way it was intended.
Contextual design provides an array of techniques that can be used for discov-
ering the existing work performed by the intended users, who are thus using an
existing system or piece of software. Therefore, contextual design was considered
as a method for investigating the lack of use of MachineLog that will allow us to
develop LinacLog.
4.4 Investigating Lack of Use
4.4.1 DiCoT: Distributed Cognition for Teamwork
One method that builds upon Contextual Design is Blandford & Furniss’s Dis-
tributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT): A methodolgy for applying distributed
cognition [32]. Distributed Cognition is “An approach to reasoning about the inter-
action of multiple people and artefact” [32]. Distributed cognition could be thought
as something as simple as post it notes being dotted around a workplace providing
snippets of information where people need it. Electronically, we can think of it as
information being provided from multiple systems relevant to a specific on-going
task.
This method is very useful for multiple users of a distributed system that in-
cludes many different devices and artefacts. The methodology was given context by
applying it practically to the London Ambulance Service (LAS) control room.
Within the control room situation, the operators receive streams of information
from various different sources. When the operator is ‘buried’ in their screen, this
signals to other operators that they are busy. This signal can help incident com-
manders recognise which staff are too busy to receive information and those who
are open to receive information. DiCoT is well suited for systems used in a complex
and protracted body of work.
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However, compared to some more complex and protracted ongoing body of work
like that of a control room, the use of MachineLog is primarily as a tool for a single
point of data capture. MachineLog is used to capture data at the point in time of an
incident occurring. The work then happens around this captured data, away from
MachineLog. Considering this, it seems sensible for a less complex system such as
MachineLog, to use a different method of capturing the work.
4.4.2 Contextual Inquiry
Contextual Inquiry, developed by Beyer & Holtzblatt [6], is a technique that can be
used to collect research data by performing observations and interviews. It focuses
on using four principles to achieve this acquisition:
• Context - Go to the customer’s workplace and see the work as it unfolds.
• Partnership - To make the customers collaborators in understanding their own
work
• Interpretation - Assigning meaning to the observations which are conducted
• Focus - The point of view the interviewer or observe takes while studying the
work.
These principles assist the person performing a contextual inquiry. The interviewer
is only learning some of the work to support the work with technology, within limited
time-frame through the application of an observational technique.. The interviewer
is not learning the work in order to perform the work.
The observational technique that is used to perform the interviews is known
as the ‘Master/Apprentice Model’ [6] and encapsulates the four principles for per-
forming a contextual inquiry. Although Holtzblatt mentions that this model is no
longer common, it is still is sufficient for use in understanding the work of specific
staff groups and can be performed by someone new to design. This is useful for
Healthcare Professionals who are developing software as non-design experts.
The Master/Apprentice model is an instruction of shadowing the ‘customer’
(master) enabling the ‘designer’ (apprentice) to understand and perhaps even par-
ticipate in the work that the customer is undergoing. Again, this model can be
performed by anyone willing to understand the structure and principles of contex-
tual inquiry. This is useful for Healthcare Professionals, allowing them to understand
the work of their potential users.
The Master/Apprentice model leads into a contextual interview, one of the most
common structures of a contextual inquiry. In the context of understanding Ma-
chineLog, during the interview the radiographer will conduct his or her work and
discuss it with the observer. The observer will observe the work and ask questions.
This observational and questioning approach helps the observer to learn the work
as an apprentice would. It is worth noting that the aim of this is not to become
competent enough to perform the work such as performing a Quality Assurance ses-
sion as a qualified Radiographer would, it is simply a tool allowing the designer to
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gain some of the foundation knowledge for work such as: the Quality Assurance of
Linacs, learning the basic terminology, understanding where to find protocols and
understanding how the Radiographer knows how to complete Quality Assurance
activities.
The contextual interview consists of four parts. Firstly, it starts as a conventional
interview, focusing on getting used to each other as people. This interview allows
the interviewer to introduce the focus of the interview to the customer, and in
our case, the Radiographer and Machine Technologists. It is worth noting that
as Radiotherapy operates under a quality management system which is frequently
audited, the conventional interview helps establish trust and a clear understanding
that the role of the observation and interview is not one of an audit on clinical
practice. Interestingly, Radiographers and Healthcare Professionals may be more
receptive to this type of observation because they are aware that they can be audited
by other Healthcare Professionals.
The second part of the contextual interview is that of the transition. The inter-
view transitions into rule setting, the interview states the rules such as expecting
interruptions whilst performing work due to questions being asked. However, this
also works in reverse, where the customer (Radiographer) can tell the interviewer to
hold off on the questions if it is a bad time for them, but all rules must be explicit.
After the first two parts of the interview have been complete, the contextual
interview proper begins as the third part. The customer starts to work and the
observer observes and interprets the work [6]. This brings the Master/Apprentice
model into application, the interviewer becomes the apprentice and aims to learn the
work as discussed previously. This is where the interviewer follows the Radiographer
around, taking notes by hand and being free to interrupt to ask questions. This
takes the four principles of contextual inquiry and applies them directly to the
observation. Finally, after the contextual inquiry proper, the final part is to wrap-
up the interview. This is a chance to look back over on notes and summarise what
you have been able to learn from the work of the customer (Radiographer). It is
also a good opportunity to ask questions on aspects that were not understood by
the observer, or ask questions which may have been put on hold. Again, the whole
interview is performed as that of an apprentice, always ensuring to display good
attitude and applying the four principles of contextual inquiry.
According to the Interaction Design Foundation (IDF) [33], there are many ad-
vantages to Contextual Inquiry, such as:
• The ability to reveal information and understanding that users might not be
aware of.
• The veracity of information – observing users in their natural environment
tends to lead to very accurate information.
• The detail of the information – this kind of study produces highly detailed
information as opposed to many other qualitative methods which produce
more high-level information.
• The flexibility of the method – contextual research can be carried out wherever
a user operates.
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Although not demanding for a design expert, the time and resource intensive
nature of a contextual inquiry technique such as an interview, for observers, is
a drawback [33]. NHS staff are stretched to meet clinical targets and are very
much responsible for their patients lives. Earlier, it was mentioned that design
experts experience difficulty in accessing NHS clinicians for observations. However,
the advantage of Healthcare Professionals developing software for other Healthcare
Professionals is that they have ease of access to these busy professionals. One
example of this ease of access is for auditing practice.
During an audit, staff are aware that they should allow the audit to take place
despite the intensive nature of the observation together with their high workload.
4.5 Modelling the work
The contextual design method provides tools that allow for the collection and gath-
ering of design data in the field. It is important to know how to collect this data,
however, and it is equally as important to know how to present this data. Un-
derstanding the work will allow us to investigate how the radiographers are not
using MachineLog as intended, and to do this we can produce models based on the
‘Language of Work’ [6].
There are five ways the ‘Language of Work’ can be modelled, allowing for a visual
representation of the work observed:
• The Flow Model
• The Physical Model
• The Sequence Model
• The Artifact Model
• The Cultural Model
Flow Models are visual representations of the individuals doing the work, the
responsibilities of individuals, and breakdowns that occur, such as something pre-
venting a user from achieving success from their task. For example, not being able
to find a piece of equipment to complete their activity.
As Flow models help to identify the individuals doing the work and their inter-
actions, flow models appear to be a potentially useful tool for visually representing
the work of the Radiographer during an observation. I am interested in observing
what breakdowns occur when using MachineLog and how Radiographers and Ra-
diotherapy Engineers interact with one another. For example, is there anything that
stops a Radiographer from using MachineLog during a fault?
Physical Models aim to visualise the physical layout of the environment where
these activities are being performed. Linacs are busy working environments con-
sisting of many different areas and workstations. Therefore, Physical Models are
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potentially useful for capturing the layout of a Linac. These models can demon-
strate and visualise the movement of Radiographers between workstations.
For capturing work over time, Sequence Models can be used. Sequence Models
focus on visualising the intention and triggering of a sequence.
The Artifact model is intended to capture and visualise the objects that are
created or used by people and for capturing cultural context, cultural models can
be used. Cultural models aims to visually represent the mind-set that people are
operating within and where the user’s culture prevents the success of a system.
In the context of research, these contextual design models are potentially useful
for informing the scenarios that will inform the requirements for the new prototype.
4.6 Designing Prototypes
Prototype design has been well researched and there is a huge library of resources
available for the design of prototypes, especially within Software Engineering. This
section discusses how personas and sketching are useful tools that can contribute to
the design of prototypes.
4.6.1 Personas
To assist with the design of LinacLog, HCI literature surrounding communicating
requirements was investigated. One such tool to communicate requirements are
Personas [34]. Personas are archetypical representations of the users who will be
or who are using the system [35] and can be created from the results of contextual
inquiries [36].
There is a rich body of literature surrounding personas, suggesting that it is
a well-researched approach. However, there is some debate around the usefulness
and validation of personas [37][38]. Design experts experience difficulty in accessing
healthcare professionals when designing software and as such find it challenging to
develop personas that accurately represent the users[37]. Bowen, et al. [36] mentions
that personas were originally intended to “enable designers to focus on people who
are not themselves (so designing for actual users rather than their own needs)”.
However, in the context of this research, we are Healthcare Professionals with
access to other Healthcare Professionals. This may make it easier to develop per-
sonas. Bowen, et al. [36] also mentions that in some cases, personas can be useful in
participatory design, a method of allowing users to be deeply involved in the design
of the software [36]. As Healthcare Professionals developing software, we are able to
deeply involve the users into the design. The users in this case, are the Radiotherapy
Engineers and Radiographers who both understand their requirements and are able
to articulate them.
It is acknowledged that there are problems with participatory design [36]. The
users must be comfortable engaging with the design. However, the advantage in our
case is that the users are willing to engage in the design process, articulate their
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requirements and make themselves available and accessible for feedback as part of
the author’s routine role. Therefore, personas were decided upon as a useful tool to
assist in representing and communicating the requirements for the prototype.
4.6.2 Sketching Ideas
Due to limitations of Hospital IT, for example, in this thesis, difficulties with con-
necting smart devices to the hospital network were experienced, and due Healthcare
Professional’s lack of experience in software development despite developing soft-
ware, NHS staff may become constrained by their thinking when developing software
ideas.
This limitation and constrained thinking may result in staff being unable to de-
velop smartphone or smart tablet apps, for staff who are mobile and moving around
frequently away from desktop workstations. Therefore staff are shoehorned into us-
ing clunky desktop applications such as MachineLog, Microsoft Access Databases,
spreadsheets, etc.
However, Bill Buxton suggests sketching as a way to to break down this con-
strained thinking, in his book “Sketching User Experiences” [39], informing the
steps to design the look and feel of the prototype by using sketches. Sketches are
very useful for creating fast low-fidelity interface designs on paper whilst in the
field. This forms part of a concept known as Ideation. Ideation, according to the
Interaction Design Foundation [40], is the “process where one generates ideas and
solutions through sessions such as Sketching, Prototyping, Brainstorming, Brain-
writing, Worst Possible Idea, and a wealth of other ideation techniques”.
By starting with sketches, ideas are able to evolve, envisaging how particular
interfaces may look and where affordances such as buttons and menus may be po-
sitioned. This low-fidelity sketch can become a storyboard of interfaces that can be
evaluated.
4.7 Evaluating Prototypes
After exploring the tools and techniques available for designing a prototype, the
literature surrounding the evaluation of prototypes in healthcare was then reviewed.
Evaluation of software is important [41] and Usability Evaluation has been well-
researched. Evaluating the prototype can begin to ascertain whether the prototype
design meets specified requirements. This feedback can inform the next iteration
of development, thus revising the software based on the feedback, improving the
prototype at each stage until the prototype meets the specified requirements, or in
our case, addresses the issue of lack of use.
Literature recommends that the evaluation takes place in early stages of proto-
typing [42]. Through evaluation, it may become apparent that some requirements
were not suitable and thus reconsider the requirements and re-evaluate. Without
evaluation, this feedback loop becomes difficult.
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One method of Usability Evaluation is the Cognitive Walkthrough (CW) [28].
However, CW must be performed by a design expert as it often requires knowledge
of cognitive psychology [43], and is time-intensive. Interestingly, there has been
works that build upon traditional CWs such as Cognitive Jogthroughs [44], that
aim to reduce the time-intensive nature of CWs.
Further building upon traditional CWs, there are methods that include the user
in the CW [45]. Granollers and Lores [45] breaks this method down into three
phases:
• Perform a traditional Cognitive Walkthrough
• Ask the user to perform the Cognitive Walkthrough
• Review feedback from the users
Although this method initially appeared useful as non-design experts, as it in-
cludes methods such as reviewing feedback, a task that may be performed by non-
design experts, the aspects that build upon traditional Cognitive Walkthroughs still
need to be performed by design experts. It is important to recognise that CWs re-
quire understanding of cognitive psychology, regardless of attempts to simplify the
performing of CWs.
There is a need to evaluate the new prototype, LinacLog, as non-design experts.
Therefore, general evaluation techniques such as Usability Testing were considered.
4.7.1 Usability Testing
Usability testing covers a multitude of testing techniques and can range from in-
formal to formal testing. There are many approaches to Usability Testing [39] [41]
[42].
According to Cassano-Piche, et al. [8], Usability Testing is “a human factors
method that allows you to evaluate how a technology or process will function in
its context of use”. Furthermore, usability testing is important while designing
prototypes [42].
Cassano-Piche, et al. [8] mentions that to prepare, one must understand the
environment of use, the users and the work. In the context of healthcare, some
of this understanding can be easily achieved by Healthcare Professionals, partic-
ularly as they are developing software directed towards the environment and the
work that they are already familiar and immersed within. However, the challenge is
that Healthcare Professionals may not fully understand, or presume to understand,
the other users that they are designing or developing for. For the context of this
thesis, Radiotherapy Engineers may not fully understand the clinical work of the
Radiographers, although Radiotherapy Engineers may understand the Linac envi-
ronment and the work that happens between the staff when faults arise. However,
a contextual inquiry study may assist with this.
Similar to other methods, the discourse of usability testing in the context of
healthcare surrounds patient treatment and patient safety [46]. There is an emphasis
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on evaluating medical devices [47]. MachineLog is not something that will cause
medical errors nor is it a regulated medical device. However, MachineLog does
suffer from a lack of use problem.
Nevertheless, general approaches of usability testing that have been applied to
other areas of regulated healthcare software can be extended to Healthcare Pro-
fessionals developing and evaluating unregulated Medical Infrastructure Software.
One such method is the Usability Testing method by Cassano-Piche’s ‘Human Fac-
tors For Health Technology Safety: Evaluating and Improving the Use of Health
Technology In The Real World’ [8]. Usability testing in Cassano-Piche’s work, as
an evaluation, is guided by the context of Healthcare and is useful as a guide to
evaluation for the context of this thesis.
A contextual inquiry study can identify a list of tasks and scenarios that can be
performed during an evaluation, allowing for the interaction of the prototype to be
as realistic as possible.
Therefore when testing, the methods by Cassano-Piche, et al. [8] will be utilised.
4.8 Conclusion
Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) is a well established discipline informing the
design of software. Accordingly, there is a wide range of literature available that
informs software development practice. As HCI methods are well established, liter-
ature informs that methods of investigating interaction, developing prototypes and
evaluating prototypes can be applied to Medical Infrastructure Software from other
domains of software development.
Reviewing the literature suggested that there is an emphasis and discourse that
is focused on the design and evaluation of regulated medical software and medical
devices, from the context of patient safety. The design and evaluation of unregu-
lated Medical Infrastructure Software such as MachineLog, developed by Healthcare
Professionals that is then enforced upon other healthcare professionals, may be an
under-explored area of research.
Nevertheless, software such as MachineLog, that needs to exist, and is exhibit-
ing lack of use, must be re-designed so that it is usable. This is because without
MachineLog, it becomes difficult to manage Linac faults. This lack of use frustrates
the Machine Engineers.
However, many HCI methods must be performed by design experts, who have
knowledge in areas cognitive psychology [43]. Some Healthcare Professionals devel-
oping software may lack this knowledge. Furthermore, there is a general lack of
awareness of HCI in healthcare [7] and design experts often experience challenges
in accessing NHS staff [8] [18]. Despite this, Healthcare professionals continue to
develop software in the NHS [5] [12] and one such example is MachineLog.
Based on the analysis of different methodologies, there appears to be techniques
that can be used by Healthcare Professionals who are designing software but are not
experts in design. One such technique is contextual inquiry, used for investigating
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and understanding how and why software is not being used as intended. Further-
more, there are tools such as Personas that can be utilised. However, the use of
personas has been widely debated.
Despite the debate surrounding the usefulness of personas, personas can be used
to communicate the requirements of prototypes. Furthermore, by utilising tech-
niques from Bill Buxton’s ‘Sketching Ideas’, the look and feel of LinacLog can be
envisaged, achieved by sketching ideas and interfaces on paper and by using inter-
face design software. Therefore, the review has identified methods for developing
prototypes.
This review identifies that evaluating software is challenging in healthcare, as
many evaluation methods must also be performed by design experts. However, as
the work of this thesis is embedded in the NHS, it easy to access other NHS staff




Previous Chapters focused on introducing this thesis, introducing the context of
this thesis and reviewing literature that allows us to investigate the lack of use of
MachineLog. Previously in Chapter 2, Radiotherapy, including some of the high level
work of the Radiographer and Radiotherapy Engineer, and some of the IT Ecology,
was introduced. However, this high level introduction does not give a sense of the
work that takes place when Radiographers and Radiotherapy (Machine) Engineers
are reporting and responding to faults.
Therefore, to investigate the lack of use of MachineLog, a contextual inquiry
study was performed. As such, the goal of this Chapter is to discuss the investigation
that took place and the possible causes of MachineLog’s lack of use, by discussing and
modelling observations and interviews. These observations informed the creation
of Personas and Scenarios, that are later discussed in Chapter 6, to inform the
development of a prototype.
5.1 Methodology
5.1.1 Contextual Inquiry
The method that was selected for performing this study was the Contextual In-
quiry approach, outlined in the literature review (Chapter 4). Specifically, the mas-
ter/apprentice approach was used [6] by shadowing and watching, asking questions
and learning the work performed by the radiographers. This provided insight into
the sometimes abstract complexities in their work activities that one is not often
exposed to.
The tasks for performing an interview were identified by using the the four






These four principles can be translated into:
• Going to the Linac Control Area
• Observing the participants performing their routine work
• Understanding the work of the participants
• Talking to the participants about their work during these observations
5.1.2 Selecting the Linacs
In this thesis, the environment to be observed is the Linac Control Area, therefore,
Linear Accelerators were selected by consulting with Superintendent Radiographers,
the senior radiographers responsible for staff workload. As part of their roles, the
Superintendent Radiographers are aware of which Linacs are scheduled for patient
treatment and are responsible for assigning Radiographer staff to these Linacs.





Although there are 6 Linacs at The James Cook University Hospital, it was un-
fortunate that 3 of these Linacs were not available for observation. This was because
Linac 5 was undergoing decommissioning and Linac D was undergoing commission-
ing, meaning both Linacs were not in clinical use. Furthermore, Linac C was a
struggle to gain access to for observations, due to availability of the observer and
the Linac. This is interesting to note as there is sometimes a challenge for Health-
care Professionals in accessing the environments for observation, due to difficulties
coordinating availability. Nevertheless, the other Linacs were able to be accessed
and thus were able to be observed.
5.1.3 Selecting the Work
Two areas where MachineLog has the potential to be used are:
• The Morning Quality Assurance Session
• Routine use during patient treatment
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Morning Quality Assurance (QA) starts around 07:30AM each morning on all
Linear Accelerators that are schedule to be used for patient treatment. This QA is
performed by at least one Radiographer. Simply, this includes warming up the beams
on the Linacs and checking the beam outputs are within agreed tolerances. This
was an obvious time to conduct the observations as it is this point a Radiographer
may discover a fault.
After understanding the work of the radiographer for QA, further observations
include QA leading into a patient treatment session were planned. It is important to
note, patient treatment was not directly observed, only the work of the Radiographer
within the Linac Control Area.
Both these areas of work have the potential for a fault to arise during use and
requires the Radiographer to use MachineLog.
5.1.4 Selecting the Participants
There were 6 staff groups who participated in study:
• Therapeutic Radiographers
• Superintendent Therapeutic Radiographers
• Radiotherapy Assistants
• Clinical Technologists (Radiotherapy Engineers / Machine Technologists)
• Clinical Scientists (Medical Physicists as Machine Physicists)
• Student Radiographer (Minimal Participation)
The Radiographers were selected as they were the users of the Linear Accelerators
(Linac) and are most likely to be present during a Linac fault, requiring them to
use MachineLog.
Some but not all participants were selected as they had been identified as stake-
holders in Machine Log. The Primary Stakeholders are both the Machine Technol-
ogists, being the users who use MachineLog for metrics and tracking faults, and the
Radiographers, as they are being requested to use MachineLog to report faults and
metrics. Machine Physicists were selected as secondary stakeholders as they have
an interest in metrics although do not actively use Machine Log. Also included were
Radiotherapy Assistants and Student Radiographers who do not use machine log but
form part of the Radiographer’s working activities by supporting the Radiographers
use of the Linear Accelerator.
In total, over 7 observations, there were 33 directly observed participants which
consisted of:
• 20 Therapeutic Radiographers
• 3 Superintendent Therapeutic Radiographers
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• 3 Machine Technologists
• 1 Head Machine Technologist (Lead Engineer)
• 1 External Machine Engineer
• 1 Medical Physicist
• 3 Radiotherapy Assistant
• 1 Student Radiographer
All the participants were observed on one of the three Linear Accelerators (Linacs)
at The James Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough.
There were also 7 patients who were indirectly involved with the observation but
do not form part of the scope because they were only present due to receiving the
actual radiotherapy treatment. There were no direct observations of patients being
treated as the focus of the observation was within the control area and not the Linac
bunker.
It is worth noting that, although not directly observed during the study, from
experience, Linacs can also fail during patient treatment which means the patient
often needs to wait on the bed until the issue is resolved. This is so that the
remainder of their radiation dose can be delivered. If a patient needs to be taken
off the bed due to a fault, then their treatment would need to be re-calculated by
Medical Physicists. Considering that the Radiographer has a great interest in the
positive experience of the patient, this situation is not good and can often lead to
high pressure working.
5.1.5 Collecting Data through observations
The primary source of data was obtained by using the contextual inquiry methods
discussed in the Literature Review in Chapter 4, such as the master/apprentice
method. The notes were made on paper during the observation for ease and very
soon after converted into a timeline document. These timeline documents were used
as the basis for the further analysis. An extract from one is given in Appendix C
During the first observation the initial ‘cognitive load’ meant that it was difficult
to learn the activities by conducting only one observation. Therefore, the data was
collected by using an iterative approach, building up a picture of common patterns
over time and over several observations. After each observation was reviewed, a
decision was made on whether to conduct another observation in a specific area if
it was felt there could be more questions to explore and answer. This lead into
multiple morning QA observations and multiple patient treatment observations.
However, only one interview was needed for understanding the work of the Machine
Technologists. This was because the understanding of the activities was sufficient
enough to only need one interview.
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5.1.6 Data Analysis - Reviewing the observations
Reviewing the data obtained from the observations led to the creation of Flow
Models and Physical Models. These models were previously discussed in Chapter 4.
These models visualised the complexities in interaction between people and systems,
and visualise the environment.
Although other models were discussed in Chapter 4, such as the Artefact and
Cultural models, it was felt that there was very little extra to capture by using
these models. The observation focused on the use of MachineLog, the artefact of
interest. The observations were aimed at capturing the work to give a sense of
why Radiographers might not be using MachineLog, to solidify our argument that
Radiographers should not use MachineLog to input fault information, in its current
form. The observations, flow models and physical models sufficiently demonstrated
that the work of the Radiographer is focused around patient treatment and the work
of the Machine Technologist is focused around Linac maintenance and repair.
Furthermore, being aware of the intense nature of the work that Radiographers
perform, and their influences, such as Senior Radiographers influencing the work,
alongside documented procedures. it was decided there would be no more value
added by using a cultural model to explicitly represent the lack of use of MachineLog.
The observations were outlined and discussed. Throughout, the observations
built a picture of the goals of Radiographers and Machine Technologists. The goal
of the Radiographers is to treat their patients and provide a good patient experience.
The goal of the Machine Technologists is to repair and maintain Linacs when faults
arise. These goals are important for unpacking the reasons why Radiographers might
not be using MachineLog.
5.2 The Observations & Interviews
Each observation will be presented with an overview of what occurred during the
interview and observation. The observations will include a flow model, which help
to visualise the people and interactions and a physical layout diagram (where the
physical layout differs between observations) in order to understand the ergonomics
of the physical Linac control area.
However, before diving into the observations, the observations are presented in
a table as an overview, displayed in Table 5.1, below.
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5.2.1 Overview
All observations for this study were conducted in the Radiotherapy Department
at The James Cook University Hospital in Middlesbrough, a hospital within the
South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.
Overview of Observations
Observation Overview
1) 17th of July
2018 on Linac B
This was first observation, lasting 1 hour and 15 min-
utes, with the purpose of understanding the activities of
the morning quality assurance processes.
2) 8th of August
2018 on Linac 4
The second observation, lasting 50 minutes, uncov-
ered multiple interruptions to Radiographers perform-
ing complex QA procedures. Furthermore, the observa-
tion suggests that Radiographers are focused on getting
Linac 4 ready for clinical treatment.
3) 4th of
September
2018 on Linac 4
The third observation, lasting 1 hour and 45 minutes
observed a serious error that led the Radiographer to
contact a Machine Technologist. This provided a good
opportunity to expose the complexities in interaction
during faults. This observation observes both morning
QA and patient treatments.
4) 18th of Oc-
tober 2018 on
Linac 4
The fourth observation, lasting 1 hour, observed activ-
ity during patient treatment only. It was clear that Ma-
chineLog is not useful during routine treatment activity.
5) 4th of
September
2018 on Linac A
The fifth observation, lasting 40 minutes, observes ac-
tivities during routine patient treatment. The observa-
tion suggested there was no situation where MachineLog
would need to be used for recording faults.
6) 5th of Novem-
ber - Interview
An interview with a Machine Technologist, lasting 40
minutes, immediately leads into the fault/incident res-
olution process. I observe the point of view of the Ma-
chine Technologist.
7) 24th of Jan-
uary 2019 on Ra-
diotherapy CT
A straightforward and uneventful observation of a CT
scanner where MachineLog was not needed
Table 5.1: Summary of Observations
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5.2.2 Linac Physical Layouts
Chapter 2 discussed the Linear Accelerator, its rooms and the IT ecology that helps
drive Radiotherapy treatment. This section aims to illustrate the Linac Control
Area, the area where the workstations that control the Linac and MachineLog are
located. This visualisation is represented as a Contextual Design Physical Layout
model.
Linac A (LAA) & Linac B (LAB) Control Area
Linac A, visualised in Figure 5.1, shares an identical layout to that of Linac B.
Therfore, Figure 5.1 visually represents both Linac A & B’s Control Areas.
This area consists of several clinical workstations that are used to operate medical
software such as Mosaiq, and other workstations that are used to operate the medical
imaging software and software that control the Linac. More of this can be seen in
Figure 5.1.




 Machine Log & Mosaiq PC 
 Treatment Control System 
 Sequencer PC (2 screens) 
 iView GT PC 
 XVI PC 







Figure 5.1: Linac A & Linac B Physical Layout Model
In this Layout Model, it is clear that MachineLog is located away from the main
workstations that are used to control a Linac. The main workstations are the Mosaiq
PC, Treatment Control System, XVI PC, etc. This is where the radiographer sits
when operating the Linac and when treating their patients. MachineLog is indicated
in blue on 5.1 and is important to note because the Radiographers are most likely
to encounter an error using the workstations that control the Linac. MachineLog is
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out of view and behind the Radiographer whilst they are working in this area.
Linac 4 (LA4) Control Area
Unlike the previous Linacs that were observed, Linac 4 (LA4), visualised in
Figure 5.2, is set out differently.
Nevertheless, the Linac consists of the same workstations that are used, with the
exception of an additional workstation due to this Linac providing more specialist
treatment options on top of standard treatment.
Physical Model For Linac 4 Morning  QA & Patient Treatment (04/09/2019) 
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 Treatment Control System 
 Sequencer PC (2 screens) 
 Catalyst PC 
 iView GT PC 
 XVI PC 
 Generic Workstation 
 














Figure 5.2: Linac 4 Physical Layout Model
Despite this layout being different to that of Linac A and Linac B, in this Layout
Model, it is clear that MachineLog (in blue) is similarly located away from the main
workstations that are used to control a Linac, and behind the Radiographers.
5.2.3 Observation 1: LAB - July 17th 2018
On July 17th 2018, during 07:30AM until 08:45AM, lasting 1 hour and 15 minutes,
an observation was conducted for Linear Accelerator (Linac) B.
Earlier, in Chapter 2, it was mentioned that Radiographers perform basic morn-
ing safety checks for the Linac, ensuring that the Linac is safe to use on patients on
their day of treatment. Therefore, the purpose of this observation was to discover
the morning Quality Assurance process, in order to understand the workflows of
the Therapeutic Radiographers. The mandatory morning QA is performed daily
for compliance with the Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) Regulations and to
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check that the Linear Accelerator is safe to use for patient treatment on that day.
Usually, problems that may arise with Linacs are detected during this QA session
and as such may provide insight into the interactions that occur when MachineLog
should be used.
The staff directly involved and that were present in Linac B during this obser-
vation were:
• 4 Radiographers (RA1,RA2,RA3 & RA4)
• 1 Machine Technologist (MT1)
Other staff that were indirectly observed, i.e. not physically present in the Linac
Control Area were:
• 1 Receptionist
• 1 Senior Medical Physicist (HMP1)
• 1 Lead Machine Technologist (HMT1)
The Observation
The radiographer logged into the Linear Accelerator’s sequencer, which was a
Windows 7 workstation. The workstation hosted the oncology information manage-
ment system. The Radiographer also logged into several other workstations such as
XVI. Eventually, the Radiographer logged into the QA workstation which has QA
specific software such as Atlas QA. This workstation hosted the existing Machine
Log.
Very quickly during this observation, one can see why morning Quality Assurance
is essential. The radiographer notices that the Controlled Area ‘Do not Enter’ sign
is not illuminating properly and reports this to the Machine Technologist over the
phone. It became obvious that the radiographer preferred using the phone to report
issues as opposed to an electronic system. The radiographer continues with the QA
session until a Machine Technologist arrives. The Machine Technologist confirms
that the sign needs a new bulb.
During the observation, the radiographer struggled to locate one of the phan-
toms, specifically, the phantom known as the Daily QA3™phantom (Figure 5.3). A
phantom, in this context, is a technical term in Radiotherapy, used to describe an
electronic device that accurately records the delivery of radiation, mimicking the
properties and behaviour of a human. It is a device that supports Quality Assur-
ance and in essence, it measures and verifies that the output of the radiation is as
expected or planned. There are many different types of phantoms serving different
purposes.
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Figure 5.3: A QA3 Phantom. Source: The James Cook University Hospital
As the Radiographer was unable to locate this specific phantom, the Radiogra-
pher needed to borrow an identical phantom from another Linac. Therefore, the
order of steps taken when performing Quality Assurance were done differently be-
tween the two Linacs, an interesting observation to note because the Radiographers
should be following the steps in the same order as required in the documented pro-
cedure, on all Linacs. However, very interestingly the radiographer later discovers
a QA3 phantom in the cupboard in the Linac Treatment room. Although, this
tracking of phantoms is not managed by MachineLog.
It was observed that the radiographer received many interruptions from other
staff, needed to work across multiple workstations and report issues with the Linac,
whilst ensuring the Linac is ready for its first patient at 08:30AM. The observation
concluded at 08:45AM.
Discussion
This observation can be visualised and represented as a Flow Model, displayed
in Figure 5.4. Flow Models are visual representations of the work that is being
performed [6].
The users of MachineLog are identified in the Ovals on the model and the de-
vices/equipment and software that the users interact with, are identified in the rect-
angles of the model. Connecting the ovals (users) and rectangles (systems/devices/equipment)
together are arrowed lines. The lines represent the interactions, and are captioned.
The rectangular captions on these interaction lines represent a particular process,
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such as patient treatment or verification.
From the flow model in Figure 5.4, it is apparent that interaction during morning
Quality Assurance is complex. The flow model also visually describes the interac-
tions when the issue of the Linac Controlled Area Warning Sign arose during the ob-
servation. The handling of this issue should have been managed within MachineLog,
instead it is apparent that the Radiographer calls the Machine Technologist (Ra-
diotherapy Engineer). An early picture is built, suggesting that the Radiographer
is highly concerned with performing morning Quality Assurance so that they can
begin to treat their patients. There is no use of MachineLog during this observation.
Furthermore, referring back to the physical layout model in Figure 5.1, it is clear
that MachineLog is installed on a workstation away from where the Radiographer
is performing their work.
Radiographer 1 (RA1) 
 Perform the morning QA 
 Treat Patients 
Machine Technologist 1 (MT1) 
 Respond to Linac Issues 
 
Linac B Morning QA Flow Model 
Multiple Workstations 
 Stores all patient 
data on Mosaiq 
 Stores test files for 
Linac QA on Mosaiq 
Logs into Radiographer 4 (RA4) 
 Verifies the morning 
checks and approves 
Q-Pulse 
 Displays agreed / 
approved tolerances 





Raises Issues & Discusses  
Head Machine Technologist 1 
(HMT1) 
 Oversees Radiotherapy 
Technical Services 
Updates on issues 
Receptionist (R1) 




Interrupts RA1 when 
information already 
available on screen 
QA3 PHANTOM 
Z 
Only Phantom is in use 
Radiographer 2  (RA2) 
- Treats patients 
Radiographer 3  (RA3) 
- Treats patients 
Informs that they are going 




Unfamiliar with locations of 
various software and makes 
unsuccessful attempts to find 
Z Discovers Problem: Calls around technolo-






Z Interrupts MT1 with their issue 
Head Machine Physicist 1 
(HMP1) 
 Oversees safety of 
Linear Accelerators 
Updates on issues 
Figure 5.4: Observation 1: Flow Model for Linac B
Reviewing the flow model in Figure 5.4 highlights several breakdowns that add to
the distraction of the Radiographer when performing their Quality Assurance. For
example, the Radiographer is unable to locate a verification device (phantom) that
is needed to perform their beam measurements. This results in the Radiographer
contacting each Linac bunker for a spare device, without success. Therefore, the
Radiographer must alter their working process to perform these measurements later.
The Radiographer is being distracted by reception staff.
Furthermore, after the issue has been reported to the Machine Technologist, it is
apparent that the Machine Technologist is receiving interruptions from other Linacs
experiencing their own issues, initially suggesting that the work of the Machine En-
gineer is interrupted and perhaps not triaged. However, during this observation, the
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Machine Technologists updates the Lead Engineer on their progress, whilst taking
calls directly from other Linacs. This is important because the Lead Engineer is
responsible for the Machine Technologists workload.
In summary, this observation suggests that the goal of the Radiographer is to
complete the Quality Assurance and to begin treating their patients and that Ma-
chineLog is not being used when issues are discovered.
5.2.4 Observation 2: LA4 - August 8th 2018
On August the 8th 2018 at 07:24AM until 08:15AM, an observation was conducted
for morning QA on Linac 4. The physical layout of Linac 4 can be found in Figure
5.2, earlier in this Chapter.
The people present during this observation were:
• 1 Radiographer (RA5)
• 1 Medical Physicist (MP1)
• 1 Radiotherapy Assistant (RAA1)
The Observation
The observation begins with the Radiographer 5 Logging into the many different
clinical systems that they need for performing morning Quality Assurance. Inter-
estingly, on this occasion, RA5 uses MachineLog to enter the start time for the
QA session. According to the Machine Engineers, the recording of start time is
something that does not happen without the Radiographers being reminded.
Similar to other observations, there is the possibility that RA5 was aware that
I was there to observe the use of MachineLog, and thus may be explained by the
Hawthorne effect, which is behaviour changes due to observation and is difficult
to control [48].However, this was more apparant during this observation as RA5
appeared to be concerned by my observation, questioning whether it was for quality
management auditing and as such, auditing of compliance to procedures. It was
explained to RA5 that my role is to observe the use of MachineLog.
After logging in, Radiographer 5 (RA5) proceeded to the Linac Maze which leads
into the treatment delivery area, and begins the setup of the alignment phantom,
shown in Figure 5.5. This phantom is slightly different to the QA3 phantom dis-
cussed previously in Observation 1 (Figure 5.3) as this phantom is used to check the
position of guidance lasers.
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Figure 5.5: A Linear Accelerator Laser Alignment Pantom. Source: The James
Cook University Hospital
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Whilst RA5 was within the treatment delivery area, a patient entered the control
area informing me that he has arrived 1hr early for his appointment and that he
was unsure what to do but understands that he needs to undergo bladder filling
preparation (a technique to fill the bladder with water in order to push the prostate
into a good position). I then find myself interrupting RA5 by informing RA5 that
a patient has arrived early and is seeking advice on bladder prep.
One of the questions I asked to Radiographer 5 at this point was “How do
you know what to do?”. RA5’s reply was that they had been shown what to do
a couple of times and there is a Standard Operating Procedure documented on
Radiotherapy’s document management system.
Immediately after, Radiotherapy Assistant 1 (RAA1) enters, asking if RA5 would
like a cup of tea. RAA1 also asked RA1 if RA1 is happy for RAA1 to inform the
early patient to start drinking water at 07:45. (The time was 07:35).
At 07:36, RA5 proceeds to load up Atlas QA, discussed previously in Chap-
ter 2 as software involved in verifying the radiation beam. To load up Atlas QA,
RA5 proactively minimises MachineLog. This is interesting because at this point,
MachineLog is in the view of the Radiographer, but is not needed.
Unexpectedly, in this observation RA5 created an artifact, some scrap paper to
draw a table in order to record the Dose Rate (DR) and Backup Monitor Units
(MU) (Figure 5.6). This is important to note as it was decided that artefact models
will not be used. However, this artefact was only created during this observation.
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Figure 5.6: Dose Rate (DR) & Backup Monitor Units (BU) Paper Artifact
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After creating the columns on the paper table shown in Figure 5.6, RA5 walked
into the Linac treatment delivery area to setup the QA3 Phantom, a device which
records the radiation (Figure 5.3). RA5 then watches the Linac Control screen which
displays these values, and writes the values down after the beam has completed,
shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Dose Rate (DR) & Backup Monitor Units (BU) Paper Artifact Com-
pleted
RA5 then uses the QA software which is connected to the QA3 Phantom, to
check whether the beam has passed or failed (Figure 5.8). This is done as a manual
and software check. These checks were completed at 07:50.
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Figure 5.8: Beam Passing tolerance checks
At 07:52 RA5 warms up the imaging beams on the Linac in preparation of
scanning the pentaguide, another type of phantom that is used for checking medical
image quality on Linacs. Whilst this beam warm-up is in progress, the Radiographer
opens up a checklist on the Mosaiq Sequencer PC (location shown in Figure 5.2).
The Radiographer completes this checklist (Figure 5.9) whilst waiting for the
beam to warm up.
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Figure 5.9: Morning QA Checks Checlist
At 07:55AM, the beam has warmed and RA5 enters the Linac Maze to setup
the pentaguide and returns. RA5 loads up another file on the Mosaiq Sequencer
PC. However, I noticed an error and questioned RA5 regarding this error. RA5
was unable to recall the error but re-loaded the file and the error displayed “Ensure
there are no patients on the bed”.
At 08:04, MP1 arrives and begins to use the workstation that hosts MachineLog.
MP1 leaves at 08:10 and maximises MachineLog, bringing MachineLog into full
view.
At 08:10, RA1 begins to treat their patient and as such, the observation con-
cludes.
Discussion
The data from the observations was used to produce a flow model (displayed
below in Figure 5.10), which allowed for visualising the interactions that occurred
during the observation. The flow model highlights the breakdowns in interaction by
using a red coloured Z. In this case, the breakdowns were that the Radiographer was
interrupted several times during their morning Quality Assurance (QA) Session. For
this observation, the researcher is represented on the Flow Diagram as a blue dashed
circle. This is because the researcher needed to interrupt the Radiographer due a
patient entering the Linac Control Area seeking clinical advice. Including this on
the diagram provides a sense of the interruptions a Radiographer might experience
whilst performing QA.
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Linac 4 Morning QA Flow Model 
Radiographer 5 (RA5) 
 Perform the morning QA 
 Treat Patients 
ALIGNMENT PHANTOM 
Patient (PT1) 
 Undergoing Radiotherapy  
 Arrived Early 
CATALYST PC  
Radiographer Assistant 1 (RAA1) 
 Supports Radiographers 
Z 
Interrupts RA5 asking if RA5 
would like cup of tea 
Liaises with Patient 
Asks for advice regarding 
patient starting to drink for 
bladder prep 
ATLAST QA PC 
iVIEW PC 
Machine Physicist (MP1) 
- Scientific Support 
QA3VMAT Issue: 
In-house Software not 
working properly 
MACHINE LOG 
Minimises Machine Log 
whilst working on the PC 
and then brings back to 
window 
Observer / Researcher 
 Performing the Contextu-
al Inquiry 
Z 
Interupts RA5 due to patient walk-
ing into Linac Control Area 
Z 
Figure 5.10: Observation 2: Flow Model for Linac 4
It is important to note that throughout this observation, Machine Log was used
once to enter the start time by the Radiographer. However, similarly to previous
observations, this could have been done as the radiographer was aware that I was
observing how MachineLog is being used [48].
Previously, in the literature review (Chapter 4), it was mentioned that design
experts experience challenges in observing healthcare professionals. In this instance,
the observer experienced a similar challenge shared by design experts, the wariness
of healthcare professionals undergoing observation due to blame [19]. There was
concern that the observer was there to observe practice and report this practice.
Nevertheless, the observation was able to be performed, although this may have
introduced a behaviour change, prompting the radiographer to use MachineLog at
the very start of the observation. However, MachineLog was not used again to input
data during the observation, it was only minimised and maximised, therefore, the
end of the QA session was not recorded in MachineLog.
During the observation and visualised in the flow model, there did not appear
to be a situation where MachineLog would need to be used. The recording of the
start time is of interest as the Machine Technologists are interested in the uptime
and usage time of the Linacs. However, the goal of RA5 was to perform morning
QA so that RA5 could begin to treat the patients scheduled on Linac 4 for that day.
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5.2.5 Observation 3: LA4 - September 4th 2018
On September the 4th of 2018 at 07:15AM until 09:00AM, a further observation
was conducted for the Morning QA on Linac 4. This observation differs to the
previous two observations, as both morning QA is observed and the work of the
staff is observed during patient treatments.
The staff involved in the observation were:
• 4 Radiographers (RA6,RA7,RA7 & RA9)
• 2 Superintendent Radiographers (SIR1 & SIR2)
• 2 Machine Technologists (MT1 & MT2)
• 1 Student Radiographer (ST1)
The Observation
The observation begins with the morning QA at 07:15AM. Radiographer 6 (RA6)
logs into the sequencer machine to load the QA check file. Whilst doing this, one
of the workstations freezes so RA6 heads into Linac 4’s treatment delivery area to
set up the laser alignment phantom, which was previously displayed in Figure 5.5.
After the alignment tests have been performed with this flag phantom, RA6 then
configured the QA3 Phantom (Figure 5.3).
Whilst observing RA6 setting up the alignment phantom, RA6 mentioned some
issues around XVI that are on-going as a separate project, and the progress of this
project. This is interesting to highlight because it demonstrates that NHS staff
observing NHS staff are able to observe one another under the context of daily
working activities.
After the alignment phantom has been set up, RA6 returns to the Linac Control
Area and begins to warm up the clinical beams on the Linac. Interestingly, RA6
creates an identical grid, on paper, to that of the previous observation (Figures 5.6
and 5.7). At 7:30AM, RA6 loads up the morning QA checklist stored on the Mosaiq
Sequencer PC and logs into other systems such as AtlasQA (Figure 5.2).
Whilst these workstations were loading various software, I asked the Radiogra-
pher “How do you know what to do for daily QA?”. RA6 mentioned that there are
various policies and procedures documented in the Quality Management System,
and those are followed with a mixture of on the job training. RA6 also mentioned
that they had learned a ‘few tricks on the way’.
At 07:50, RA6 encounters a critical error with Linac 4 (Figure 5.11). This error
has occurred a few times previously so RA6 is aware of what the error could be.
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Figure 5.11: An error on LA4
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Whilst RA6 set up the QA3 Phantom earlier, RA6 attached a device known as
an applicator, a device designed to reduce radiation scatter (Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.12: A Linear Accelerator Applicator slotted into the Gantry reducing scat-
ter to a phantom with a QA3 phantom below
RA6 suspects that the error is caused by the Linac thinking that this metal
applicator is colliding with something. The Radiographer attempts to solve this
by wobbling the applicator to ensure it is secured in place and attempts to fix it
themselves. However, this attempt was futile as the error persisted. at 07:55, RA6
attempts to locate the contact numbers for the Machine Technologists. However,
RA6 can not find the telephone numbers and flagged down a passing 3rd party
radiotherapy engineer (who works for the manufacturer).
The 3rd party Radiotherapy Engineers then contacts a Machine Technologist
(MT2), who is a trainee. MT2 then proceeds to contact MT1, an experienced Ma-
chine Technologist and MT1 instructs MT2 to deal with another issue that MT2 was
previously working on. At this point, there is no involvement of the Lead Machine
Technologist, who is responsible for allocating tasks to their Machine Technologists.
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At 08:15, a Superintended Radiographer (SIR1) enters LA4 to check on RA6’s
QA. RA6 mentions the on-going issue which has a potential to cause delay to starting
treatment. However, RA6 also mentions that LA4 is understaffed. RA8 who is yet
to arrive, has been on leave for 6 weeks and needs extra support whilst phasing back
into the work. SIR1 leaves LA4 in search of the Radiographer Rota.
At 08:20, SIR1 re-enters and informs RA6 that there is an urgent patient. SIR1 is
frustrated as there are no Linacs that are ready to begin patient treatment, available.
All linacs are undergoing there morning QA checks. It seems that all the Linacs are
experiencing delays during their QA.
RA6 asks for an update from MT1 and both discuss the issue. At this point,
I asked MT1 how they were made aware of the issue. MT1 mentions that MT2
received a phone call from the 3rd party engineer. MT1 was then contacted by MT2
on a different phone.
It is now 08:30, the time that patient treatment should begin and the issue is
still unresolved. RA6 becomes frustrated that they are now running behind for
treatment. However, minutes later at 08:31, MT1 informs RA6 that the issue is
resolved.
At 08:30, student Radiographer 1 (ST1) also enters Linac 4 because the CT area
is too busy to accommodate ST1, and is now unsure as to where they should be for
the day. RA7 informs ST1 that they are welcome to observe them for the day if
other areas are busy.
At 08:32AM, RA7 arrives to second check the morning QA results. This happens
quickly and RA7 leaves. Shortly after, RA8 enters. At 08:34AM, RA6 contacts
another Linac to ask for further assistance. RA6 has noticed that no one on Linac
4 is trained to perform Deep Inspiration Breath Hold (DIBH) radiotherapy, a skill
reserved for senior Radiographers. A patient scheduled for the morning requires this
technique.
At 08:35, RA6 and RA8 call in the first patient (PT1) for treatment and pro-
ceed to setting up PT1 on the bed, ready for Radiotherapy Treatment. at 08:40,
treatment is delivered to the first patient.
At 08:40, RA9 arrives to support the other radiographers on Linac 4, for that
day.
At 08:45, Superintended Radiographer 2 (SIR2) enters the Linac 4 Control Area
in preparation for the DIBH patient (PT2). Once PT1 has completed their treat-
ment, SIR2 and RA7 call for PT2 and lead them to the treatment bed and setup
PT2 for treatment.
The observation was concluded at 09:00AM.
Discussion
Like previous observations, the data from this observation was able to be visually
represented as a flow model (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.13: Observation 3: Linac 4 Flow Model
Reviewing the flow model demonstrates the complexities in interaction within
Radiotherapy. The diagram shows that there were breakdowns (Red Z) when at-
tempting to locate the Machine Technologist’s phone number. At this point, Ma-
chineLog is something that should be used to report a fault. However, it was ob-
served that MachineLog was not used for recording the fault that occurred during
this observation.
Furthermore, SIR1 was unable to find any information as to which Linacs are
available for patient treatment. However, MachineLog does not lack the function
to record treatment availability, as was demonstrated in Chapter 3. However, it is
clear that MachineLog is not being used for recording availability, or that SIR1 is
not using MachineLog to check availability.
By capturing the areas of work that staff are working within (for example, QA
and Treatment, identified in boxes on the flow mode), it can be visualised that much
of the work of the radiographer during this scenario is to perform QA and begin
treating their patients. The Linac issue is reported but the work to resolve that
issue happens away from the Radiographer. Although, the Radiographer is kept
informed with the progress.
5.2.6 Observation 4: LA4 - September 18th 2018
On September 18th 2018 at 13:40 until 14:40, a further observation was conducted
in Linac 4 (Figure 5.2). Unlike the previous observations, this observation steps
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away from the morning QA and observes patient treatment activity only, on Linac
4. However, it is important to note that patients were not directly observed. The
goal of this observation was to understand the work performed by the Radiographers
surrounding the use of MachineLog, whilst treating a patient.
The staff involved in the observation were:
• 5 Radiographers (RA10, RA11, RA12, RA13 & RA14)
• 1 Superintended Radiographer (SIR3)
• 1 Radiotherapy Assistant (RAA2)
The Observation
When arriving at the Linac treatment unit, the Linac was already well into
patient treatments and bustling with various different staff. Morning Quality As-
surance had already been performed and the Radiographers were well within their
routine clinical work. Radiographer’s 10 and 11 were in the treatment delivery area
positioning the patient for treatment. Others in attendance included a Radiotherapy
Assistant 2 (RAA2) who performs administrative tasks such as finding patient notes
in the Oncology Information Management System, and another two Radiographers
(RA12 & RA13) there for support.
After the two Radiographers had returned from the Linac Maze after positioning
the patient, they sat down at the Mosaiq Sequencer and confirmed the patients
details. After both Radiographers agreed that the patient was the correct patient,
positioned correctly and image matched, one of the Radiographer pressed the beam
on button on the Function Keypad.
During the treatment of this patient, at 13:45, another radiographer requests
some information relating to a different patient.
At 13:50, The patient treatment is complete and two of the radiographers head
into the Linac Maze to retrieve the patient, assist them with their dressing and then
call in the next patient.
A superintended Radiographer steps into the control area and asks if they can
squeeze in an urgent patient. However, at this point, the next patient was already
positioned on the bed by the Radiographers in the Linac Maze. This means the
urgent patient would need to wait for this patient to finish treatment.
At 13:55, the next patient begins treatment. The Radiographers follow the same
process of checking and verifiying the patient on the oncology management system.
This happens for the remaining patients during treatment, a smooth process of
checking in and checking out patients.
Discussion
This observation highlighted that, when Radiotherapy treatment is in process
and the Linac fully operational, the delivery of radiotherapy is the key focus and
goal for the Radiographer. There are no situations where MachineLog is needed to
be used during these treatments.
The observation was visualised using a flow model (Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.14: Observation 4: LA4 Flow Model
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Reviewing the flow model shows that much of the processes are focused around
patient treatment. This further suggests that the goal of the Radiographer is to
treat their patients. While Radiotherapy treatment is working correctly, the Radio-
graphers are not interested in how the Linac is function and therefore, not concerned
with MachineLog during routine patient treatment.
5.2.7 Observation 5: LAA - October 3rd 2018
On October 3rd 2018 at 14:30 until 15:10, a further observation was performed. This
time, the observation was performed at Linac A (LAA) (Figure 5.1).
Those participating in the observation were:
• 5 Radiographers (RA15, RA16, RA17, RA18 & RA19)
• 1 Radiotherapy Assistant (RAA3)
The Observation
Upon arriving, RA15 is operating the Mosaiq Sequencer Workstation (Figure 5.1)
and RA16 & RA17 are within the Linac treatment room with a patient, assisting
the patient on to the treatment bed.
However, this patient requires an oesephagus scan. Therefore, at 14:36 RA16
contacts a Superintendent Radiographer, who then organises to send another Ra-
diographer for assistance. Not all Radiographers are trained in performing these
scans.
At 14:40, RA18 arrives to assist the other Radiographers. RA15 and RA16
confirm the patient details are correct and verified within the oncology information
management system.
At 14:44, the patient treatment is complete. However, RA19 enters and leaves
as RA19 was sent to Linac A, but was not needed. The patient then leaves Linac
A.
RA16 is concerned about one of their other patients that they are due to treat
that day. The patient has received two scans. However, for a patient to receive
another 3rd scan, special permissions needs to be given by Medical Physicist (Clinical
Scientist), due to radiation protocols.
At 14:54, the next patient is called in for treatment and assisted into the treat-
ment room by the RA15 and RA16. Whilst this is ongoing RA15 contacts RAA3
to re-arrange ambulance drop-offs for patients.
At 15:08, treatment has competed for this patient and at 15:10, the observation
is concluded.
Discussion
This was a shorter observation as treatment delivery was progressing without
issue. The data from this observation informed a flow model (Figure 5.15).
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Figure 5.15: Observation 5 LAA Flow Model
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Reviewing the flow model shows that much of the work of the Radiographer
surrounds patient treatment. The only breakdown on the flow model was that the
Radiographer struggled to find a contact number for a superintended Radiographer.
In this case, MachineLog would not need to be used. Therefore, the flow model
suggests that the goal of the Radiographers are to treat patients.
5.2.8 Observation 6 & Interview 1 with MT1 - November
5th 2018
On November 5th 2018 at 14:35 until 15:15, an interview with Machine Technologist
1 (MT1) was conducted. The aim of this interview was to perform a question and
answer session.
Questions were prepared in advance. However, the interview was immediately
cut short due to an urgent issue on Linac A (LAA).
Those involved in the observation were:
• 1 Machine Technologist (MT1)
• 2 Radiographers (RA19 & RA20)
The Interview & Observation
At 14:36, MT1 immediately received a call from LAA. Brief information was
provided but it was suggestive that there is an issue with an XVI panel on Linac A.
Immediately, we walk to LAA. LAA is located opposite the Machine Technolo-
gist’s office and is not far to walk. Upon arrival MT1 questions RA19 over the issue,
in an attempt to tease more information from RA19. RA19 explains the issue. RA19
was concerned that there is a patient waiting for treatment. Although, there was no
patient on the bed currently. MT1 began to work quickly to resolve the issue and
acknowledged that this is a frequent issue.
At 14:43, MT1 has resolved the issue. Interstingly, at this point, MT1 heads
over to the Linac Control Area workstations and checks to see if the Radiographers
have used MachineLog to record the fault. It is apparent that the Radiographers
have not completed MachineLog, much to MT1’s frustration.
MT1 prompts RA19 to complete MachineLog. However, RA19 is busy and
asks RA20 to complete MachihneLog. RA20 asks RA19 what time the incident
start and RA19’s response was “around 5 minutes ago”. This suggests that even if
MachineLog is now used in this observation due to MT1s requirement, MachineLog
is not accurate.
Observation Discssion
The observation was visually represented as a flow model (Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.16: Observation 6 Interview with Machine Technologist Flow Model
Reviewing this flow model, it is clear that this is a situation where MachineLog
should be used. However, MachineLog is only used when prompted by MT1. The
work that happens to resolve the fault happens away from MachineLog and the
Radiographers. The goal of the Radiographer is to treat their patients, and thus
the Radiographers wait for Linac A to be fixed so that treatment can be resumed.
Considering that MT1 demands that MachineLog be completed the Radiographers,
much to their frustration, it is apparant that MachineLog is not something that is
considered by Radiographers during faults or failures because they are concerned
with ensuring that the patient is comfortable or informed during any delay.
The Interview
After the incident, the interview begins with MT1. Questions were prepared in
advance. The interview lasted from 14:55 until 15:15, due to time constraints.
The interview uncovered frustrations experienced by Machine Technologists. The
Machine Technologist has the option to discuss issues at a Machine Meeting, a
meeting where Machine Technologists, Medical Physicists and Senior Radiographers
gather to discuss Linac issues.
The interview suggested that Radiographers also attempt a first-fix of the Linacs.
Some of this self-troubleshooting of the Linacs does resolve an issue, for exmaple, a
reboot of a workstation. However, this frustrates the Machine Technologists as they
are not able to keep a track of these types of issues and faults because they are not
reported at all.
On the other hand, Machine Technologists are aware of faults despite the lack
of use of MachineLog because the Radiographers need to call them for help. It is
clear that during the interview, the Machine Technologists are frustrated that the
Radiographers are not using MachineLog to record faults properly and a great deal
of blame is placed on Radiographers for the inaccuracy of recording faults.
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During the interview, The Machine Technologist suggested that the work to
improve MachineLog would be to ensure Radiographers used MachineLog. This
demonstrates that Machine Technologists are convinced that the recording of faults
should be performed by Radiographers.
Furthermore, it became clear that the Lead Machine Technologist was very inter-
ested in improving the coordination of the work for Machine Technologists, suggest-
ing that there is a need to triage and assign faults to the most appropriate member
of the team. This is because the Machine Technologists feel that some members of
their team are getting more of the interesting work and that the Radiographers on
the Linacs are contacting their personally preferred Machine Technologists.
However, despite MachineLog having the functions to record faults, it appears
the Machine Technologists are keeping their own records of faults and as such,
are not using MachineLog to do this, despite demanding Radiographers enter fault
information into MachineLog.
During the interview, there was a whiteboard on the wall (Figure 5.17). This
whiteboard had information around faults. This suggests that MachineLog is not
used by the Machine Technologists in this respect, although the functionality in
MachineLog exists.
Figure 5.17: Whiteboard inside the Machine Technologist’s Office
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5.2.9 Observation 7: CT - January 1st 2019
On January 1st 2019 at 10:30AM until 11:30AM CT was observed. The observation
showed a routine and uneventful scanning of patients. CT is an area which poten-
tially could use machine log, however during this observation it was evident that
there was no situation for using machine log. The repair and maintenance of CT
scanners is beyond the scope of the Machine Technologist. This is performed by an
external contractor.
As MachineLog is not used for Radiotherapy CT, the observation was not rep-
resented in a flow model.
5.3 Discussion
The contextual inquiry study involved performing seven observations for learning
and understanding the complex work and goals of the Radiographers and Machine
Technologists. In summary, the observations suggest that the goal of the Machine
Technoogist is to resolve faults that arise when operating Linacs. The goal of the
Radiographer is to treat patients using the Linac. The Machine Technologists are
not directly involved with the work of the Radiographers. However, Machine Tech-
nologists demand that the Radiographers use MachineLog.
When a fault occurs, the Radiographers’ goal shifts towards coordinating the
care of their patients whilst treatment is delayed. The Radiographers need to sit at
a workstation to enter fault information into MachineLog, taking the Radiographers
away from the coordination of their patients. This could explain why Radiographers
do not use MachineLog, because it does not align to either of their goals.
5.3.1 The Users and Types of Activity
The observations identified the staff (users) who are using MachineLog and high-
lighted the activities that are performed by the users while they are using Ma-
chineLog. The users and activities were visually represented as flow models. Fur-
thermore, the observations identified that the physical layout of each Linac can
differ. Although, some Linacs share identical layouts. There is no standard layout
for Linacs.
The first intended user is the Radiographer. The goal of the Radiographer is to
first, ensure that the Linacs are safe to use for their daily treatment schedule by
performing morning Quality Assurance, and secondly, treat their patients with the
Linac.
Each morning, Quality Assurance safety checks are performed. This procedure is
documented and governed by the Quality Management System. However, Radiogra-
phers have developed their own style of Quality Assurance. Sometimes, breakdowns
such as locating phantoms for beam verification, lead to this procedure being altered.
However, MachineLog is not intended to manage the availability of these phantoms.
Furthermore, other factors influence the order in which Quality Assurance checks
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are performed, such as resource allocation (staffing) or failures of components that
do not prevent the Radiographer from performing other safety checks.
For patient treatment, the Radiographer uses multiple workstations, an example
of which can be found in the physical model Figure 5.2. These workstations have dif-
ferent purposes, each with different software that is involved with delivery radiation.
These workstations also have a mixture of single monitor and dual monitor, so the
Radiographers are monitoring various different screens at each stage of treatment.
Furthermore, software is a mixture of desktop software and web application.
These activities were visually represented by using flow models, using the meth-
ods discussed in both Chapter 4 and Section 5.1 of this Chapter, by reviewing the
observation notes. The diagram identifies the complexity in interactions between
people, work processes and software.
The Radiographer has little interest in ‘how’ the Linac works, unless this sur-
rounds using the Linac’s different settings for patient treatment. Ultimately, their
goal is to ensure that their patients recieve a good treatment experience whilst treat-
ing their cancer patients with radiation. However, when a Radiographer attempts a
first fix of a Linac, they do so with the goal of making it work so that they can start
treating their patients. Although, this is much to the frustration of the Machine
Technologists, the second intended user of MachineLog, because these type of faults
go completely unreported if the Radiographer manages to resolve the fault.
The Machine Technologist expects that the Radiographer will input detailed
information surrounding a Linac fault. The Machine Technologist’s goal is to resolve
any faults that might arise from using the Linac. The Machine Technologist is
interested in ‘how’ the Linac works. Although, they are not as interested in how the
patient is cared for during their treatment, on the Linac. As Engineers, they are
problem solvers and like to have an overview of how their machines are performing,
including on-going issues.
There are other staff members that are observed. However, these staff do not
use MachineLog as their roles are to support the Radiographers with their provision
of care for their patients. Therefore, the goal of these staff is similar to that of
the Radiographer, providing, assisting with or learning to provide a good treatment
experience for their patients.
The observations suggest that the intended users of MachineLog have different
goals and motivations, performing a range of technical and clinical activities.
Of interest, MachineLog is not used in any observation for its intended purpose of
recording Linac faults. It is used to record the start time of a QA session. However,
this recording may have been prompted by the Radiographer’s awareness of the role
of the observer. All staff are performing complex activities. However, MachineLog,
demonstrated by the physical layout diagrams, flow diagrams and observations, is
quite literally a piece of software installed on a workstation, away from where most
of the staff perform their activities, that is of low priority.
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5.3.2 The Types of Breakdown
The observations showed that there are a lot of staff involved at different points
during different activities. Morning QA can be performed by 1 or 2 Radiographers,
patient treatment involves at least 2 radiographers or more depending on expertise
needed. However, during these activities, breakdowns were observed.
During the first observation, the Radiographer struggled to find a device known
as a phantom, that detects and records Linac beam outputs. However, this break-
down is related to their morning Quality Assurance process. It is not related to the
use of MachineLog. Interestingly, this causes the Radiographer to adjust the steps
that they perform when performing QA, and instead, perform other safety checks
whilst waiting for a phantom to become available. Eventually, the Radiographer
realises that there is a phantom in the treatment area of the Linac. However, the
phantom was stored in the wrong cupboard. In this instance, MachineLog would
not need to be used.
Further observations identified breakdowns that occur but are beyond human
control, for example, Linac faults. Interestingly, these breakdowns present scenarios
where MachineLog should be used, yet it is not used for recording these faults.
Other observed breakdowns appeared to be due to interruptions or difficulty
locating resources. Some of these difficulties, such as contacting a Machine Tech-
nologists present a scenario where MachineLog should be used, yet it is not used.
Therefore, there are scenarios where MachineLog may have prevented a breakdown,
displayed in the flow models. For example, MachineLog could have been used to
report a fault directly to a Machine Technologist. However, the current MachineLog
does not inform Machine Technologists whilst they are on the move. It requires the
Machine Technologists to be sat at the desk.
5.3.3 The Software
To support the users of MachineLog in their activities, other software is used and
is captured during the observations, and visually represented in flow models. This
software was previously introduced in Chapter 2.
It was observed that Radiographers are interacting with several different clinical
systems during Quality Assurance and Patient Treatment. During the observation,
an interesting use of other software was uncovered. AtlasQA, commercial software,
has been modified to purposely fail a safety check. This failure is designed to prompt
the Radiographer to use QA3VMAT, software that has been in-house developed by
Medical Physicists at The James Cook University Hospital. There are instances
where commercial software is being changed or being set in such a way that it is
not intended to be used, to alter the work of other staff. Therefore, not only is in-
house software being developed to shoehorn staff into a certain activity, commercial
software is being altered or set to shoehorn staff into certain activities.
Nevertheless, observation of the use of other software matters because it demon-
strates that Radiographers are immersed in both complex activities and a complex
IT ecosystem. It is difficult to see where MachineLog fits in with this work and
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ecosystem, suggesting that MachineLog sits outside and may explain its lack of use.
Afterall, MachineLog is installed on a workstation away from where Radiographers
perform most of their work. It is not in direct sight of the Radiographers. This ini-
tially suggests that a prototype should be nearby to the work of the Radiographers.
Interestingly, all commercial software involved in directly treating patients, during
patient treatment activity, was used as intended by the Radiographers.
5.3.4 The Use of Machine Log
The observations show that MachineLog is an overlooked piece of software, installed
on a workstation that is not located nearby to the Radiographers main areas of work
within the Linac Control Area, for example, Figure 5.2.
MachineLog is a clunky desktop application that requires Radiographers to move
away from the other software that the Radiographers use. This other software fits
well into their working activities and is essential for the Radiographers delivery of
radiation to a patient.
It is acknowledged that on some occasions, MachineLog was used to enter the
start time of morning QA. For example, in Observation 2. However, this may
have been influenced by the observers presence. This observational effect is known
as the Hawthorne Effect, suggesting that participants involved in observations can
adjust their working practices due to their awareness of being observed [48]. This is
important because the use of MachineLog during the observations may have been
influenced by the observers presence. If there observer was not there, this may have
meant MachineLog may not have been used during the events that took place during
the observation.
Further use of MachineLog during observations appeared to prompted by a Ma-
chine Technologist, demanding that a fault be reported using MachineLog. This
usually happened some time after a fault has occurred and had been resolved. Nev-
ertheless, MachineLog is not being used as intended.
5.4 Conclusion
This contextual inquiry study sought to discover why MachineLog is not being
used by the Radiographers of the Radiotherapy Department at The James Cook
University Hospital. Performing the contextual inquiry observations allowed for an
understanding of the goals of the Radiographer and Machine Technologist.
It is apparent that the goal of the Radiographer is to treat their patients safely
and effectively, whilst providing a good treatment experience to their patients. Ma-
chineLog does not facilitate the Radiographers when they are treating their patients.
However, when faults arise, there are scenarios where MachineLog should be used,
yet it is not. This may be due to MachineLog being installed away from the Linac
Control Area, out of easy reach of Radiographers. The activities and the goals of
the Radiographers suggest that during routine use of the Linac, there is no need
to use MachineLog. However, at the times where MachineLog should be used, the
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Radiographers become concerned with ensuring their patients are informed with up
to date information surrounding the delay of their treatment. At this point, the
Radiographer is not interested in why the Linac is not working and thus their goal
is to continue to ensure their patients receive a good standard of care or good patient
experience despite the delay.
Therefore, MachineLog, in its current form does not align to the goals of the
Radiographers and the Radiographers will not use MachineLog unless it is improved.
This misalignment of goals is perhaps a factor that influences the usability and
acceptability of Medical Infrastructure Software.
The staff group that should record Linac faults are the Machine Technologists
and not the Radiographers. Despite Machine Technologists demanding that Ra-
diographers record the information surrounding a fault, it should be the Machine
Technologists who inputs the detailed information surrounding a fault, taking this
responsibility away from the Radiographer. This will allow the Radiographer to
focus on their goal of ensuring the patient continues to receive a good experience
despite the delay. However, the Radiographers should still be able to quickly raise
a fault where needed.
As the Lead Machine Technologist is responsible for the workflow of the Machine
Technologists, the Lead Machine Technologist should be able to triage and assign
faults to members of their team.
The results of this contextual inquiry study were used to develop personas and
new scenarios of use, to inform the design of a new prototype named LinacLog,





Personas, previously discussed in Chapter 4, are a way of representing the users.
The usefulness of personas has been well-debated. However, for the purposes of
this thesis, personas are a useful tool in communicating the requirements for the
new prototype [49]. Importantly, as healthcare professionals developing software,
we possess first hand experience of the users environment, which is an advantage
when creating personas [37]. Furthermore, personas are useful for representing the
users where the users can be involved in the design [36].
The personas in this thesis were developed by drawing from observations and
the past experience of working with the Radiographers and Machine Technologists.
The personas helped to bring the requirements to life by representing realistic actors
within the scenarios.
Envisaging scenarios of existing and future use helped to clearly identify the
problems with MachineLog and articulate future designs. For example, new scenar-
ios where a new usable prototype would be used to report a Linac fault.
The focus for the Personas and Scenarios was directed towards being good com-
munication tools for stakeholders, and in our case, the Radiographer and Machine
Technologists, to see the problems with MachineLog and understand potential so-
lutions. This allowed us to communicate to the Machine Technologists that the
Radiographers should not use LinacLog to enter detailed fault information, when
propsoing that the Machine Technologists instead use LinacLog to enter detailed
fault information. Furthermore, the personas and scenarios were useful for commu-
nicating the requirements of LinacLog.
The goal of this chapter is to introduce the personas that were created, together
with the existing and new scenarios of use.
6.1 Creating The Personas and Scenarios
The personas were created and used by following a persona lifecycle [49].
Firstly, personas were created by reflecting on and analysing the data gathered
in the 7 observations of the contextual inquiry study of Chapter 5, and by using
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personal experience, whilst trying to avoid assumptions about the users. This is es-
sential as it better to build personas based on data, than assumption [49]. Although,
personal experience may introduce assumptions, any assumptions were reviewed by
the users to help ensure that the persona is still representative of their role. Fur-
thermore, each observation iteratively identified the different motivations and goals
of each persona.
To introduce the personas into the organisation, the personas were shown to
the users, who commented that they are able to identify with the personas as an
accurate representation of their roles. This suggests that the personas may con-
tribute to achieving a realistic, first iteration re-design of MachineLog, by helping
to communicate the requirements that is based on the needs of the actual users of
the system.
The personas were then used to develop a requirements specification in Chapter
7 and the requirements were able to inform an evaluation, completing the persona
lifecycle [49].
Secondly, scenarios of existing use were captured. The scenarios were developed
from the study in Chapter 5, as a reflection of practice. Incorporating the personas
into the scenarios provided a hypothetical narrative around the existing use of Ma-
chineLog, envisaging a story and situation where MachineLog should be used, with
the aim of uncovering the successful use of MachineLog and the problems that arise
with MachineLog. The hypothetical narrative of the scenarios was based on the ac-
tual users and their activities by drawing from observations together with personal
experience.
After creating scenarios of existing use and identifying the issues with Ma-
chineLog within these scenarios, scenarios of new use were created. The scenarios
of new use provide insight into how the work could be simplified through the use of
a new prototype. Therefore, these scenarios of new use are useful for informing the
requirements for the new prototype.
6.2 Personas
6.2.1 Miriam - The Therapeutic Radiographer
By reviewing and reflecting upon all of the observations that included Radiographers,
conducted in Chapter 5, Miriam, a Therapeutic radiographer, was created.
The key goals and tasks of Miriam were identified, and her interests and moti-
vations were constructed and constructed her interests and motivations. Miriam, of
course, is not a real Radiographer. Instead, Miriam is the archetypical representa-
tion of the radiographer who uses Machine Log. The persona for Miriam is displayed
in Figure 6.1.
A snappy slogan was added: “Therapeutic Radiographer by day, fitness fanatic
by night!”, allowing the persona to become more relatable and give it some life.
Furthermore, a quote from a Radiographer was included, to highlight what Miriam
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enjoyed most about her work. The level of computer skills that a Radiographer
possesses was also included.
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Miriam – Therapeutic 
Radiographer by day, fitness 
fanatic by night! 
 
“Making a difference to a patient by using constantly 
advancing radiotherapy technology and supporting 
them & their families in the best possible way gives 
me a real buzz!” 
 
Employer: James Cook University Hospital 
Computer Skills: Intermediate Key Goals & Tasks 
Miriam, who is 30 years old, is a 
Therapeutic Radiographer, who 
is a ‘Highly technical healthcare 
professional whom is tasked with the actual delivery of radiation to an oncology 
patient’. For Miriam to be a radiographer she is required to have studied a BSc in 
Therapeutic Radiography. 
She wants to be able to treat cancer patients and ensure a positive experience for 
her patients. Miriam is required to operate many different systems to do this, one of 
which is the Machine Log. 
Miriam works within a procedural-driven environment, following agreed procedures 
and tasks. One of her main concern is to ensure the patient is safe and receiving the 
best care for them. 
Interests 
Miriam is interested in her work. At work, she strives to deliver radiation therapy to 
cancer patients with a patient-centric attitude.  
She’s interested in furthering her career by learning more about the advanced 
techniques in radiotherapy. Her career progression ambitions are to become a 
superintendent radiographer. 
Miriam likes to keep fit and eat healthy; more especially as she needs to manual 
handling during the day, and needs to be able to concentrate for long period of 
times.  
Motivations 
Miriam is comfortable using advanced technology. Most of her work is done on a 
computer. However, Miriam isn’t that interested in the latest consumer technology 
and views technology as a way of assisting her. Miriam does enjoy using work-
related technology. Miriam tends to work in a way which she is familiar with, by using 




Figure 6.1: Persona for the Therapeutic Radiographer
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6.2.2 Dave - The Machine Technologist
The key goals & tasks of Machine Technologists were identified to construct a per-
sona called Dave. This included identifying the interests and motivations of Machine
Technologists allowing for the further development of the persona and archetypical
representation of a Machine Technologist using MachineLog.
The persona consisted of another snappy slogan “Clinical Technologist by day,
DIYer by night.” , designed to bring the persona to life. A quote from one of the
Machine Technologist was added and so too was the level of computer based skills.
Dave – Clinical Technologist by 
Day, DIYer by night. 
 
“Contributing to patient satisfaction by ensuring the 
linear accelerators are operating with no issues, or 
resolving issues fast is what makes me tick” 
  
Employer: James Cook University Hospital 
Computer Skills: Intermediate 
Key Goals & Tasks 
Dave, who is in his 40s, enjoys 
all things electronics. Dave likes 
to be able to keep track of the 
linear accelerator issues which 
are undergoing repair or require 
repairing. Dave response to faults in reactively but Dave would like to be able to 
predict when machines will fail.  
Interests              
Dave loves gadgets and technology. Dave is a jack of all traders. In his job he needs 
to know everything from basic IT to complex electronical engineering components 
and mechanics. He’s a fixer; if something is broken Dave loves to fix it.  
At home, Dave likes to switch off by caring for his hens! He also likes to make home 
improvements. There’s no job too big or small for Dave, and he is always happy to 
help. Dave is eager to please!  
Motivations 
Dave is motivated by the diverse range of challenges that he encounters. Linear 
Accelerators are complex machines which need to be maintained within regulations. 
Each day is a different day with a new challenge. From routine services to 
catastrophic failures, Dave loves coming into work each day. 
Dave has some computing skills, he can build an access database but nothing 
‘fancy’! He can troubleshoot basic IT issues with PCs. He likes gadgets and learning 
more about the computing technology which supports the Linear Accelerators, as 
well as the day to day electronics and physics. 
However Dave is frustrated that he can be pulled ‘left-right and centre’. Although he 
is used to this, his frustrations lay within the organisation of this pulling. His planned 
work suffers because of this. He is the go-to person although he works within a 
team. He has become an accidental first person of contact, much to the frustration of 
Jennifer. Dave doesn’t mind this though, he loves his job and will always help when 
asked, whoever asks! 
 
Figure 6.2: Persona for the Machine Technologist
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6.2.3 Jennifer - Lead Machine Technologist
Following similar approaches to creating the earler personas and by reviewing the
observations conducted in chapter 5, the persona for Jennifer, the Lead Machine
Technologist, was created.
Jennifer 
“Maintaining complex machines which treat patients 
is one of the best jobs I can think of!” 
 
Employer: James Cook University Hospital 
Computer Skills: Intermediate 
Key Goals & Tasks 
Jennifer, who is in her late 40s years old, is a Senior Clinical Technologist who leads the 
Radiotherapy Linear Accelerator Engineering group. Jennifer is well organised and likes to 
be kept update with all issues, developments and projects that her team is working on. 
Jennifer needs to be able to report these issues and faults to her senior managers, including 
the usage of the Linear Accelerators. 
Jennifer is quite new in her role however, and is leading her team into proactivity and 
promoting her team across the department. 
Interests 
Jennifer loves all things electronics. At home she enjoys spending time with her children who 
are now grown up and at university. She’s a family person. At work, she’s a born leader and 
enjoys leadership. Jennifer projects this into work and her subordinates are her family. 
Jennifer is interested in developing her team. She knows her team; she has worked 
alongside them before becoming their line manager. Sometimes this comes with its 
difficulties.   
Jennifer enjoys reading and aims to read at least 2 books a week. 
At work, Jennifer is interested in growing her team’s responsibility. She wants her team to 
become recognised as Engineers, not technicians.  
Motivations 
Jennifer is motivated by working with advanced electronics and technology. The technology 
Jennifer works with requires deep understanding of aspects of engineering, electronics and 
physics. The challenges of maintaining a linear accelerator are complex and she is 
motivated by the opportunities to continuously learn.  
Jennifer however, isn’t one for buying the latest gadgets or spending time on a computer. 
She can work her way around a computer and maintain some computer hardware, but when 
it comes to the software, she uses what she needs to get the job done. Jennifer is very much 
a practical hands on person interested in leadership. She is motivated by her vision of what 
her team can evolve into. 
At work, Jennifer has reached the highest position in her career path. Jennifer manages 
people who are young professionals who she considered s her family. Jennifer is very much 
the mother figure of the team. Jennifer has a slight frustration whereby one of her staff 
becomes a frequent ‘first point of contact’ which is making it difficult for other members of the 
team to become involved in problems. Some of these problems are unreported and she 





Figure 6.3: Persona for the Lead Machine Technologist
6.3 Scenarios of Existing Use
By reflecting on the work and practice of Radiographers and Machine Technologists
(Engineers) from the observations in Chapter 5, two scenarios of existing use for each
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user group (Radiographers, Machine Technologists and Lead Machine Technologist),
were created. The scenarios envisage a story and situation where MachineLog should
be used, aiming to uncover the problems that arise with the existing MachineLog.
Incorporating the personas into the scenarios provided a hypothetical narrative,
based on the activities of the actual users, around the use of MachineLog.
6.3.1 Radiographer Scenarios
Scenario 1
Miriam begins her morning QA under time pressure. She starts at 07:30 and
her first patient is due at 08:30. QA is a legal requirement and there is a lot to go
through in 1hr, providing it runs smoothly this is achievable for Miriam. However,
the Linac fails and Miriam tries to work out why. There’s an error on the screen
saying “Accelerator not able to accept setup commands”. Using her knowledge she
attempts a ‘first line fix’ Miriam does this to see if she can get the Linac working
again without needing to find a Machine Technologist. Miriam tries rebooting the
PC which controls the Linear Accelerator and it still has not worked. Now Miriam
is really time pressured, she has her first patient at 08:30 and there is now a delay
in her morning QA. Her fix did not work, the Linac is still not responding properly.
The time is now 08:10AM.
Miriam calls a Machine Technologist; she’s not able to find one at their desk. She
then grabs her sheet of paper with telephone numbers on and calls around. Miriam
then calls the shared mobile phone and reaches someone at 08:15AM. She explains
the problem and 5 minutes later at 08:20AM the technologist turns up. Her goal
is to get the first patient in at 08:30 so that the treatment day does not over-run,
leaving her patients with a good experience. This leaves the Machine Technologist
only 10 minutes to fix the problem so that Miriam stays on schedule.
The Machine technologist quickly works to fix the problem. The problem is fixed
with 5 minutes to spare, Miriam continues her QA albeit a little quicker to get the
Linac up and running. In the panic and the rush she forgets to update the Machine
Log. Unfortunately, Miriam is only able to get the first patient for treatment at
08:45, 15 minutes past their appointment. Miriam is frustrated as all her patients
on that day will be delayed over 15 minutes each.
Scenario 2
Miriam welcomes her next patient. The patient is a planned patient for prostate
cancer treatment. Miriam works with the other radiographers to assist the patient
into the room and onto the Linear Accelerator couch.
Miriam leaves the patient on the couch and heads over to the Treatment Control
System. After confirming with her colleague that the patient’s details are correct,
the correct treatment plan has been loaded and the correct setup information is
loaded, she delivers the radiation treatment to the patient. After several minutes,
the fraction (the term used for an episode of radiation delivery which is a fraction
of the patient’s total dose over the entire course of treatment) is complete and the
patient is assisted off the couch and out of the Linear Accelerator. Miriam then
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greets her next patient. The treatment ran smoothly with no issues.
6.3.2 Machine Technologist Scenarios
Scenario 1
Dave gets a call from Linac A, they are struggling to explain the problem but have
mentioned that they have tried to fix it themselves. This frustrates Dave because
he feels the Radiographers have been tinkering without asking for the proper help
to begin with. Dave takes the short walk to Linac A to figure out what is going
on. It looks like there’s an issue with the XVI panels. All the radiographers did
was waste time by rebooting the XVI computer. Dave unscrews the panel. Dave is
time pressured though, there’s a patient waiting to be treated that is now becoming
unhappy over the delay.
Dave does his magic; he fixes the panel and screws it back on. The whole
job took around 10 minutes. Dave feels this is a job well done. Dave asks the
lead radiographer if they have completed Machine Log. The answer is of course,
no! Dave gets slightly frustrated by this and asks the Radiographers to complete
Machine Log. Dave heads back to his desk to check machine log and notices that
it has not been completed correctly. Dave jots down the problem, the fix and the
times of the problem on his own excel spreadsheet for his own reference, instead.
Scenario 2
Dave is walking past Linac 4 and immediately, a Radiographer runs out and
in frustration, mentions that they have huge problem and can not find any of the
Machine Technologists to help her.
Dave apologises for this and asks for more information around the fault. It
becomes clear that the problem is that the Linac is not rotating properly. After
ascertaining the fault, Dave begins to investigate.
However, this issue is complex and requires extra help. Dave calls another Ma-
chine Technologist using a private mobile number. The other technologist leaves
their work and provides assistance to Dave. They both strip the plastic coverings
from the Linac to try and resolve the problem. Meanwhile, the Radiographer is
worried that her patients are being delayed. Dave is too busy to talk to the Radio-
grapher now and is not able to give an estimated timeframe for fixing the problem.
Dave also asks the Radiographer to input the fault information into MachineLog so
that the delay can be recorded.
Unhappy with this response, he Radiographer contacts Jennifer, the Lead Ma-
chine Technologist. Jennifer approaches Dave and in frustration, questions why she
was not told of the major fault and questions why the other technologist is there
without her knowing. Jennifer then contacts the senior Radiographers requesting
that the patients be moved to another Linac so Dave can continue to fix it. However
Jennifer sends the other Technologist back to their original activity.
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6.3.3 Lead Machine Technologist Scenario
Scenario 1
Jennifer finds out that there may be a possibility of expanding her team. The
Head of Radiotherapy Physics has asked Jennifer to provide him with a report that
they can take to their leadership team, which can demonstrate average weekly hours
spent fixing problems, average time it takes to fix common issues, and the average
clinical treatment delay caused by these issues. Jennifer looks into machine log and
can’t find a way to do this. The data in MachineLog does not match Jennifer’s
experience and she feels that it does not reliably reflect the actual workload of
her staff. Some faults are entered retrospectively after some time has passed, with
estimated start and finishing times.
Scenario 2
Jennifer needs to report uptime metrics to the Head of Radiotherapy Physics who
in turn feeds this into higher leadership of the Trust. These uptime statistics can be
used as a metric for decision making on staff, procurement and cancer performance.
Jennifer looks into Machine Log and cannot find anything that allows her to do
this. Panic ensues! Jennifer then assigns the task to her subordinate, thus using
their own valuable time hand generating uptime statistics by manually going into
MachineLog and estimating the time, from memory, on how long the fault had taken
to fix. Jennifer gets frustrated by this.
6.4 What are the problems?
The scenarios demonstrate that Radiographers are immersed in performing their
duties towards patient care. The Radiographers are motivated by providing an ex-
cellent patient experience whilst delivering radiotherapy treatment. Most of the
Radiographer‘s work is performed by interacting directly with patients. The Ra-
diographer then delivers the radiation at a console. Sometimes patient treatment
is delayed which reflects badly on the Radiographer so there is a strong motivation
to resolve issues quickly. However, MachineLog does not fit into the workflow of
the Radiographer. MachineLog is hosted on a PC away from the treatment console.
When something does go wrong, the Radiographer reaches for the phone to report
the fault, forgetting about MachineLog. Furthermore, MachineLog has no facility
to alert the Machine Engineers, so the Radiographer has no real motivation to use
MachineLog.
This is much to the frustration of the Machine Engineers. The Lead Engineer is
required to report uptime metrics to their superiors. However, as the uptime metrics
are not being recorded by the Radiographer, who has no interest or motivation in
using MachineLog, these metrics are difficult to track and provide. MachineLog has
no easy and usable way of recording these metrics.
There is sometimes an attempt by the Machine Engineer to persuade the Radio-
grapher to complete MachineLog. Although this does sometimes happen, where the
Radiographer retrospectively enters the fault information from their own memory,
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and is shown to be done by a Radiographer sometimes not involved with the fault,
the information becomes inaccurate and adds to the frustration of the Radiographer.
During a major fault that renders the Linac unusable, the Radiographers remain
concerned with coordinating the care of their patients, by ensuring that patients
are moved to a working Linac. However, during this point, the Radiographers
are asked to update MachineLog. This frustrates the Radiographers because they
need to ensure that their patients continue to receive a good experience whilst
receiving treatment. The Radiographers can not do this when they are entering
fault information into MachineLog, when they instead need to move patients to a
new Linac.
Therefore, the scenarios of existing show that there is a problem with MachineLog
in its current form because it does not get used, despite there being a situation
where it should and could be used. For example, Miriam in Scenario 1 (Section
6.3.1) frantically tries to find an available Machine Technologist to resolve a fault.
Miriam experiences difficulty in finding a Machine Technologist but should have used
MachineLog to record the fault, first. However, in all the panic and the pressure to
begin treating a patient, Miriam forgets to update MachineLog. The Radiographers
want to help their patients and the Machine Engineers want to know more about
faults. However, the Radiographers do not want to use MachineLog because it
does not fit in with their work or their goals. Therefore, MachineLog should be
re-designed so that the Machine Engineer enters fault information whilst they are
on the move, responding to faults. The Radiographer should be able to raise a fault
and await feedback from a Machine Technologist and not need to stop their work
whilst trying to find support for Linac faults.
The scenarios reflect the problems that were previously observed in Chapter 5, in
a communicable form, that does not point the finger of blame towards an individual.
The scenarios, although realistic, are fictional and cannot be used to blame people
for not using MachineLog. This may mean that the scenarios are more likely to be
listened to and are better received, especially when proposing the new prototype
and communicating the problems to the existing users.
6.5 Scenarios of New Use
To capture how a re-designed MachineLog prototype might fit in with the work
and goals of staff, scenarios of new use were created. The scenarios incorporated
the personas and aimed to envisage the work being performed whilst using the a
prototype, demonstrating how the newrototype may facilitate the work.
The new scenarios of use were used to introduce a new workflow that captures
the faults and problems with the Linacs whilst also being a part of the solution to
the lack of use problem. By introducing a new prototype into the new scenarios,
informal channels of communication are removed and are replaced with formal chan-
nels of communication that provides a more reliable service. This formal channel
of communication also logs and records the nature and impacts of Linac problems.
It puts the responsibility for inputting detailed fault information with the Machine
Technologists.
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6.5.1 Scenario - Bulb Failure
It is 10:45AM and Miriam is treating her patients, all is running smoothly until she
notices that there is a warning light not working. Miriam thinks it could just be a
bulb. Miriam walks over to the fault screen and presses the Fault Button as normal
procedure states that all faults must be reported.
Jennifer receives the fault alert and acknowledges it. Miriam sees that the screen
has now changed to acknowledged and within moments, answers the phone. Jennifer
has called Miriam to find out some more information to assist with her triaging.
Jennifer logs the discussion and assigns the fault to Dave. Dave sees the alert pop
up on his smart device with the description “LAB Warning bulb not working”. Dave
has the option to either queue the incident or call Miriam for further information.
Just to be safe, Dave calls Miriam to gather some further information and to let
her know he is working on it. Miriam explains that a warning bulb appears to have
stopped working for the Controlled Area light. This light warns that the device is
delivering radiation and has become a controlled zone defined by the Ionising Radi-
ation (Medical Exposure) Regulations, meaning no one can enter unless specifically
authorised to do so by the radiation protection adviser, or the patient themselves.
Dave notes this and said this is not urgent and can be fixed at the end of the day, so
that he does not delay patient treatments. This is because the room is sealed when
the beam is on, and all staff are outside of the room.
Dave marks the fault as pending and adds a note that he will fix it after patient
treatments have finished. Miriam receives a notification letting her know this, too,
and Jennifer can see this in the jobs overview dashboard.
6.5.2 Scenario - XVI Panel Failure
It is 11:30AM and Miriam, the Radiographer, is about to deliver treatment to a
patient using 3D imaging. Suddenly, an error appears which suggests that the
3D imaging panel has failed. Miriam immediately calls Jennifer, the lead machine
technologist and reports the issue. This is an urgent issue as there is a patient
waiting for treatment.
Jennifer logs the details, flags it as urgent and assigns it to Dave. Dave receives
the alert on his smart device, with a brief description. Dave realises this is an
urgent issue. Dave calls Miriam to investigate further and logs the discussion of
the call. Dave arrives at the Linear Accelerator and confirms the panel has failed.
Unfortunately, there is not much Dave can do as Dave needs to order a replacement
panel, which takes 1 working day. Dave informs Miriam that she can continue
to treat patients but is only able to use 2D imaging. If the patient requires 3D
imaging, the patient will need to be moved. This becomes a Radiotherapy issue and
Miriam consults her superintendents. Dave enters the details into his smart device
and marks the job as in-progress. Dave alerts the manufacturer who dispatches a
replacement panel. Dave returns the next day to resolve the problem.
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6.5.3 Scenario - QA Issue
It is 07:30AM and Miriam, the radiographer tasked with performing morning QA,
begins her QA. All is well until, at 08:00AM Miriam discovers that there is an issue.
The device is displaying “Accelerator is not able to accept setup commands”. After
a slight panic, Miriam hits the ‘Fault’ button on the fault screen located on the wall.
It changes to show that the alert has been sent to confirm it has been sent.
Jennifer, the lead machine technologist immediately receives the alert. Jennifer
springs into action. Jennifer calls Miriam. Miriam explains the problem allowing
Jennifer to triage the fault. Jennifer, with her expert knowledge, quickly realises
that this fault is critical and requires urgent resolution.
At the same time, the fault screen display on the wall changes to ‘Acknowledged’
as Jennifer has hit the acknowledged button on her fault management interface.
The other radiographers starting their morning shift glance at the screen and notice
that it has a fault acknowledged message, so they don’t disturb Miriam whilst she’s
dealing with this. Jennifer assigns the job to Dave, one of the machine technologists.
Dave receives the alert on his smart device. Dave sees that the fault has been
assigned to him by Jennifer as urgent, and clicks the call button which puts him
into direct contact with Miriam. Dave liaises with Miriam to discover what the issue
is in detail.
After the conversation, Dave records a quick summary of what was discussed by
typing it into the Call Log box in his smart device, using the keypad. This sets
the fault to the next stage, ‘In-progress’ or ‘Pending’ on all interfaces. This allows
Jennifer to see that Dave is dealing with the job and provides Jennifer with an
overview of what was discussed on the web interface should Miriam need to check,
it shows the other radiographers via the fault screen display and all other staff via
the fault management web interface. Dave heads down to Linac 4 and uses his
expert knowledge to resolve the issue, providing updates as he goes, using his work
smart-phone. If Dave gets stuck, he can call for help or access resources on his
smart-phone.
Meanwhile, Jennifer has a complete overview of her staff resources, and Miriam
has constant feedback throughout the incident.
Dave resolves the fault, updating the fault with information that the fault has
been resolved enters the details on his smart device and flags the fault as resolved.
Jennifer reviews the fault and closes it once she is satisfied it has been fully resolved.
6.5.4 Scenario - Total Linac Failure
It is 07:15AM at Linac 4 and Miriam is performing her routine morning QA. Sud-
denly, the workstations display critical errors. The Linac is no longer rotating and
a mechanical fault means that the movement is jammed.
Miriam presses the Raise Fault button on the tablet, located on the desk near
the workstation and phone. Immediately, Jennifer receives the alert. Jennifer calls
Miriam and discusses the issue. It is clear that this issue is serious.
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At 07:20AM, Jennifer assigns Dave to resolve the fault. Dave Calls Miriam for
some further information and to re-assure Miriam that help is on the way. At this
point. Miriam is able to call her senior radiographers and alert them of the situation.
The senior Radiographers together with Miriam, coordinate the moving of patients
from Linac 4 to Linac B. The patients will need to be moved from the main hospital
to the Endeavour Unit. However, patients are unhappy. As Miriam does not need
to input the fault information herself, she is able to interact with the patients and
explain what is happening, re-assuring the patients and allowing Miriam to achieve
her goal of coordinating the care of her patients during the time of this fault.
Dave arrives at 07:25AM and begins to work on resolving the issue. Dave enters
further updates into his smart-phone app, allowing Jennifer to see his progress. Dave
attaches pictures of the fault and records into his smart-phone app, that the new
part needs ordering. Jennifer assigns this ordering to another member of her team
whilst Dave works on removing the failed part.
6.6 Discussion
The goal of the Radiographer is to provide a good standard of care to their patients.
When a Linac breaks, the Radiographers goals shift to providing a smooth experience
to their patients, such as explaining delays and moving patients to another Linac if
the broken Linac is not easily fixable. The goal of the Machine Technologist is to
fix the broken Linac.
Replacing MachineLog with a prototype that puts the issue of recording Linac
faults with the Machine Technologist, appears to be a viable solution. Informal
channels of communication are removed and replaced with formal channels of com-
munication. The scenarios suggest that there is a need for a quick way for Radio-
graphers to report faults and receive re-assurance from the Machine Technologists,
which could be in the form of a phone call. A button that alerts Machine Tech-
nologists to a fault appears to be a useful approach because the Radiographers can
press this button and immediately alert the Machine Technologist, who are inter-
ested in resolving the fault. This eliminates the need for the Radiographer to sit at
a workstation to enter detailed fault information. Instead, a Machine Technologist
would be responsible for entering the fault information after a discussion with the
Radiographer.
The Personas and Scenarios in this Chapter are able to communicate the re-
quirements of a new Prototype, LinacLog. These requirements were formalised in





Within the software development domain, a Software Requirement Specification
is generally accepted as useful document tool allowing software engineers to cap-
ture the requirements for software development. It is normally the case that these
requirements are agreed between a client (customer) and a Software Engineer or
consultant on behalf of an organisation. The Software Engineer then uses this re-
quirement specification document to inform the software development team of the
components that a software should contain.
However, as this thesis is a Human-Computer-Interaction project at its core,
this will not be a full and detailed requirements specification. Nevertheless, the
motivation for this thesis is to produce a new design using HCI methods. Therefore,
it is sensible to create a requirements specification.
The new prototype will be named ‘LinacLog’. The previous name, MachineLog,
did not capture the focus of the software. That is, the connotation of Machine was
not specific enough to explicitly refer to Linacs. For example, when one thinks of a
Machine Log, one might feel that this covers all types of Machines, such as the CT
scanners, etc. Therefore, appending Linac with Log was decided upon to explicitly
refer to Linear Accelerators. Furthermore, by selecting a new name, may infer that
this is a fresh new product, that steps away from the old MachineLog.
LinacLog will consist of different modules that fit into the workflows of the
different staff groups. Namely, LinacLog Bunker for the Radiographers, LinacLog
Response for the Machine Technologists and LinacLog Triage for the Lead Machine
Technologist, and the consideration of a future LinacLog Hub which displays metrics
that are useful to the Machine Technologists. All of which are designed as an attempt
to address the challenge of recording Linear Accelerator faults.
7.1 A New Workflow
In order to specify a prototype addressing this challenge new workflows were cre-
ated. By using the scenarios of new use found in Chapter 6, it became possible to
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envisage how the new work will be performed and map this work out in the form
of a traditional and well known flow diagram which is displayed in Figure 7.1. The
new work flow alters the Machine Technologist‘s existing working practices.
Figure 7.1: The new work of the Machine Engineers
One of the major changes in the workflow for the Machine Technologist was
the addition of a Triage Engineer. The Triage Engineer will be the Lead Machine
Technologist, becoming responsible for assigning faults to a specific engineer. The
Triage Engineer is involved from the moment a fault is raised. It is worth noting
that on the flow diagram there is a process kick off entitled “Linear Accelerator
Raises Fault”. The Linac does not directly notify MachineLog of a fault. It does
show that there could be an opportunity for the Linac to directly alert the Machine
Technologists however this fits within the domain of Cyber-Physical Systems and
outside the scope of this thesis.
Although the core focus for re-designing the work surrounded the Machine Tech-
nologists as they should be the primary users of LinacLog, it is important to highlight
the simplification of raising faults by a Radiographer. This new work is displayed as
a workflow diagram in Figure 7.2. When a fault occurs the Radiographer will raise
the fault and await a call from a Machine Technologist. The Radiographer can then
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discuss the issue with the Lead Machine Technologists (The Triage Engineer).
Figure 7.2: Radiographer Workflow for raising a fault
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It is also beneficial to include the new work of the Radiographer to highlight the
simplification of changing the Linac Mode. This changing of mode is used as a
metric for recording the times that when the Linac is undergoing QA or being used
for clinical treatments. This is displayed in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: Radiographer Workflow for changing Linac Mode
7.1.1 Initial Workflow Feedback for Machine Technologists
This workflow was presented to the Lead Machine Engineer and the feedback from
the Lead Engineer was that they were pleased with the new work flow as it gives the
Lead Machine Engineer greater control over how they are able to assign faults to
specific Machine Technologists by becoming a Triage Engineer. This was an early
sign that the workflow will be accepted by the Machine Technologist.
7.2 Functional Requirements
Using these workflows and the data from the personas and scenarios in Chapter 6
helped to set out the high level requirements for LinacLog‘s first prototype design
iteration. The first set of these requirements is known as Functional Requirements,
which are the behaviour and components of a system. A functional requirement
describes what the system is supposed to do [1].
The functional requirements for LinacLog are separated into priorities. These
are Low Priority and High Priority. The high priority requirements are requirements
that need to be implemented for LinacLog to address the lack of use problem for
the current MachineLog.
The LinacLog prototype will be a mixture of different smart devices and will be






Each of these modules will be used by the different staff groups respectively and
separates the LinacLog into well defined areas of intended use.
7.2.1 LinacLog Hub
It is envisaged that LinacLog must incorporate a Web Application which acts as a
hub and an Application Programming Interface (API). This will allow the Engineers
to review metrics and perform administrative tasks such as auditing Linac faults.
However, the core problem is that MachineLog is not being used at all, thus
LinacLog hub sits outside the scope of this thesis, and the first iteration of the
prototype. LinacLog Hub is a ‘nice to have’.
7.2.2 LinacLog Bunker
The application will allow for the logging in to a specific Linac bunker and display
a summary of the most recent open fault and the status of the open fault. The
Radiographer will be able to scroll through the open faults to track the status. The
Radiographer must be able to see a summary of the most recently resolved faults so
that they are able to check faults have been resolved or are being addressed. Figure
7.4 shows the Use Case UML diagram for viewing Linac information, changing Linac
status and raising a fault on the LinacLog Bunker Tablet.
The application must display the availability of the Linac. It will show whether
the Linac is in Clinical Mode or Quality Assurance (QA) Mode. It will also show if
there is a restricted use certificate issues for the Linac.
The App must allow the Radiographer to switch between Clinical and QA mode,
which will record a time stamp in the system for reporting purposes. The App will
allow the Radiographer to raise a fault and alert the radiographer that this fault
alert has been successfully delivered to a Machine Technologist.
This overview of requirements can be visualised as a Use Case, shown in Figure
7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Use Case: Viewing and raising faults on Linac Bunker
The Use Case in Figure 7.4 can be translated into a list of high priority and low
priority requirements such in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. These requirements
are able to inform the design of LinacLog Bunker and its evaluation.
High Priority Requirements
Requirement No Description
LB1 Login to a specific bunker
LB2 Display summary of unresolved faults
LB3 Display summary of recently resolved faults
LB4 Display whether Linac is in QA model or Clinical Mode
LB5 Be able to switch from QA mode to clinical mode and
vice versa
LB6 Button to raise and record fault.




LB7 Display Restricted Use Certificates
Table 7.2: LinacLog Bunker Low Priority Requirements
7.2.3 LinacLog Triage & Linac Response
LinacLog Triage must inform the Triage Machine Technologist (Engineer) that a
new fault has been raised by a Radiographer, from LinacLog Bunker. The App
must then allow the Triage Engineer to accurately enter fault information and set a
priority flag. The flag will be either Low or Critical. The App then must allow the
Triage Engineer to assign the fault to a specific Machine Technologist (Engineer).
LinacLog Triage will be an extension of LinacLog Response.
LinacLog Response must alert the Machine Technologist (Engineer) that they
have been assigned a new fault by the Triage Engineer. The Machine Engineer needs
to be able to telephone the Linac bunker. After the call, the Machine Engineer then
needs to be able to enter some more information surrounding the fault.
The Machine Engineer needs to be able to access a list of faults so that the
Machine Engineer can manage their fault workload. The Engineer also needs to
be able to open up a specific fault record, be able to view information of the fault,
update the fault and then request that the fault is resolved by pressing on a ‘Resolve’
button. When the resolve button is pressed, this will then send a request to LinacLog
Triage to close the fault completely. Figure 7.5 also demonstrates the Use Case for
LinacLog Response.
The App must include the ability for the Machine Engineer to sign out when
they are off duty so that LinacLog Triage is able to exclude them from a list of
available Machine Engineers.
This overview of requirements can be represented as a Use Case, shown in Figure
7.5.
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Figure 7.5: Use Case: Triaging Faults and Managing Faults
The Use Case of LinacLog Triage can be translated into a list of high priority
and low priority requirements in Tables7.3 and 7.4, respectively.
LinacLog Triage High Priority Requirements
Requirement No Description
LT1 View Linac Alert
LT2 Call Linac Bunker
LT3 Update Fault
LT4 Assign Engineer to fault
Table 7.3: LinacLog Triage High Priority Requirements
LinacLog Triage Low Priority Requirements
Requirement No Description
LT5 View all open Linac Faults
Table 7.4: LinacLog Triage Low Priority Requirements
The Use Case of LinacLog Response (Figure 7.5) can be translated into a list of
high priority and low priority requirements in tables , respectively.
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LinacLog Response High Priority Requirements
Requirement No Description
LR1 Accept or Queue Assigned Fault
LR2 Call Linac Bunker
LR3 View Fault
LR3 Update Linac Fault Status
LR4 Change Linac Fault Priority
LR5 Request to re-assign fault to another engineer
LR6 Mark fault as resolved
Table 7.5: LinacLog Response High Priority Requirements
LinacLog Response Low Priority Requirements
Requirement No Description
LR7 View all open Linac Faults
LR8 View all faults assigned to specific engineer
Table 7.6: LinacLog Response Low Priority Requirements
7.3 Non-Functional Requirements
After identifying the functional requirements, the non-functional requirements were
considered. Non-functional requirements outline the constraints there are on the
system and its development [1]. MachineLog in its current form is unusable and as
one of the goals of this thesis is to re-design MachineLog so it is usable, the usability
aspects of non-functional requirements were focused upon.
7.3.1 LinacLog Bunker Usability
LinacLog Bunker must be a smart tablet that can be fixed to the desk. It should
be able to be removed for servicing when required. It must be placed in the Linac
Control Area next to the Function Keypad (Figure 2.3) so that it is easily accessible
and noticeable to the radiographers whilst they are performing their work. This
ensures that the Radiographers do not need to leave their area of work to raise a
fault. The camera must be disabled or hidden so that that the area around the
Linac is protected.
The design of the app should include reliable information such as displaying
accurate information on fault updates. This information display will utilise a visible
fault status indicator. The Radiographer must be presented with the information
that they are required to know in order to perform their role, they do not necessarily
need to know the absolute status of a fault, only an overview of what is being
addressed. For example, the Radiographer does not need to know that Machine
Technologist Dave needs to change the screw that holds the bulb holder in place
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and is currently awaiting delivery of the new screw from their specialist supplier.
They do however need to know that Dave is working on fixing it.
The Radiographer must be able to clearly view that their fault has been raised
and acknowledged and provide an interface which demonstrates this as feedback. It
must not happen behind the scenes, it must be clearly displayed to the Radiogra-
pher so that the Radiographer has the same confidence as they would of someone
answering the phone when they previously raised fault.
The non-functional requirements are shown in Table 7.7.
LinacLog Bunker Non Functional Requirements
Requirement No Description
LBNF1 Smart tablet that can be fixed to a desk
LBNF2 Placed next to the Function Keypad
LBNF3 Camera must be disabled
LBNF4 Able to login and logout as different Linacs
Table 7.7: LinacLog Bunker Non Functional Requirements
7.3.2 LinacLog Triage Usability
LinacLog Triage must be a smartphone app. This will allow the Triage Engineer
to remain mobile and respond to faults. Fault response is ad-hoc and reactive in
nature, meaning that a fault can occur anytime and the Triage Engineer is not
actively sitting at their desk waiting for faults to arrive. The Triage Engineer is also
involved in resolving faults. However, the Engineer needs to be alerted to a fault as
it is now their role to respond first and coordinate a response to a fault. A mobile
smart device will allow the Triage Engineer to respond to faults and continue to
work on prearranged and planned work.
The Triage Engineer must be able to see information on the Linac that has
reported the fault. This will be in the form of an alert box. The box will display the
Linac location and an option to Call the Linac. As it will be the responsibility of
the Triage Engineer to respond to faults and thus triage faults, the Triage Engineer
will only have the option to call the Linac. The device will continue to make an
audible alert whilst vibrating until the Call button is pressed.
The Triage Engineer must then be able to record brief information surrounding
the fault and then assign the fault to an engineer with a priority. The Triage
Engineer will be presented with a list of Engineers and a slide-able Priority indicator.
In the event that a Linac has raised a fault on behalf of another Linac, the Triage
Engineer must be able to change the Linac that the fault will be assigned to. The
Triage Engineer can not exit this screen until this has completed, ensuring that the
Engineer performs this task before moving on to their next task.
The non functional requirements are displayed in Table 7.8.
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LinacLog Response Non Functional Requirements
Requirement No Description
LRNF1 Smartphone App
LRNF2 Login and Logout
Table 7.8: LinacLog Response Non Functional Requirements
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7.3.3 LinacLog Response Usability
LinacLog Response must also be a smartphone app. This will allow the Machine
Engineer to remain mobile whilst responding to faults. It could be that a Machine
Engineer is already responding to a fault and by developng LinacLog Response as
a mobile app, it allows the Machine Engineer to respond to faults on a ad-hoc
reactive basis, whilst still being able to perform their own planned work. However,
the planned work for resolving faults must be captured within LinacLog Response.
Machine Engineers can be compared wih Field Engineers, the work of the Ma-
chine Engineer is performed in the ‘field’, or in this case the Linac. It is sensible to
have a mobile app so that the Machine Engineer can update fault information ‘on
the go’ as opposed to needing to enter the information directly on a PC in an office,
hours after the fault has been addressed.
Currently, MachineLog is a desktop based application. As the Machine Engineers
work is on the field, by the time they return to their desk to complete Machine Log,
information and updates may have been forgotten. By changing this to a mobile
app it may help to ensure that entering data within LinacLog is not another task
that is forgotten.
The Machine Engineers must be presented with a default interface that shows
them:
• A number indicating the amount of new fault updates
• A number of All faults that the Machine Engineer has assigned to them
• A list of the most critical faults
• A list of the most recent fault update
The Machine Engineers must be presented with a visual notification, an audible
alert and vibration, alerting the Engineer that there is a new fault that has been
assigned to them. The Engineer must be able to ‘Accept and Call’ the Linac or
request to Queue the job if they are unavailable. They must not be allowed to
re-assign the job to someone else.The Machine Engineer must be presented with an
interface which allows them to manage and update the fault.
The non functional requirements are displayed in Table 7.9.
LinacLog Triage Non Functional Requirements
Requirement No Description
LRNF1 Smartphone App
LRNF2 Login and Logout
Table 7.9: LinacLog Triage Non Functional Requirements
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7.3.4 Infrastructure Requirements
The smart devices must communicate with a Microsoft SQL Server Database Server
and IIS on the Hospital‘s IT Network to enable seamless interaction between software
and devices. To achieve this, the smart devices must be connected to the Wireless
Local Area Network with access to the web service & Microsoft SQL Server. This
requires Hospital IT Network teams to connect the tablets and smartphones to the
hospital Network, upon Information Governance approval.
The devices will need to connect to the Hospital‘s Mobile Device Management
software.
The non functional requirements are displayed in Table 7.10.
Infrastructure Non Functional Requirements
Requirement No Description
INF1 Access to SQL Server Database
INF2 Connected to hospital WiFi using Mobile Device Man-
ager




One of the goals of this thesis is to re-design MachineLog so that it is used properly
by the Radiographers. To achieve this goal, by using the specification in Chapter
7, the prototype can move on to the next stage in the design process: designing a
prototype.
The prototype consists of low-fidelity user interface sketches, sketched in software




The sketches were used to visualise and envisage what the first iteration of how
the application might ‘look and feel’ to the user.
8.1 LinacLog Bunker
LinacLog Bunker is a smart-tablet application. It is intended to be used by the
Radiographer. The Radiographer is to use LinacLog bunker to primarily raise faults,
change the clinical mode from QA to Clinical and vice versa, and to view essential
information for the Linac, such as:
• Linac Availability (Clinical Mode or QA Mode)
• Restricted use for the Linac, for example a specific beam can not be used.
• Current unresolved faults that can be scrolled through, so that the radiogra-
phers can be made aware of the status of a fault.
• Recently resolved faults that can be scrolled through.
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A key feature of LinacLog Bunker is presenting the status of a fault in a quick and
meaningful way, whereby the radiographer glances at the screen to quickly determine
where a fault is in the resolution process. To do this, a Fault Status Indicator was
developed.
8.1.1 Fault Status Indicator
Displaying information on a tablet screen is a challenging. One piece of useful
information is the status of a fault. A Fault Status Indicator was sketched, designed
to allow the Radiographer to quickly glance and view the status of a fault, allowing
us to achieve one of the non-functional requirements in Chapter 7.
Figure 8.1: LinacLog Bunker: Fault Status Pathway Indicator
The status indicator is displayed on the default interface, which includes a sum-
mary of fault status.
8.1.2 Default Interface at Idle
At the top of the default interface shown in Figure 8.2, the interface shows the
overall treatment status of the Linac. The Unrestricted Use indicator will change
amber if there is a restricted certificated issued. The restricted use certificate is
issued by a Medical Physicist stating that the Linac can only be used for certain
radiation beams. If there is a major fault preventing the Linac from being used, the
indicator will change to a red colour with the label ‘Offline’.
The ‘Operating Clinically’ label shows whether the device is being used clinically.
If the device is placed into Quality Assurance (QA) Mode, the label will change to
display QA Mode (Right) is independent from the status indicator (Left).
The default screen also displays a summary of Unresolved Faults. This is to
inform the radiographers of faults which are currently unresolved, or being dealt with
by the Radiotherapy Machine Engineers. The information displayed consists of: The
date and time the fault was logged, the title of the fault and a fault status indicator
which displays the fault resolution pathway. Below the fault status indicator are
two buttons with arrows. These buttons allow the radiographer to scroll through
unresolved faults. However, the faults will self-scroll on a timer if there is more than
one fault, so that the list of unresolved faults are displayed in order of priority and
submission date.
Below the unresolved faults section of the default interface is the recently re-
solved faults. This section displays the date and time that the fault was resolved,
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with a brief title of the fault. There are two buttons below this which allows the
radiographers to scroll through the last 3 faults that were resolved.
There are two buttons at the bottom of the interface. The Change to QA mode
(Bottom right) will be used when Radiographers are performing QA in the morning.
If QA mode is already selected, the button will display Change to Clinical Mode.
This button is used for time stamping, removing the need for radiographers to enter
the start time and dates manually. The Raise Fault button (Bottom Left) is a
button which is pressed that ‘kicks off’ the fault process, allowing the radiographer
to quickly raise a fault with the least amount of interaction.
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Figure 8.2: LinacLog Bunker: Default screen sketch
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8.1.3 Raising a New Fault
When the Raise Fault button is pressed in Figure 8.2, a new interface shown in
Figure 8.3 is displayed to the radiographer. The top of the interface remains the
same as the default interface which allows the radiographers to see the status of the
Linac.
However, the unresolved faults section changes to display the current fault and
its acknowledgement status. The radiographer can clearly see that the fault has
been raised by using a ‘Fault alert has been sent’ box. The radiographer can also
view the status of the fault alert
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Figure 8.3: LinacLog Bunker: Raising a fault sketch
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8.1.4 New Fault Acknowledgement
After the Radiographer has pressed the Fault button, they are presented with a
Fault Acknowledgement alert. Shown in Figure 8.4, The ‘Unresolved Faults’ section
updates to reflect that the Fault has been acknowledge by the Triage Engineer. The
Fault Pathway Indicator changes to display a green circle with the subtext ‘Alerted’
and a larger amber circle displaying the subtext ‘Acknowledged’. This provides an
easy way to differentiate between the other indicators within the fault pathway. The
uncoloured circles represent the pathway which has not been complete.
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Figure 8.4: LinacLog Bunker: Receiving fault acknowledgement
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8.1.5 Bespoke Desk Mount
One of the non-functional requirements in Chapter 7 required that the tablet be
fully secured to the desk. There are commercial and off the shelf solutions for this.
However, none of them met the requirement for covering the camera and ensuring
that the user could not access the button navigation menu and the top menu settings
within the Android OS.
One option could be to use a commercial app that disables these features. How-
ever, a simpler solution would be to extend the plastic covering over the tablet and
adjust the interface size. It is a nice elegant physical solution resolving a technical
challenge.
Therefore, a bespoke tablet desk mount, displayed in Figures 8.5 and 8.6 was
designed, which conformed to the non-function requirements specification. The
mount allows for secure fixing to the desk and can only be removed using a specific
screw key.
Figure 8.5: LinacLog Bunker: LinacLog Bunker Tablet Mount Front
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Figure 8.6: LinacLog Bunker: LinacLog Bunker Tablet Mount Back
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8.1.6 Environment Renders
By creating renders of the prototype it possible to envisage how the LinacLog
Bunker tablet would be positioned in its physical environment. The LinacLog
Bunker tablet was virtually placed next to the ‘Function Keypad’ (FKP), a device
which the Radiographers use to activate the radiation beam, and thus ‘kick-off’ the
radiotherapy treatment to a patient. This way if there is a fault, a radiographer
can quickly hit ‘Raise Fault’ if a fault becomes apparent. LinacLog becomes a
piece of software (and hardware) which is directly placed within the area that
Radiographers perform most of their work when controlling the Linac, instead of a
piece of software on a PC located in the corner, away from the work. This is in line
with the non-functional requirements for LinacLog Bunker in Chapter 7.
Figure 8.7: A wide view of LinacLog Bunker in the control area positioned next to
the Linac Control device
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Figure 8.8: LinacLog Bunker: A close up of LinacLog Bunker in the control area
positioned next to the Linac Control device
8.2 LinacLog Triage
LinacLog Triage is a mobile app that is installed on an Android smartphone. The
app allows the Triage Engineer to receive a fault alert from a Linac Bunker and
assign the fault to Machine Engineers.
8.2.1 New Fault Alert
Figure 8.9 shows a simple alert on LinacLog Triage, the smartphone app for the
Triage Engineer. The alert informs the Triage Engineer that a Radiographer has
pressed the fault button on Linac Bunker, as shown in figure 8.3. The Triage Engi-
neer must then press the ‘Call’ button. The button then calls the LinacLog Bunker
tablet, giving the radiographer direct verbal communication with the Triage Engi-
neer, as a first line response, as discussed in Chapter 7 section 7.2.2.
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Figure 8.9: LinacLog Triage: Receiving a fault alert from a Linac Bunker
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8.2.2 Assigning an Engineer
After the Triage Engineer has completed the call to the Linac Bunker, the Engineer
then needs to be able to record some basic information and assign an Engineer to
respond to the fault.
Figure 8.10: LinacLog Triage: Assigning the engineer
Figure 8.10 allows the Triage Engineer to provide a title for the fault and a brief
description so that the engineer is aware of the type of Fault. The Triage Engineer
can then assign the fault to a specific engineer using the drop-down menu. The
Triage Engineer can then select the priority of either ‘Low’ or ‘High’ depending on
the fault type by sliding the slider towards High. By selecting a low priority it
will assign the fault to the engineer‘s fault queue for the engineer to investigate the
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fault when they are available to do so. However, by selecting the high priority, the
engineer would only be given the option to call the Linac Bunker ensuring that the
engineer responds to the issue as soon as they recieve the alert.
Towards the bottom of the interface is an information box drawing attention
to which Linac the Triage Engineer is assigning the fault to. There is a ‘Change’
button allowing the Triage Engineer to override the default selection in the event
that a Radiographer has raised a fault which applies to a different Linac Bunker,
from a different Linac Bunker tablet.
The Triage Engineer is then able to press the ‘Assign’ button which assigns the
fault to the selected Engineer.
It is worth noting that there will become a natural point where the Triage En-
gineer will want to assign a fault to a particular category of fault. For example, the
Triage Engineer may want to assign an XVI panel fault to an ‘Imaging Faults’ cat-
egory, or a linac bunker control area PC failure to a ‘Control Equipment’ category.
This category assignment has not been captured within this sketch.
8.3 LinacLog Response
LinacLog Response is a mobile app installed on an Android smartphone. The app
allows the Machine Engineers to receive fault alerts, respond to faults and track fault
information. The prototype consits of two default interface sketches, an interface
displaying a ‘New Fault Alert’ notification and an interface for viewing a fault.
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8.3.1 Default Interface Sketch 1
Figure 8.11: LinacLog Response: The default interface sketch 1
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Figure 8.11 displays the first iteration of the default interface sketch. This inter-
face includes a top menu that the Engineering presses on to view the latest Fault
Updates, the Engineer‘s open faults and All faults that the team are currently
working on. The menu also includes a ‘Search Faults’ search bar which allows the
Engineer to search for a fault.
Below this menu is sketched a ‘Latest Fault Updates’ table. This enables the
Engineer to press on a fault which contains a new unseen update. Faults which
require urgent attention are highlighted in a pastel red.
Below the ‘Latest Fault Updates’ table is sketched we sketch a ‘Latest Messages’
message window. The Engineer can quickly send messages to other members of the
team using this. However, this was not something investigated and could be identi-
fied as a feature creep. After re-visiting the specification and the study, I concluded
that there was no obvious need for a messaging system to facilitate the work of the
Machine Engineers, given that they can update the fault information. This chat
feature could potentially duplicate work or encourage the Machine Technologists
to update fault information outside of the controlled fault management aspects of
LinacLog. Furthermore, it was not clear on what menu items can be pressed on
the top menu as the top menu could appear as an information box as opposed to a
clickable menu. Therefore, the default interface was re-sketched, as shown in Figure
8.12.
The sketch in Figure 8.12 includes a change in the information that is displayed.
A new ‘Most Critical Faults’ table was sketched, so that the Engineer could view
the most critical faults. These faults are usually something which prevents a Linac
from delivering patient treatments and thus causes issues and delays in the patient
treatment pathway.
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8.3.2 Default Interface Sketch 2
Figure 8.12: LinacLog Response: The default sketch 2, interface in line with re-
quirements specification
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8.3.3 New Fault Alert
Figure 8.13 demonstrates how the Machine Engineer will receive a popup alert.
This notifies the Machine Engineer that they have been assigned a new high priority
fault by the triage Engineer and the smart device will vibrate and play an audible
tone until the notification is dealt with. The Triage Engineer‘s name is displayed,
their role and a picture of the Triage Engineer. Below this is a brief summary and
an option to ‘Accept & Call’ or ‘Queue’ the fault job depending. Queuing will alert
the Triage Engineer, who can override the Queue, or re-assign the fault to another
engineer. The alert box is central to the screen, drawing the Machine Engineer‘s
attention. The smartphone device will play an audible alert tone and vibrate.
Figure 8.13: LinacLog Response: Receiving a fault alert from the Triage Engineer
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8.3.4 Viewing a Fault
The Machine Engineers need the ability to manage faults whilst mobile. The Lina-
cLog Response smartphone app will include an interface which provides this feature,
as shown in Figure 8.14. The interface displays the Linac which the fault is assigned
to and a brief title of the fault next to a picture of the assigned Engineer.
Below this, the Fault Description can be seen and a button available which allows
the Engineer to read further information and images relating to the specific fault. In
Figure 8.14, a ‘Recent Update’ box displays the most recent update and information
about the date and time the update was added, and the Engineer who added the
update. This includes an ‘Add Update’ button which allows the Engineer to add
further updates on the fault.
A collection of three buttons provides the Engineer further options such as ‘View
All Updates’ which allows the Engineer to view all of the Update history associated
with the fault, and a ‘Re-Assign’ button which allows engineers to request that a
fault be re-assigned to a different Engineer. This is useful for when Engineers are
unavailable due to planned leave. However, it is important to emphasise that this
feature is a request for re-assignment. The Lead Engineer would need to approve the
request, in order to meet the requirement of greater control over Engineer workload,
as described in Chapter 7.
If the fault is ready to be completed by the Engineer, the Engineer can touch
the Resolved button. This flags the fault as resolved and sends the fault to the
Triage Engineer for review. Once the Triage Engineer is satisfied, it would be the
Triage Engineer responsible for closing the fault completely. If the job is not ready
to be completed, the Engineer can touch the Exit button. Careful consideration was
taken when designing this button. The word Exit was chosen over Close as Close
could represent the closing of a fault as opposed to the closing of the interface.
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The work in Chapter 8 focused around the development of a low-fidelity prototype,
named LinacLog, that can be evaluated. Therefore, the goal of this chapter is to
discuss the work around the evaluation of this prototype.
However, evaluating prototypes in the NHS is a difficult task. Design experts
experience difficulties in recruiting NHS staff for evaluation [41]. Furthermore, NHS
staff lack awareness of HCI and lack the awareness for the need of design [7]. More-
over, many HCI design evaluations, such as Cognitive Walkthroughs, must be per-
formed by design experts [43].
Nevertheless, HCI methods frequently mention the need to include the users
during the design of software. For example, Rieman, et al. [42] mention that
the users should be involved in the early stages of prototyping. Despite not being
design experts, Healthcare Professionals, who are developing Medical Infrastructure
Software, are still able to evaluate the software that they have developed [41].
In the context of this thesis, Usability Testing would allow us to perform eval-
uations of software as non-design experts [8]. These methods can be used as an
attempt to address lack of use problems such as those exhibited by MachineLog.
Specifically, user testing can be a good method for evaluating and iteratively
refining user requirements and improving acceptance of a system [50] [51].
Furthermore, according to Cassano-Piche, et al. [8], one must understand the
environment of use, the users and work. The advantage as Healthcare Professionals
is that we are immersed in and understand the complex environment of use, when
developing software solutions to solve problems in this environment.
The understanding of the activities was aided by the contextual inquiry observa-
tions discussed in Chapter 5. This was important for planning the evaluation tasks,
especially where there is a lack of design expertise within the NHS, or difficulty
accessing design experts. The activities helped to inform the scenarios in Chapter 6
which in turn helped to inform the user testing tasks, discussed later in this Chapter.
However, before diving into a user test, it seemed sensible to review the design
meets the requirements set out in the software requirements specification discussed
in Chapter 7. The design reviewed aimed to uncover issues that may arise before
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testing with users who are time constrained.
Fortunately, a design review does not require the reviewer to be a design expert.
However, the design review can not identify how usable LinacLog might be and
therefore should not be used on its own to determine usability [52]. Therefore, the
design review of LinacLog served as a ‘first check’ that the requirements for LinacLog
have been met before performing a user test.
Therefore, LinacLog was evaluated, as non-design experts, by performing a de-
sign review and then by performing user testing.
9.1 Evaluation Method
The evaluation consisted of three phases:
• Phase 1 - Design Review
• Phase 2 - Presentation to the users
• Phase 3 - User Testing
The first phase involved investigating whether the design has met the specified
requirements set out in Chapter 7, as a design review. The design review served
as a summary to ensure the design meets the criteria before evaluating it with the
actual users.
After the design review has showed that the prototype meets the specification,
the second phase was considered. Phase 2 involved presenting LinacLog Bunker to
the Radiographers and presenting the new work of the Machine Technologists to the
Lead Technologist, as an initial form of user testing.
Phase 3 involved evaluating the interfaces of LinacLog with the actual users.
The users were provided with a task list based on the scenarios of new use created
previously in Chapter 6.
These tasks were printed out and handed to the users of each module respectively.
The user was given a verbal instruction “to follow the tasks listed and say out loud
any issues or comments”.
Along with the printed task list, print outs of the interfaces were provided. The
interfaces were printed because of the challenges and limitations of implementing a
working solution. Particularly, it was not possible to connect the smart tablet and
smartphone to the hospital WiFi for developing and prototyping, during the limited
time-frame of this thesis, hence this style of paper prototyping.
The user was instructed to pretend that they were interacting with a smartphone
or tablet app, using the paper interfaces. Where a button action press leads into
another interface, the paper was replaced with the sketch of the relevant interface.
This is known as an animated paper prototype [53].
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9.1.1 Special Acknowledgements during Covid-19
At the time of writing this thesis and performing the usability evaluation, the
COVID-19 outbreak occurred and rapidly became a global pandemic causing major
disruption across the United Kingdom, and placing extreme pressure on the National
Health Service. Therefore, access to staff become very difficult, even as Healthcare
Professionals. I wish to formally recognise and express gratitude to my colleagues
who spared their time to participate in the evaluation of LinacLog, despite the
demands during Covid.
9.2 Phase 1: Design Review
It is good practice to investigate that the design has met the specified requirements
and workflows set out in Chapter 7. The Design Review serves as a summary to
ensure that the design meets the criteria of the Software Requirements Specification,
prior to performing user testing. By not performing the design review prior to
evaluating with users, possible usability problems that are able to be fixed prior to
evaluating with a user, may go unidentified.
9.2.1 LinacLog Bunker
Table 9.1 below summarises whether the requirements (from Tables 7.1 and 7.2 in
Chapter 7) for LinacLog Bunker, have been met.
LinacLog Bunker Requirements
Requirement Requirement Met?
LB1 - Login to a specific bunker Yes (Figure 8.2)
LB2 - Display summary of unresolved faults Yes (Figure 8.2)
LB3 - Display summary of recently resolved
faults
Yes (Figure 8.2)
LB4 - Display whether Linac is in QA model
or Clinical Mode
Yes (Figure 8.2)
LB5 - Be able to switch from QA mode to
clinical mode and vice versa
Yes (Figure 8.2)
LB6 - Button to raise and record fault. Yes (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.3)
LB7 - Display restricted use status. Yes (Figures 8.2, 8.3 & 8.3)
Table 9.1: Confirming LinacLog Bunker’s requirements have been met
The default interface (Figure 8.2) allows the radiographer to view information
on the clinical status of the Linac at the top, stemming from the low priority re-
quirement ‘LB7’ shown in Table 7.2 in Chapter 7. Radiographers are interested in
this status as they are required to be aware of any restricted use certificates that are
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issued. For example, the Linac may not be able to operate a specific beam and is
therefore placed in restricted use mode. However, this requirement does not address
the immediate lack of use issue, and was considered a nice to have. Nevertheless,
this requirement was incorporated into the design.
The Radiographer can view the latest fault information and the latest resolved
fault information, and scroll through this information using arrows. A fault path-
way navigation aid (Figure 8.1), specified as a non-functional requirement, visually
displays the status of an open fault succinctly. A radiographer can quickly glance at
the latest unresolved fault and observe the fault’s current status using this pathway
aid. The aid consists of circles of different colour, with green representing complete,
orange representing pending and white representing that the next status has not yet
been reached. The use of a smaller circle to symbolise a complete status and a larger
circle to highlight the current status provides an easy visual method of identifying
the current status of a fault.
There are two buttons at the bottom of the interface displayed in Figure 8.2
which allow the radiographer to either Raise a Fault or change the Linac to QA
mode. By clicking the Raise Fault button which is displayed as a red box with
white text for easy identification, this alerts the radiographer that the fault has
been sent to an engineer by displaying a red alert box as seen in Figure 8.3. This
will later change to display a green alert box as seen in Figure 8.4. At this point,
the Engineer will call the Linac Bunker and the screen will return to its default view
shown in Figure 8.2.
Chapter 7 stated that for the non-functional requirement of LinacLog Bunker,
LinacLog Bunker should be a smart tablet within easy reach and view of the Ra-
diographer. This was met by introducing a Bespoke Desk Mount in Section 8.1.5 of
Chapter 8 and is shown in Figures 8.7, 8.8, 8.5 and 8.6.
The design review concludes that the design has met the required specification
for LinacLog Bunker.
9.2.2 LinacLog Triage
Table 9.2 summarises whether the requirements (from Tables 7.3 and 7.4 in Chapter
7) for LinacLog Triage, have been met.
LinacLog Triage Requirements
Requirement Requirement Met?
LT1 - View Linac Alert Yes (Figure 8.9)
LT2 - Call Linac Bunker Yes (Figure 8.9)
LT3 - Update Fault Yes (Figure 8.10)
LT4 - Assign Engineer to fault Yes (Figure 8.10)
LT5 - View all open Linac Faults Yes (Figure 8.12)
Table 9.2: LinacLog Triage Requirements
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The LinacLog Triage design allows the Triage Engineer to manage alerts raised
by LinacLog Bunker. When the radiographer presses the Raise Alert button on the
tablet, it then alerts the Triage Engineer on the LinacLog Triage App. The interface
in Figure 8.9 shows the alert in the form of a pop up box, ensuring that the Triage
Engineer responds by calling the Linac. This calling then drives the LinacLog Tablet
to display the Fault Acknowledgement alert box as displayed in Figure 8.4.
After the call has taken place, the LinacLog Triage Engineer can enter a fault
name and brief description of the fault (Figure 8.10). The Triage Engineer is able
to press the drop-down input menu allowing the Triage Engineer to assign the fault
to a specific Engineer.
The Triage Engineer is then given the option to select a priority and is presented
with a disclaimer alerting the Triage Engineer that this fault will be assigned to a
specific bunker. If by chance that a Radiographer has reported this fault from a
different bunker, the Triage Engineer has the option to change which Linac the fault
will be assigned to. After the Triage Engineer has entered all of the information
required, the Triage Engineer will then be able to click the Assign button at the
bottom of the interface, and assign the fault to the selected Engineer.
To view all open faults, the Triage Engineer can use LinacLog Triage to open
Linac Response. Linac Triage is an extension of LinacLog Response, giving access
to higher functionality to those who are assigned as Triage Engineer, whilst being
able to respond to faults.
The design review concludes that the design has met the required specification
for LinacLog Triage.
9.2.3 LinacLog Response
Table 9.3 summarises whether the requirements (from Tables 7.5 and 7.6 in Chapter
7) for LinacLog Response, have been met.
LinacLog Response Requirements
Requirement Requirement Met?
LR1 - Accept or Queue Assigned Fault Yes (Figure 8.13)
LR2 - Call Linac Bunker Yes (Figure 8.13)
LR3 - View Fault Yes (Figure 8.14)
LR3 - Update Linac Fault Status Yes (Figure 8.14)
LR4 - Change Linac Fault Priority Yes (Figure 8.14)
LR5 - Request to re-assign fault to another
engineer
Yes (Figure 8.14)
LR6 - Mark fault has resolved Yes (Figure 8.14)
LR7 - View all open Linac Faults Yes (Figure 8.12)
LR8 - View all faults assigned to specific en-
gineer
Yes (Figure 8.12)
Table 9.3: LinacLog Response Requirements
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After the Triage Engineer has assigned the fault to a Machine Engineer, the
Engineer is alerted to the fault. As seen in Figure 8.13, a popup box appears. The
popup box contains information on who has assigned the fault, and a brief summary
of which Linac Bunker has reported the fault. The Engineer is then able to accept
and call or queue the fault. After the Engineer has selected their option, they are
either greeted with the default interface displayed in Figure 8.12, or greeted with the
interfaced displayed in Figure 8.14. The interface displayed in Figure 8.14 allows the
Engineer to view a brief summary of the fault. The Engineer can view information
about the fault by clicking the View Info button. The Engineer can then view the
most recent update associated with the fault. Below this information, the Engineer
has the option to submit a new update by touching the ‘+ Add Update’ button.
To assist the Engineer, there is a button which allows the Engineer to View
All Updates, allowing the Engineer to view every update associated with the fault
record. Below that, the Engineer has the option to Change Priority of the fault. For
example, the fault may have been flagged as high priority and the Engineer may have
resolved part of the fault which now makes the fault a lower priority. The engineer
can hit the change priority button which will select either Low or High depending
on the existing priority. The Engineer also has the option to Re-Assign the fault to
another Engineer. The Engineer will not be able to select another Engineer, instead
this button alerts the Triage Engineer that the current Engineer wishes to re-assign
the fault.
At the bottom of the interface, the Engineer has the option to resolve the fault.
If the fault is resolved, the Engineer can touch the Resolved button which will flag
the fault as resolved. The Triage Engineer would be responsible for the final closing
of the fault. However, if the fault is not ready to be closed, the engineer has the
option to Exit the fault record.
The Engineer is then presented with the default interface displayed in Figure
8.12. At the top of the interface, the Engineer can view a number of open faults,
and a list of all open faults for the entire team. The Engineer can also search for a
fault, open or closed. The Engineer can then see a list of most critical faults as a
table and touch the fault to open the fault information interface displayed in Figure
8.14. Below this table is another table displaying the faults with the latest update.
Again, the Engineer can touch the fault and open the information as displayed in
Figure 8.14.
At the bottom of the interface, the Engineer can touch the Sign Out button at
the end of their working day to sign out from LinacLog Response, and mark the
Engineer as unavailable.
9.2.4 Design Review Summary
In summary, the prototype designs for all interfaces match the requirements set
out in Chapter 7. Furthermore, the review suggests that LinacLog Response and
LinacLog Triage matches the workflow displayed in Figure 7.1. Moreover, LinacLog
Bunker matches the workflow displayed in Figures 7.2 and 7.3.
This design review has been useful as a self-appraisal against the requirements
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specification in Chapter 7. This was especially useful due to the additional time
constraints placed upon staff during the Covid-19 pandemic. By reviewing the
design, potential issues could be identified and rectified prior to performing a user
test. Fortunately, the design review demonstrated that the requirements were met.
However, design reviews should not be performed as a sole basis of establishing
usability and acceptance [52]. Therefore, user testing was performed.
9.3 Phase 2: Presenting the Prototype
Prior to conducting a formal user testing (by asking a user to follow a set of tasks),
the prototype and workflows were presented to the users in a meeting. This was
particularly useful because it is recommended that evaluation takes place in the
early stages of prototyping [42] and served as an initial informal user test, again
with the aim of identifying potential issues prior to formal user testing with time
constrained users.
The initial presentation of the LinacLog Bunker prototype aimed to elicit initial
feedback before asking the Radiographers to formally test LinacLog Bunker. Pre-
viously, the users were frustrated with MachineLog. Therefore, care needed to be
taken in involving the users in the design of LinacLog. The presentation aimed to
encourage the users to buy into the new LinacLog.
Presenting the new workflow to the Triage Engineer aimed to further strengthen
the evaluation of LinacLog by providing an early indication on whether the workflow
may be accepted.
9.3.1 Presenting LinacLog Bunker to Radiographers
The new prototype, LinacLog Bunker, was presented to the Radiographers at James
Cook University Hospital in the form of a slideshow which can be seen in Appendix
A. The presentation occurred during the regular Quality Forum, a meeting where
various healthcare professionals meet to discuss quality issues. In attendance were 6
Radiographers, which includes 2 Superintendent Radiographers (decision makers),
and 4 Medical Physicists, which includes the Senior Medical Physicists responsible
for the Machine Engineers. However, no Machine Engineers attended, despite being
invited.
The first 30 minutes was dedicated to reviewing The Study that was conducted,
sharing some of the results including the flow models generated from The Study.
Early conclusions were discussed such as the Radiographers not being the most
appropriate staff to enter fault information into Machine Log. The sketches and
how the prototype would work were revealed to the Radiographers and Medical
Physicists.
The presentation was well received. The Radiographers saw the value in changing
their workflow to match the prototype design. Feedback from senior Radiographers
was positive, with a senior Radiographer making a comment on how much better he
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thought the solution would be compared to the existing solution. The idea that Ra-
diographers should not use Machine Log in its existing form was met with agreement
and positive discussion from the Radiographers and the Medical Physicists. It was
noted however, that no Machine Engineers were available during this presentation
so it was difficult to obtain a collective set of feedback from all staff groups in one
room. However, the Medical Physicist responsible for the Machine Engineers overall
work felt that the new workflow for Machine Engineers would be a positive change.
9.3.2 Presenting The Change of Work To The Lead Engi-
neer
A meeting was held with the Lead Engineer with the primary goal of demonstrat-
ing how the new workflow would operate within their team by using the workflow
diagram displayed in Figure 7.1. The Lead Engineer felt the changes would be very
positive and resonate with how she would like to manage her team. The idea of
being able to triage faults and assign them to the most appropriate staff was well
received by the Lead Engineer.
The outcome of the discussion was overall positive and demonstrated that the
new work system designed will meet the expectations of the Lead Engineer.
9.3.3 Discussion
By involving the users at an early stage [42], it was possible to receive initial positive
feedback and therefore strengthened the evaluation, by providing an early indication
that the new LinacLog is something that may be accepted by the users, prior to
performing a formal user test.
It is acknowledged that during the Quality Forum presentation,, there were no
Machine Technologists present to offer feedback. However, the workflow was pre-
sented to the Lead Engineer in a separate one-to-one session, who provided positive
feedback on the workflow. Furthermore, during the Quality Forum presentation,
the Medical Physicist responsible for the Machine Technologists felt the LinacLog
sketches appear to make a good effort towards tackling the lack of use of MachineLog.
Considering this, the aim was to perform a formal evaluation as a user test, with
the users of LinacLog Bunker, LinacLog Response and LinacLog Triage.
9.4 Phase 3: Evaluating with Users
It was earlier discussed that a design review is not sufficient enough to determine
usability and acceptability [52]. Therefore, user testing was performed, with the
actual users (The Radiographers and Machine Technologists) of the new prototype,
LinacLog.
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9.4.1 LinacLog Bunker User Testing Tasks
The users identified for LinacLog Bunker are the Radiographers. The aim of the
LinacLog Bunker user test was to allow the Radiographers to perform a set of tasks
and be able to supply their feedback by thinking aloud when performing the tasks.
Their feedback was captured and then reviewed.
The actions shown in Table 9.4, were printed on paper and supplied with print-
outs of the prototype. The paper interfaces served as a storyboard. Where required,
any interface that loaded another interface was placed in front of the Radiographer
to simulate the changing of interfaces. One Radiographer participated in this eval-
uation, taking fifteen minutes to complete.
Task
Action Action Sequence
Action 1 - Check LinacLog
Status
1. Look at the top of the interface
2. Observe Restricted Use Status
Action 2 - Scroll through
open faults
1. Touch the arrow pointing to the right
Action 3 - Scroll through
previous faults
1. Touch the arrow pointing to the right
Action 4 - Raise a new
fault
1. Touch the Raise Fault button
Action 5 - Change Clinical
Mode
1. Touch the Change to QA Mode Button
Table 9.4: LinacLog Bunker Evaluation Actions
9.4.2 LinacLog Bunker User Testing Results
The Covid-19 pandemic meant that rightfully, the Radiographers’ highest priority
was to continue to care for those patients who were undergoing Radiotherapy treat-
ment for their cancer during the extreme circumstances surrounding the NHS due
to Covid-19.
Despite this, one Radiographer was able to evaluate LinacLog Bunker by follow-
ing the tasks in Table 9.4.
When completing Action 1, the Radiographer commented whether the Restric-
tive Use Status would then display what use was actually restricted. The Radiog-
rapher mentioned that this is currently done by reading a certificate in a log book.
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This was very interesting feedback that can inform a second iteration of LinacLog.
It appears that, although LinacLog Bunker displays that there is a restricted use
certificate issued, it does not actually indicate what the restricted use is. However,
this Task derives from LinacLog Bunker Function Requirement Number LB7 (Table
7.2), a low priority requirement, that does not need to be included in the first design,
because it does not address the immediate problem of lack of use. Nevertheless, Task
1 is important because it was useful for being able to establish what this feature
was requested for and can inform future requirement and is a good example that by
involving the user in the early design of LinacLog, we can address issues [42].
The Radiographer completed Action 2 and 3 without issue and as such, tapped
on the arrow to scroll across the open faults. The Radiographer commented that
these features were really useful.
Completing Action 4, the Radiographer managed to raise a fault which would
then display the interface in Figure 8.3, then the interface displayed in Figure 8.4
once the fault has been acknowledge and then finally return to the default interface
displayed in Figure 8.2. However, the Radiographer questioned what happens when
the fault has been Acknowledged, suggesting that the next iteration of the prototype
could incorporate a description of what happens next, within the acknowledgement
alert box.
The Radiographer completed Action 5 without issue and made further comment
that this could be potentially useful for someone who wanted to be able to view the
status of all Linacs.
In summary, the user testing proved useful in ascertaining whether this is some-
thing that would be used. Together with the early presentation in Section 9.3, the
feedback suggested that LinacLog Bunker, is something that will address the lack
of use problem this thesis set out to address.
The feedback from the user testing can be used to specify the requirements for
the next iteration of LinacLog, although the next iteration of LinacLog is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
9.4.3 LinacLog Triage User Testing Tasks
The main user identified for LinacLog Triage is the Lead Machine Technologist
who is responsible for the workload of all Machine Technologists. The aim of the
LinacLog Triage user test was to allow the Lead Machine Technologist to perform a
set of tasks and be able to supply their feedback by thinking aloud when performing
the tasks. Their feedback will be captured and then reviewed.
The actions displayed in Table 9.5, were to be printed on paper and supplied with
print-outs of the prototype. The paper interfaces served as a storyboard. Where
required, any interface that loaded another interface was placed in front of the Lead




Action 1 - Call the Linac
Bunker
1. Touch the call button
Action 2 - Enter the details
of a high priority fault and
assign an engineer
1. Touch the Fault Name input box
2. Enter the fault information by touching the char-
acters on the keyboard
3. Touch the Fault Description text area
4. Enter the Fault Description by touching the char-
acters on the keyboard
5. Touch the Select Engineer drop-down menu
6. Select the most appropriate Engineer
7. Slide the priority to High
8. Touch the Assign button
Action 3 - Assign the new
fault to a different bunker
1. Touch the Fault Name input box
2. Enter the fault information by touching the char-
acters on the keyboard
3. Touch the Fault Description text area
4. Enter the Fault Description by touching the char-
acters on the keyboard
5. Touch the Select Engineer drop-down menu
6. Select the most appropriate Engineer
7. Touch the Change Linac button
Table 9.5: LinacLog Triage Evaluation Task Actions
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9.4.4 LinacLog Triage User Testing Results
The user test was difficult to perform due to the Covid-19 pandemic which placed
strain on the NHS.
The Lead Engineer became, understandingly, very busy during this period as
there is only one Lead Engineer, responsible for the coordination of all Machine
Technologists. Whilst the user testing was scheduled to happen with the Lead
Machine Technologist, the Machine Technologist was prevented from attending due
to a situation where a suspected Covid-19 patient had attended for Radiotherapy
and the a Linac needed to be deep cleaned before being available for the next patient.
Therefore, the formal user testing for LinacLog Triage was unable to progress
and LinacLog Triage was not tested by the Lead Machine Technologist, and was
therefore, a constraint and limitation experienced during this thesis.
9.4.5 LinacLog Response User Testing Tasks
The users identified for LinacLog Response are the Machine Technologists. The
aim of the LinacLog Response user test was to allow the Machine Technologists to
perform a set of tasks and be able to supply their feedback by thinking aloud when
performing the tasks. Their feedback will be captured and then reviewed.
One Machine Technologist participated in the user testing. The tasks, shown in
Tables 9.6 and 9.7, were printed on paper and supplied with print-outs of the pro-
totype. The paper interfaces served as a storyboard. Where required, any interface
that loaded another interface was placed in front of the Machine Technologist to
simulate the changing of interfaces.
Unlike the previous tests, for LinacLog Response, there were two sets of tasks
identified:
• A task for responding to a fault
• A task for managing faults
This is because LinacLog is directed towards the work of the Machine Tech-
nologists and is therefore, centred towards to use of recording Linac faults by the
Machine Technologist instead of the Radiographer. As such, the interfaces of Lina-
cLog Response contain more input boxes, buttons and options compared to LinacLog
Bunker and LinacLog Triage.
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Tasks for Responding to a fault
Action Action Sequence
Action 1 - Accepting a low
priority call
1. Touch Accept & Call
Action 2 - Queue a low pri-
ority call
1. Touch Queue
Action 3 - View fault de-
scription
1. Touch View Info
Action 4 - Add an update
to a fault
1. Touch Add update
Action 5 - View all fault
updates
1. Touch View All Updates
Action 6 - Change the pri-
ory of a fault
1. Touch Change priority
Action 7 - Re-Assign a
fault to another Engineer
1. Touch Re-Assign
Action 8 - Flag the fault as
resolved
1. Touch Resolved
Action 9 - Return to the
fault list interface
1. Touch Exit
Table 9.6: LinacLog Response Evaluation Task Actions: Responding To A Fault
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Tasks for managing faults
Action Action Sequence
Action 1 - View your open
faults
1. Touch View
Action 2 - View all your
faults
1. Touch View
Action 3 - Search for a
fault
1. Touch the search fault area
2. Enter the name of the fault
3. Click the magnifying glass
Action 4 - View one of the
critical faults in your work
list
1. Touch one of the faults
Action 5 - View one of the
faults with a recent update
in your work list
1. Touch one of the faults
Action 6 - Sign out of Lina-
cLog Response
1. Touch Sign Out
Table 9.7: LinacLog Response Evaluation Task Actions: Managing Faults
9.4.6 LinacLog Response User Testing Results
Task 1: Responding to a Fault (Table 9.6)
This task was performed by one Machine Engineer, taking 30 minutes to com-
plete. Immediately, the Machine Technologist noticed that for Action Task 1, there
is no way for him to recognise the priority of the job assigned to him from the in-
terface displayed in Figure 8.13. The Machine Technologist‘s response for Action 1
was “How do I tell what the priority is?” suggesting that the Machine Technologist
would actively seek the priority of the fault before contacting the Linac Bunker.
This is something that must be addressed in the next iteration of LinacLog.
The Machine Technologist proceeded to follow Actions 1 to 9 and completed
the tasks successfully and seemed to have no issues with the interface displayed in
Figure 8.14.
Task 2: Managing a Fault (Table 9.7)
The second task for managing faults was performed by one Machine Engineer,
by performing the actions in Table 9.7. This took 20 minutes to perform.
For Action 1, the Machine Technologist noted that the interface in Figure 8.12,
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it was not clear if ‘All Faults’ meant that this was a list of all the Machine Technol-
ogist’s own faults, or a list of all the team‘s faults assigned to all Machine Technol-
ogists.Action 2 was completed without any issue.
The Machine Technologist struggled with Action 3 - Search for a Fault. The
Engineer could not locate the search bar. When the Engineer did eventually find
the search bar, he noted that the search bar was too faint and the text, box and
icon was not obviously notable.
For Action 4, it was reassuring to observe the Machine Technologist automati-
cally touching one of the faults displayed on the interface in Figure 8.12, with their
finger. This shows that the Machine Technologist automatically recognised the non-
obvious call to action for the fault displayed in a table. It does not show a button to
open fault yet the Engineer was able to very quickly perform the action of opening
a fault to discover more information on the fault. Touching the fault opens the
interface displayed in Figure 8.14.
The Machine Technologist successfully performed the remaining actions 5 & 6.
9.4.7 User Testing Discussion
The Covid-19 pandemic is an example of an exceptional situation, of which there
may be others, for example, industrial disaster, which can interfere with the normal
running of a hospital over a long period of time. These situations make it extremely
difficult for design experts to access healthcare staff.
An advantage of performing user testing as a healthcare professional is the con-
tinued access to some staff despite these exceptional situations arising. In this
thesis, a Radiographer and a Machine Technologist were able to participate in the
user testing for the prototyping of LinacLog.
However, during these exceptional circumstances due to covid-19, LinacLog
Triage was unable to be tested by the user as the Lead Machine Technologist was
unavailable. Therefore, there are instances where healthcare professionals develop-
ing software also experience difficulty in accessing staff similarly to design experts
[19], during exceptional situations.
Nevertheless, the participation of the Radiographer and Machine Technologist
provided interesting feedback and results.
The user testing appears to suggest that LinacLog Bunker can be used by the
Radiographer to report faults. The feedback for LinacLog Bunker was positive with
Radiographers commenting on its better design.
However, LinacLog Response requires more work. Despite LinacLog Response
meeting the functional requirements, there are some issues surrounding usability that
need to be further investigated and addressed in the next iteration of LinacLog.
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9.5 Discussion
Despite the challenges of evaluating Medical Infrastructure Software that has been
developed by Healthcare Professionals, as non-design experts, the evaluation of Lina-
cLog in this thesis demonstrates that a Design Review, Initial Presentation and User
Testing can inform the iterative development of Medical Infrastructure Software.
This is important because it is recommended that users be included in the early
stages of the prototype. This involvement highlights that without user input, Lina-
cLog could potentially be another system that exhibits a lack of use problem. This
is because during the user testing, the users have identified issues with the proto-
type. These issues can be corrected an re-evaluated. If this process didn’t occur
and LinacLog was deployed with these issues going overlooked, LinacLog may not
be used.
The issues can translated into a table of suggested changes for the next version
of the LinacLog Prototype.
Suggested Changes - LinacLog Bunker
Change No Description
LBC1 Display what use is actually restricted
LBC2 Better indication of what happens when a fault is ac-
knowledged
Table 9.8: LinacLog Bunker Suggested Changes
Suggested Changes - LinacLog Response
Change No Description
LRC1 Better recognition of fault priority
LRC2 Clearer buttons to display and differentiate between Ma-
chine Technologists own faults and faults assigned to
their colleagues
LRC3 Clearer and more obvious search bar
Table 9.9: LinacLog Response Suggested Changes
It is therefore that this evaluation has identified issues that can be corrected and
re-evaluated in the future, and therefore, this thesis has succeeded in involving the




The goal of this Chapter is to summarise the work done in this thesis to understand
the factors that influence usability and acceptability of Medical Infrastructure Soft-
ware, by investigating the lack of use of a real-world piece of Medical Infrastructure
Software, called MachineLog. The Chapter discusses the limitations encountered
and future work that can be built upon from this research.
10.1 Summary
Healthcare Professionals in the NHS are developing software as a tool to support
their work. This software is not always used for treating patients, as it sits behind
the scenes, supporting the Medical Infrastructure.
An example of this software is MachineLog, introduced in detail in Chapter
3, a piece of Medical Infrastructure Software used within the Radiotherapy De-
partment at The James Cook University Hospital. MachineLog was developed by
Healthcare Professionals at the Northern Centre for Cancer Care and diffused into
The James Cook University Hospital, with the expectation that Radiographers use
MachineLog to input detailed information surrounding Linac faults. However, this
software exhibits a lack of use problem (the Radiographers are not using MachineLog
as intended), a problem that HCI methods aim to address.
To address this lack of use, this thesis aimed to understand the factors that
influence the usability and acceptability of medical infrastructure software. This
was achieved by:
• Investigating how people are, or more precisely, not using Machine Log in the
way it was intended, by using HCI methods.
• Producing a new design prototype for MachineLog, called LinacLog.
To investigate the lack of use of MachineLog, HCI literature was reviewed in
Chapter 4, as a non-design expert. However, the discourse of the literature in the
context of healthcare appears to be directed towards patient safety and patient
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care. Furthermore, the discourse is directed towards regulated software and medical
devices. In essence, the research seems to be focused on the ‘pointy-end’ software,
software that is heavily involved with patient care, and not towards the mundane
and ‘boring’ software like MachineLog.
MachineLog does not fit with this discourse as MachineLog is not used for patient
care. MachineLog is Medical Infrastructure Software that is designed to support the
medical infrastructure that is used to deliver treatment. For example, Linacs and
Linac software.
Nevertheless, HCI methods such as Contextual Inquiry provided tools for per-
forming observations, allowing us to investigate the lack of use of MachineLog, by
observing staff when using MachineLog. The contextual inquiry study was discussed
in Chapter 5.
As suspected, it was found that MachineLog was rarely used. In scenarios where
MachineLog is intended to be used and intended to be most useful (reporting faults),
MachineLog was not used.
The 7 observations in Chapter 5 informed the development of Personas, Scenarios
of Existing use and Scenarios of new use, discussed in Chapter 6. The personas and
scenarios were then able to inform a requirements specification discussed in Chapter
7, allowing for the design of a prototype, discussed in Chapter 8.The prototype was
evaluated in Chapter 9, by performing a design review and then user testing.
Throughout, this thesis explored the aspects of HCI and Human Factors that
can make software usable in Medical Infrastructure Software and advocated the use
of HCI and Human Factors in the development of Medical Infrastructure Software
by Healthcare Professionals.
10.2 Investigating The Use of MachineLog
The work in this thesis surrounded unregulated Medical Infrastructure Software
called MachineLog, developed by Healthcare Professionals. The use of MachineLog
was being directed by Machine Technologists, towards Radiographers. However, the
Radiographers were not using MachineLog as intended. The primary intention of
MachineLog was to record faults so Machine Technologists can manage these faults.
To conclude, the Radiographers should not be recording detailed fault informa-
tion because it does not align with their goals, to treat their patients and provide
a good patient experience and coordinate their patients care. Instead, the Machine
Technologists should input detailed information into MachineLog. The Radiogra-
phers should be able to raise a fault by pressing a button that alerts the Machine
Technologists to the fault. The managing of this fault is then coordinated between
the Lead Machine Technologist and the Machine Technologists, taking this respon-
sibility away from the Radiographers.
This conclusion was reached after performing a contextual inquiry study (Chap-
ter 5), a method for discovering the existing work performed by users of an existing
system. The advantage of Healthcare Professionals performing a contextual inquiry
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is that they are already familiar with the environment, although, need to build a
better picture of the work that their colleagues (users) are performing.




Due to limitations surrounding availability, Linacs C, D & 5 were not observed.
The contextual inquiry was visualised by using physical layout models, which
represented the environment and physical layout of the Linac Control Areas, and
flow models, that represented the interaction of staff between software and other
staff. The physical models identified that MachineLog is installed on a workstation
behind the Radiographers (Figures 5.1 and 5.2), away from where the Radiographers
are performing most of their work.
The flow models were useful in identifying the goals of staff and breakdowns.
Accordingly, these models and observations demonstrated that the Radiographer’s
goal is to treat their patient. Most of the work that the radiographer performs is
related to patient treatment, it is not related to maintaining a Linac.
When faults arose, the Radiographer’s goal then became one of coordinating
patient care, ensuring that patients were transferred to an available Linac, or ex-
plaining to patients what is causing their delay. It is at this point, the goal of the
Machine Technologist is to respond to and repair a fault.
Reviewing the observations allowed us to create Personas and Scenarios. Despite
the usefulness and validation of personas being widely debated [36] [37], together
with scenarios of use, the personas were useful in this thesis for communicating the
requirements for the new prototype, LinacLog. Furthermore, these Personas were
shown to the users, who commented that the personas were close representations of
themselves.
Reviewing the observations and scenarios, we concluded that MachineLog in
its existing form, should not be used by the Radiographers. Instead, it should be
re-designed.
10.2.1 HCI Methods for Investigating Lack of Use
Performing the contextual inquiry for investigating lack of use established that
this is a useful technique that can be used to investigate the lack of use of Medical
Infrastructure Software, as a starting point for re-designing software as a non-design
expert, where design expertise is not available.
Other frameworks, such as SEIPS 2.0, are directed towards patient treatment
and safety [21]. These frameworks are useful for ensuring safety within regulated
medical software. However, Medical Infrastructure Software such as MachineLog sits
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behind the scenes as a tool for maintaining the medical infrastructure and does not
inform patient treatment or safety. Medical Infrastructure Software is not regulated
software.
Research suggested that healthcare professionals are difficult to observe due to
various factors [19]. However, this thesis demonstrates that there is advantage in
developing software as Healthcare Professionals. I did not experience barriers in
observing staff performing their work. This may perhaps suggest that design experts
could access healthcare professionals through other healthcare professionals, such as
Clinical Scientists, who are developing software. Clinical Scientists may perhaps be
able to act as an intermediary, improving access between design experts and other
Healthcare Professionals.
However, from experience, there is still a lack of design awareness within the
NHS [7].
10.2.2 Limitations When Investigating Lack of Use
When organising time to observe staff on the Linacs, it appeared that Linac C
was not offered as an option. Although, Linac C was fully operational the time of
observations.
Linac 5 was undergoing decommissioning during the time of observations and
was in the process of being sold. Therefore, Linac 5 was not able to participate
in any observations. Furthermore, Linac D was undergoing commissioning during
the time of observation and was not in full clinical use. Due to this, the staff were
busy becoming accustomed to the layout of Linac D and therefore we were unable
to observe Linac D.
The layouts of these three Linacs vary considerably. The limitations on observ-
ing these Linacs may not capture whether MachineLog is used as intended in these
Linacs. Considering that Linac D was undergoing commissioning, it could be specu-
lated that MachineLog forms part of this commissioning and that the Radiographers
may perhaps be trained to use it, or the use of MachineLog may be advocated. It
would be useful to re-visit Linac D in the future to explore this. Nevertheless, Ma-
chineLog is not used as intended in the other Linacs and this required addressing.
During the observations, it is possible the Radiographers had a greater awareness
of being observed and as such, may have adjusted their working practices [48] and is
a limitation of the study. One example was discussed in Observation 2, where it was
observed that a Radiographer entered the start time of Linac QA, perhaps because
that the Radiographer was aware of being observed on their use of MachineLog.
10.3 Re-designing MachineLog
To inject a sense of ‘newness’, MachineLog was re-branded as LinacLog. This was
done to focus the software on recording faults for Linacs, hence LinacLog. It was felt
MachineLog was too ambiguous. LinacLog was re-designed as a non-design expert
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and to communicate the requirements for LinacLog, I drew from HCI literature
surrounding personas and scenarios. The personas and scenarios were introduced
and discussed in Chapter 6.
To develop the personas, I followed a persona life cycle [49], discussed in Chapter
6. The usefulness of personas has been well debated [36]. However, in this thesis,
personas were a useful tool for communicating the requirements of LinacLog. Bowen,
et al. [36] mention that personas can be useful when users can be deeply involved
in the design. The advantage of developing software as a Healthcare Professional, is
that we can involve other Healthcare Professionals in the design. In the case of this
thesis, the users are the Radiographers and Radiotherapy Engineers, who are able to
understand their requirements and articulate them. Together with the observations
and experience of these staff groups, we were able to create personas that accurately
represented the users, concluding that personas are useful for assisting in the com-
municating of the requirements for a re-designed prototype Medical Infrastructure
Software, to be used by other staff groups.
The personas were then used within scenarios of existing and new use. The
scenarios were developed from the contextual inquiry study within Chapter 6, by
reflecting on the activities and practice of the Radiographers and Machine Technol-
ogists (Radiotherapy Engineers). The scenarios provided a hypothetical narrative
around the use of MachineLog, envisaging situations where MachineLog should be
used.
After creating scenarios of existing use, scenarios of new use were created, pro-
viding insight on how the work could be simplified by a new prototype, known as
LinacLog.
10.3.1 Formalising the Requirements
The personas and scenarios assisted with the development of a formal specification,
outlined in Chapter 8. The specification was useful for informing the design of
LinacLog.
The specification included a new workflow for the Machine Technologists. This
was initially presented to the Lead Machine Technologist before proceeding further.
This early feedback was useful in understanding that the new workflow is something
that will work and will be accepted by the Lead Machine Technologist, who is
responsible for the team’s workload. Research has shown that it is important to
involve the users at an early stage [42]. This involvement has demonstrated that
eliciting early feedback surrounding the new Machine Technologists is a factor that
influences the acceptability of Medical Infrastructure Software.
The specification outlined functional requirements and non-functional require-





The apps were designed differently to promote separate use. For example, the
Radiographers now only need to use LinacLog Bunker within the Linac Bunker. The
Machine Technologists can use either LinacLog Response for responding to faults
and LinacLog Triage for organising the response to faults, as the Triage Engineer.
This separation clearly identifies the differences between reporting and recording
faults.
10.3.2 Limitations on Development
The thesis set out to create a high-fidelity working prototype for LinacLog so that
the users could be immersed in LinacLog. However, barriers to accessing the Trust
IT network, were encountered. Therefore, it proved difficult to get the smart devices
on the WiFi so that LinacLog would communicate with a database server hosted on
the internal network.
Alternatives were explored such as hosting the database off site as a cloud solu-
tion. However, access to the servers were blocked by the Trust‘s firewall and it was
sensible not to delay the thesis due to technical limitations. Interestingly, it is an
NHS Digital policy for ‘Internet First’ or ’Cloud First’ [54]. Thus while there is a
desire and policy to support the kind of work I envisaged, there are practical obsta-
cles when it comes to actually implementing the policy. By the time all approvals
were granted, approximately 18 months into the thesis, it was too late to develop a
working prototype for evaluation, within the remaining 6 months. Therefore, Hos-
pital IT was a significant limitation and subsequently, the prototype was designed
as a low-fidelity sketch of digital interfaces by using interface design software known
as Adobe XD.
To plan the design of the interfaces, HCI techniques from literature surround-
ing sketching ideas [39], were utilised. This was useful for overcoming constrained
thinking due to the limitations of Hospital IT.
10.4 Evaluating LinacLog
Despite the difficulties experienced by design experts recruiting NHS staff for evalua-
tion [41], as a non-design expert working within the NHS, it was possible to perform
an evaluation of LinacLog, with NHS staff.
The evaluation of LinacLog was performed in three phases:
• Phase 1 - Design Review
• Phase 2 - Presentation to the users
• Phase 3 - User Testing
By performing a design review for the prototype, it was possible to ascertain that
the prototype met the requirements specified in Chapter 7. The design review was
performed by reviewing the interfaces in conjunction with the list of requirements
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for LinacLog Bunker, LinacLog Response and LinacLog Triage. The results of the
design review were discussed in Chapter 9.
It was possible to initially present the LinacLog Bunker to the Radiographers at a
Quality Forum, a meeting which brings together Radiographers, Medical Physicists
and Machine Technologists, to discuss quality related issues. Feedback from this
presentation suggested that LinacLog Bunker is something that would be useful for
the Radiographers, as a replacement to MachineLog. During this presentation, no
negative feedback was received. This was discussed in Chapter 9.
It was also possible to present the new workflow, that LinacLog would support, to
the Lead Machine Technologist. The Lead Machine Technologist indicated that the
workflow is a significant improvement, allowing for the better allocation of Machine
Technologists.
Moving into Phase 3, a user test of the interfaces from Chapter 8 was performed,
by designing a set of tasks and actions. The tasks and interfaces were printed as a
storyboard, with interfaces being swapped manually.
The tasks were explained to the users and the users were encouraged to think
aloud and provide feedback as they progressed through the tasks.
The feedback suggested that there was more improvement needed, which was dis-
played in Tables 9.8 and 9.9, as suggested changes. These changes can be considered
in future versions of LinacLog.
10.4.1 Limitations on Evaluation
Due to Covid-19 restrictions, I was only able to recruit 1 Radiographer and 1 Ma-
chine Technologist to perform the full user testing. Unfortunately, the Lead Machine
Technologist became unavailable due to the demands of Covid-19.
10.5 Factors That Influence Usability and Accept-
ability
This thesis aimed to understand the factors that influence usability and accept-
ability of Medical Infrastructure Software that has been developed by Healthcare
Professionals such as Clinical Scientists, who are not design experts but are able to
develop software. This was achieved by investigating the lack of use of MachineLog
and used HCI methods to re-design MachineLog, so that it is used as intended.
Specifically, the influencing factors are:
• That Medical Infrastructure Software aligns with the goals of the users and is
goal-oriented
• That the users are involved in the design and evaluation of Medical Infrastruc-
ture Software
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• There is good access to the users (Healthcare Professionals) when developing
Medical Infrastructure Software
The remainder of this section gives further details of these three points.
It is important that Medical Infrastructure Software aligns to the goals of its
users. MachineLog, for example, did not align to the goals of the Radiographer,
which is to treat patients or provide a smooth patient experience. This goal is com-
mon amongst most Healthcare Professionals involved in direct patient treatment.
The use of Medical Infrastructure Software to provide detailed information should
be directed towards the users that require detailed information. For example, de-
tailed fault information should be entered by those interested in fixing the fault.
Actively forcing Healthcare Professionals to use Medical Infrastructure Software
to enter detailed fault information prevents them from achieving their goals. In our
example, Observation 6 in Chapter 5 demonstrates a situation where one Radiog-
rapher is being told to enter fault information, retrospectively, after the fault has
occurred and has been resolved, by the resolving Engineer. Although this situa-
tion leads to Medical Infrastructure being used for entering information, the data
inputted is not accurate because the Healthcare Professional wants to get back to
treating their patient. Observation 6 demonstrated that the Radiographer estimated
the time the fault occurred. Furthermore, this guessing prevents Engineers, or the
ones who are interested in using the Medical Infrastructure Software to maintain
the Medical Infrastructure, from logging accurate downtime metrics.
However, Healthcare Professionals using the Medical Infrastructure still need a
way of reporting a fault and receiving feedback and re-assurance that someone is
on their way to deal with the fault. For LinacLog, this was achieved by a ‘Raise
Fault’ button, shown in Figure 8.2. This button alerts an Engineer to call the
staff, to find out more information. The Engineer then enters the detailed fault
information, with the system automatically capturing a more accurate time of when
the fault occurred, and thus providing an ability for a more accurate downtime
metric. Therefore, ensuring that Medical Infrastructure Software aligns to the goals
of all its users is a factor that influences the acceptability and usability of Medical
Infrastructure Software.
To help align to the goals of the users, it is important that the users are involved
in the design and evaluation of Medical Infrastructure Software. By involving the
users it was possible to gain initial feedback on the development of prototypes. This
feedback can inform the iteration of the prototype/Medical Infrastructure Software.
Therefore, involving the users in the design is a factor that influences the accept-
ability and usability of Medical Infrastructure Software.
It has been acknowledged that for design experts, there is difficulty in accessing
Healthcare Professionals when designing all types of software. However, involving
users in the design process is not difficult for Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical
Scientists who are designing Medical Infrastructure Software. This is because there
is easy access to the staff that they help to supporting during their routine work,
most of the time, the different staff groups are already engaged in discussions with
one another due to ongoing projects and multi-disciplinary working. This is an
advantage for staff such as Clinical Scientists who are able to develop software
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such as Medical Infrastructure Software. However, there are some challenges when
accessing other Healthcare Professionals during times of exceptional circumstances
such as the Covid-10 pandemic. Therefore, good access to Healthcare Professionals
when designing software is a factor that can influence the usability and acceptability
of Medical Infrastructure Software.
10.6 Future Work
10.6.1 Developing A Working Prototype
This prototype has the potential to be used in the real world and replace the existing
MachineLog.
Despite the significant limitations due to Hospital IT, preventing the develop-
ment of a high-fidelity working prototype, within the time-frame of this research, it
is possible to connect prototype devices to the Hospital IT Network as eventually,
IG approval was given and Hospital IT were prepared to connect the devices to the
network, after lengthy discussion and an approximate 18 month wait.
Therefore, this prototype design could be iterated by taking on board the sug-
gested changes from Tables 9.8 and 9.9, and by translating the interfaces into smart-
phone and tablet applications.
This prototype could be further evaluated with more of the users, post-covid
pandemic. Any further issues that are identified can be collated and used to inform
another re-design or next iteration of the prototype. The evaluation could follow
the three phase approach taken in this thesis, iteratively informing the design until
LinacLog is fully functional.
It may also be useful to continue development and evaluation of LinacLog along-
side design experts. Design experts are able to perform some of the more difficult
evaluations such as Cognitive Walkthroughs. However, if design expertise continued
to be unavailable, further evaluations can be performed by performing user testing
during each iteration of design, which may minimise the time spent on developing
LinacLog.
The advantage of developing LinacLog as an employee meant that the develop-
ment and deployment can occur as routine work, in the same way that the original
MachineLog was developed and deployed. However, it would be useful to undertake
a full service improvement evaluation to demonstrate how LinacLog could improve
the efficiency of the reporting and recording of LinacLogs. This service improvement
evaluation could further strengthen the justification for replacing MachineLog with
LinacLog and demonstrate that Medical Infrastructure Software that is designed
with a user-orient approach such as LinacLog, with proper evaluation, may improve
the non-clinical work of Healthcare Professionals who are tasked with supporting
the Medical Infrastructure that they use to deliver treatment to patients.
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10.6.2 A NHS Network of Design Experts
There could be work to be done in creating a NHS Network of Design Experts.
This could address the problem of NHS software developers gaining easy access to
design expertise. Perhaps one day we might see NHS Design sitting alongside NHSx
and NHS Digital. If there was a mechanism whereby Clinical Scientists developing
software could can send in a piece of software to be evaluated by design experts,
and they were afforded the access to the users as NHS employees, we might find this
established a proper evaluation method.
Research has suggested that NHS staff are difficult to access for evaluation [19].
However, a network of Design Experts working with Healthcare Professionals such
as Health and care Professions Council (HCPC) registered Clinical Scientists, who
are developing and being trained to develop software in the NHS for other healthcare
professionals [4] [12], we may be able to improve access to design expertise in the
NHS for both regulated and unregulated software.
10.6.3 Will LinacLog work in another Trust?
The question “Will our LinacLog Work in another Trust?” or, “Could there be a
central LinacLog for all Radiotherapy Departments?”, could be explored.
The work in this thesis focuses on MachineLog at The James Cook University
Hospital. There is evidence from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 that the challenges
of managing Linac faults is shared by all Radiotherapy Departments. Yet, it was
apparant that each centre developedevelop their own independent solutions to this
challenge. Could the new LinacLog address this challenge for the entire NHS?
Contextual Inquiry studies and evaluations in other centres may highlight dif-
ferences in activities which could suggest that LinacLog is not able to be a ‘one size
fits all’ solution, or it could result in a similar looking LinacLog to the one in this
thesis, by performing a contextual inquiry and user testing to inform the re-design
of their own version of MachineLog,
10.6.4 A HCI Toolkit for Healthcare Professionals
The work in this thesis can be taken further by performing more research into the
development of Medical Infrastructure Software by Healthcare Professionals who are
able to develop software, but are unaware of how HCI can address issues such as
lack of use.
From experience, there are some Healthcare Professionals such as Clinical Sci-
entists who are now being taught Software Development skills as part of their
formal ‘Scientist Training Programme’ (STP) [55], equipping newly qualified reg-
istered clinical scientists with both scientific, clinical and software development
skills. An example of one competency is to “Specify, design, develop and test
a small database, web application or image processing solution.”. The compe-
tency can be found here: https://curriculum.nshcs.org.uk/programmes/stp/
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module/SPE300/competency/13.
However, the STP curriculum does not include specific teaching on HCI. There
is a huge potential for Computer Scientists and Design Experts to contribute to this
learning of Clinical Scientists.
This could perhaps lead into a toolkit for Healthcare Professionals developing
software. The toolkit could include guides on methods for design and evaluation
such as contextual inquiry for non-design experts.
10.7 Final Thoughts
In this thesis, I was able to explore a real-world problem, apply HCI knowledge
and methods to this problem and begin to address the problem within the domain
of Healthcare. By re-designing MachineLog and evaluating LinacLog, this thesis
has demonstrated that it is possible to re-design and evaluate mundane behind the
scenes Medical Infrastructure Software that exhibits a lack of use problem, by using
HCI methods, despite the lack of awareness of HCI in the NHS and the difficulty
accessing Healthcare Professionals, as a non-design expert.
From experience, there are many other behind the scenes Medical Infrastructure
Software exhibiting a similar problem. This software goes overlooked yet it impacts
the work of Healthcare Professionals, shoehorning Healthcare Professionals into sys-
tems that do not align with their goals. This misalignment of goals is a factor that
influences the acceptability and usability of Medical Infrastructure Software.
It appears the unregulated software gives rise to flexible development practices
which may contribute to the lack of use problems experienced by unregulated Med-
ical Infrastructure Software. Furthermore, there appears to be little research sur-
rounding the design and evaluation of Medical Infrastructure Software developed by
Healthcare Professionals.
It also appears that the discourse of the research within Health IT is directed
towards the ‘pointy-end’ of patient treatment software and regulated medical device
software, which does not fit with Medical Infrastructure Software, although Med-
ical Infrastructure Software is equally as important as patient treatment software,
helping to ensurethat equipment used to deliver treatment, is well-managed.
Clinical Scientists who are registered Healthcare Professionals, developing both
unregulated and regulated software on the boundaries of regulated and unregulated
healthcare activities, appear to have an advantage in developing software because
they have good access to other Healthcare Professionals. Some of this software tends
to be directed towards themselves, for example, software that calculated or checks
radiation doses, developed by Medical Physicists for use by Medical Physicists.
Due to the new Medical Device Regulations, this software can be built with slight
flexibility because it does not need to be CE marked by an external authority, pro-
viding that the software is only being used within the hospital that has developed it.
This is also providing that the development of this software is done in accordance to
a Quality Management System (QMS). However, in the hospital, the QMS appears
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to be developed/outlined by those Healthcare Professionals developing the software.
Despite the stricter requirements of this software, there are rare instances where
this software is not used as intended. Investigating the lack of use of this type of
regulated medical software may be an interesting area to investigate, as this is a case
of Healthcare Professionals developing regulated software, with lack of awareness
of HCI, that is used for patient treatment, but does not undergo the rigours of
commercial software CE marking.
I hope this thesis can be used to guide the better design of Medical Infrastructure
Software developed by Healthcare Professionals, helping to ensure that this type of
under-researched software does not exhibit lack of use problems.
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Presenting LinacLog
Bunker to Radiographers





Redesigning and improving the recording




• Working for the past 18 months on my MSc, 6 months to go!
• MSc (By research) Computer Science, focused on Human-
Computer-Interaction
• Most of the work has been thesis-writing / theory
• Finally getting to the end-product stage – a prototype
• Investigating why radiographers don’t use machine log
• Re-designing the work





• Please don’t share any of this information outside of the Trust due 
to Intellectual Property and copyright
• Currently in talks with University of York & South Tees surrounding 
IP, etc. As other Trusts are interested in this work.
• Please remember that the research work is part of my MSc and is 
still a work in progress
The Study












• Very much hosted on a PC in the corner 
• Difficult to use 
• Not aligned to the goals of a radiographer (To treat patients)
• Radiographer’s shouldn’t be using machine log
• Machine Engineers should be using and updating machine log
• Lead Engineer cannot properly oversee the work of the machine 
engineers




Linac Log – Prototype Overview











• Web dashboard displaying metrics such as uptime
• Detailed overall fault log information
• Ability to view restricted use certificates (integrated with Q-Pulse)





• Tablet displaying key information to Radiographers
• Allows radiographer to raise a fault and receive feedback
• Allows radiographer to switch to QA mode & clinical mode instead 
of clunky menus









• Another Huawei T3 10 Tablet with Android App
• Allows Triage Engineer (Lead Tech) to:
• Acknowledge Fault
• Directly Call LinacLog Bunker to obtain further information





• Smartphone with App
• Allows Engineer to:
• Respond to Faults
• Call LinacLog Bunker
• Log Fault information
• Manage Fault workload
• Queue non-urgent faults







Appendix B: Health Research
Authority Approval Tool






Appendix C: Extract from
Timeline Document
Continued on next page...
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It’s now 08:14 and the radiographer has spotted an issue with the XVI PC. The 
screen seems to have gone strange and ‘dotty’. The radiographer reboots the 
device. 
08:15 and the radiographer discovers a QA3 device and appears confused as to 
why there is one in there, when there hasn’t been at previous times. 
08:16 the radiographer contacts the machine technologist by phone and asks 
whether she can use the QA3 device that was in the cupboard. The Machine 
Technologist gives the go ahead and the radiographer articulates her frustration 
that they weren’t told that there was one available to use in the linac room. 
08:17 and as the radiographer was walking to the linac room, the telephone 
rang. It was the receptionist informing her that there was a patient waiting in 
the waiting area. The radiographer mentioned that the receptionists schedule the 
patients and that they can see in the software.  
The receptionist can obtain this information from the Clinical System Mosaiq, 
and see whether the patient has been checked in. She feels this phone call is 
unnecessary.  
08:17 another radiographer (B) walks in, a member of the treatment team. 
08:20 Radiographer B goes to give the patient some medication 
The radiographers discuss their frustrations of not knowing that there was a QA3 
device. 
At 08:20 the radiographer attempted to login to a PC to find the Atlas QA 
software, she was unsuccessful and moves to another PC to attempt to find the 
software. 
08:21 Radiographer A (the QA radiographer) mentioned that the Icon for Atlas 
QA is different inside the application and on the desktop, which makes it harder 
to find. She identifies the yellowness of the icon. 
08:23 Radiographer A uses Atlas QA to record the beam profile (displays the 
information that the QA3 box collecs from the beam), and then they use 
QA3VMAT test web analysis for checking the position of the box is correct to 
reduce inaccuracies. The phone rings whilst she was explaining the process. The 
phone is the other linac bunker who is ready to release the QA3 device. 
08:26 Atlas QA displayed the beam as failed (on purpose) to prompt the 
radiographer to check QA3VMAT. This is an interesting change to remind the 
radiographer to not forget the QA3VMAT step. 
The radiographer is now quickly moving around the machines to run the tests, to 
meet the 08:30 clinical start time. It’s now 08:27 and Radiographer C arrives. 
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